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undoubtedly

is not Catholicism itself, but the manner in
which Catholicism has, for a long time,

been.
of

money, &c., should be sent. All communications
designed for publication should be addressed to the
rs.

The Mornin Star,

Thousands upon thelands agree to the
above sentiments of Father Hyacinthe ; and
yet, like him, they would say: ¢ Itis my
most profound conviction that, if France in
particular, and the Latin races in general,
anarchy, the principal

understood

the countries we

and
have

practiced.”
named

In all

above,

in Germany and Central and South
ica as well, are myriads of men

and

Amer-

who,

like

Father Hyacinthe, are Protestants and do
not know it. Many of them have, by the
most

strenuous efforts of the

kept ignorant of the

prelacy, been

fact that the

Roman

church and the Christian church “are not
WEDNESDAY,

God's

JANUARY

19, 1870.

Comfort.
———

‘When the world no solace gives,
When in deep distress I groan;

‘When my lover'and my friend
Leave me with my grief alone;
‘When a weary land I tread,
Fainting for the rocks and springs,

Overshadow me, O Lord,
With the comfort of thy wings!

-

YORK, AND DOVER, X. H., JANUARY 19,1870.

NEW
THE

¥

identical. - Such, like Father Hyacinthe,
will cling to the church while they protest
against** the manner in which Catholicism
has, for a long time been undérstood and
practiced.” It is well. They are wielding
a mightier influence to-day, and propelling
forward the church of Rome more rapidly
in the path of reform, than it would be
possible for them to do if recognized by
themselves and others as Protestants.

Fire, fagotand rack, the arguments with
which *¢ the church” convinced the doubting
and reclaimed the erring in former days,
she dares not use, and her heart is grieved
that these ‘‘ damnable heresies” cannot be
stayed. Tetzels @nd Ecks are learning by
sad experience that their bluster avails but

to the churches

their behalf.

and

benevolent persons in

The appropriation

in Octo-

ber was a partial one, and the directors
feel that they could not, in times like these,
repeat the experiment, if it were possible to

have it otherwise.
The recent address of Mayor Shurtleff
contains the following facts: Boston has a population of more than
250,000 souls; its net debt in two years has

condescension.
A story was recently told
of a rich merchant coming into his prayermeeting and speaking in a very patronizing
manner of seamen in general. He thought
them
a very worthy class. They did a great
deal for commerce ; ought to be cared for,
ete., etc.

When he sat down, Father

Tay-

9

‘Washington Correspondence.

SPANISH CRUF.LTIES,

session, but have made victims of innumer-

able suspected persons, -accused of uttering obnoxious words, of holding correspond-

debt, Dec.

Thisis a fearful application of >the Spanish threat to
drown the rebellion in its own blood.

1869,

was $23,783,938.84;

income of the water works
870 is $700,000; the police force numbers 443 men,

ence with the enemy, or of being

of men on the side of the rebellion.

relatives

Many

persons have also béen slaughtered, against
whom no charges could be made, but who

have fallen victims

to private vengeance

and he is ever ready to rebuke any intoler-. and blood-thirsty loyalists.

His chapel is supported mainly by
the total valuation of real and personal ance.
Unitarians,
with whom he is a great favorproperty (Dorchester included), is $569,
ite.
Upon
one
occasion he attended a Uni817,300; the total amount of salable land
tarian
convention
in Boston, when the subbelonging to the city is about twelve hunject
of
the
Education
and Support of the
dred thousand feet; the total number of
water takers is 31,310, and the estimated Ministry was under consideration. A speaker, referring to the Methodist ministry, said

that they were paid $100 if single, $200 if
married, and $300 if they had a family—
the health department 319 men; 42,620
and that was all they were worth! Father
children attend the public schools; it cost
Taylor sprang to his feet and asked leave to
$1,016,800 to support the schools; the fire say a word.
.
department consists of twenty-one steam | “Bro C. is right,” he said. ‘One hun-

fire engines, ten horse hose companies and
dred dollars, two hundred dollars, three
seven hook and ladder carriages.
1 hundred dollars, are the sums we pay our
“MASTERS.”
ministers. But in regard to the remark

AMONG THE MORMONS.

Salt Lake Citywas recently ina dilemma.
It was undecided for a time whetherto give
expression alone to its joy or to its rage, so
it compromised the matter and did both.
The laying of the last rail of the Utah

Branch Railroad, together with the festivities in store for that occasion, occurred
about the time that Mr. Cullum’s bill
was presented to Congress, providing for
legislation against Mormon abuses. Also,
at about

the

same

time,

Mormons created a schism

several

apostate

in the Church

by openly protesting against the authority
thatit is all they are worth, let me say
‘and polygamous doctrines of Brigham
that when a young man has gone through
Father Taylor.
Young. Here was a perplexing state of
our mill—our discipline—we will put him
ey We
affairs truly. But like real philosophers,
This veteran and unique Bethel preach- against any you can bring forward. We they rejoiced at the completion of the road;
Strengthen and sustain me, Lord,
er, who has become known, throvgh vari- will put him foot to foot against the Arch‘With thine all-sufficient grace;
business was suspended, Brigham and his
little,and, like Father Hecker, they resort to
ous means in almost every part of ‘the civil- bishop of Canterbury, and I'll sit by and apostles,’the elders of the church, saints
Overlean my dying bed
the Jesuitical method of disguising history,
see how it will go on. If the Methodist
With the sweetness of thy face !
and disguising or denying current facts. In ized world, is thus made to figure in an minister is but a goslin of a.boy, yet, I and sinners, Jews and Gentiles, all joined
extended article of reminiscences, furnished
ir the celebration ; flags were flying, bands
the very teeth of the Pope’s own assertions
When the pang, the strife, is past,
will venture to say the gentleman will find
‘When my spirit mounts on high,
in his published allocutions,and even in the by a correspondent of the Christian Union.’ himself pushed hard in Bible doctrine. Mr. were playing, cannon roared, and amid
Catch me up in thine embrace,
general merry-making the road was dediteeth of the creed of the church itself, they There are many among our readers who President, I don’t unite, I agree with you.
In thy bosom let me lie!
will be interested in what follows:
cated
to the Lord, and numerous speeches
contend that Romanism is the friend of
I am an-agreement man. I like you as were pronounced. Then the scene changed.
Freed from sin and freed from death,
I
write
of
him
as
I
remember
hifn
in
his
progress.
Hid with thee in heaven above,
you are. I know not how I could make
And what next? A Councit.
Pius IX. prime days—before his eye grew dim or his you better, but don’t make yourself a mod- The faithful retired to a place by themOversplendor me, O God;
selves and gave unmistakable expression
With the glory of thy love.
takes a most desponding view ofthe situa- strength abated. Then his Bethel was the el man. Don’t cut me by your pattern.
to their rage. Speeches, the most vituperain
i
Phoebe Cary.
central
attraction
of
the
Boston
pulpit.
The
tion, sees that progress is too strong for
I can’t like your shavings. Sir, I am the tive and defiant, succeeded their recent coneloquent
CHANNING,
his
neighbor,
drew
no
superstition, and summons the united wishappiest man alive. I am satisfied with
The Ecumenical Council.
dom of the church to determine~ how this ‘such erowds around him. His Bethel was my God— satisfied with my religion, gratulations. It = was ‘declared that no
—
—
fearful progress may be stayed.—A. kK. M. the resort of all classes. Not only of sea- and that God gives me such afield to force, civil or military, sanctioned by law
or otherwise, should ever enforce restricWHY IS IT CALLED?
men of every color and nation, but the work in and such friends to work with.
tions on their established customs. They
elite, the scholars, professors, students,
Manrfally, and with a zeal worthy of a
I admire your character, I admire your
Boston Notes.
tell the U. S. Government that it has no
clergy,
literary
men
from
all
parts work; but if you are going to measure
better cause, the Pope of Rome and his
authority over their usages, and they tell
of the world, in visiting Boston, would a Methodist minister by three hundred
serviles have stood against the progress of
RELIGIOUS MATTERS.
the
reformatory party in the Church that
be drawn to his plain, humble chapel. dollars, I am your man. It is because you
civilization and enlightenment.
As in the
the
old
doctrines shall still be enforced to
For
some
time
past,
the
members
of
the
Miss
Martineau,.
Buckingham,
Dickens,
Jendays of Galileo, the church decreed that the
have the principle of religion I love you,
the letter. They thus defy both the spirit of
world did not move, so have they used all Salem Street Congregational Church have ny Lind, and many other celebrities, list- and will take your shoes and follow after
reform and the principles of good governened with delight to his masterly addresses.
diligence to establish that decree, intellectu- had under consideration the abandonment
you; but don’t make me or my brother
ally and morally. But in spite of the most of this position,—the removal of many The. choice places, however, were always three hundred dollars long—I can’t stand ment, and in all probability, have sealed
i
untiring effort, the progress of the age und families attending there seeming to call for | kept for the seamen. Iis chapel was al- that. Ihave too much fight in me still. I their own doom.
SOUTH
AMERICA.
such
a
movement.
They
have,however,
at
ways crowded with them. But fewsailors am smaller than the least of my brethren,
the march of intellect have been too much.
European powers have threatened to infor the papacy. And more rapid than all last, decided still to occupy the field, and to would think of spending a Sabbath in Bos- but I grasp the two poles.”
|
terfere
in South American affairs, and the
restore,
if
possible,
to
this
church
its
former
ton without hearing their staunch friend—
else has been the progress of religious
An apology immediately followed.
natives
are highly exasperated. Notwithpower
and
usefulness.
There
has
been
no
and none failed in receiving a hearty weltruth.
And if, at sometimes, it has seemed
1 write of Father Taylor as I knew him standing their almost interminable difficulof a slower growth, this seeming has been settled preacher for some time, but meas- come. The gentility, the rich, the fashiona- twenty years ago. The last time I saw him
ties they still claim the privilege of adminonly temporary, to be succeeded by more ures will at once be taken to secure an ble, would be left to care for themselves as we met in Washington street, Boston, when
istering their own affairs. Several provinefficient
man
and
to
make
the
place
rapid progress. True religion, civilization
best they could; but poor Jack, however
cesof Bragilare opposed to imperialism,
The church dates back to 1827, rough and shabby he might appear, was he came tenderly up to me, put his arms
and science go hand in hand, and consti- attractive.
around my neck, and kissed me.
That and threatento secede and form indepenand
has
been
one
of
the
most
prominent
tute a trinity whose power is not easily rezealously looked after, and provided for. kiss still lingers on my forehead, the bendent states. Revolutions are so frequent
churches.
Blagden, Towne and If the room was crowded—as it most always
sisted even by priesteraft.
Not by the la- of Bos
ediction of a man ripe for glory. Fall of as scarcely to occasion remark, and a map
Beecher
have
all
been
‘settled
there,
and
bors of missionaries or of resident Proteswas sure to be—and his eye would catch years and honors, he waits near his beloved
tants, but by the outside pressure of truth other men of mark have occupied this field. some poor sailor shrinkingly crowding in a Bethel for the call of his Captain to enter of the country for ode week would need
and the progress of surrounding nations, —At the South End, the Springfield Street corner, it was no unusual thing for him to the port beyond which there is no more an almost entire revision for the next. It
is reported that the President of Paraguay
have papal countries become measurably Congregational Church edifice has been call out to him from the pulpit, *‘ Here, sea.
has surrendered to the Allies, and then folsold
to
the
Préshyterians.
The
Presbyterienlightened in spite of themselves.
The
Jack, come up on the quarterdeck,” and
low conflicting statements as to his present
bulls of the Pope and the denunciations of ans will at once organize a new church, give him a place on the platform. He was
Events of the Week.
locality. His son is in Washington at presprelates. have been
fulminated against quite a number leaving the Beach Street full of sympathy for the class he ministered
:
ne Oe
ent, seeking to interest the Goyernment in
church
for that purpose.—The Warren to. He loved them with a profound love—
light and knowledge, but with no avail.
GEORGIA LEGISLATURE.
his father’s behalf, who, he asserts, is still
They felt
The Encyclical Letter of the Pope, issued Avenue society (Rev. Dr. Eddy’s) has just nothing was too good for them.
The
re-organization
of
the
Georgia
legisat the head of his army, and has every hope
achieved
a
noble
work,
in
providing
for
the
that a great, warm heart was throbbing
in Dec., 1864, and the Syllabus which acpayment of their mortgage debt, amounting for them, and he moved them as no other lature was effected on Tuesday, the 11th. of success. The President and Cabinet recompanied it, in language plain and undisgard affairs there as in too unsettled a conThe Senate organized without difficulty,but
guised, uttered a condemnation of almost to some $35,000. The work was accom- man on earth could do.” Father Taylor was
plished on the last evening of the old year. a hero through and through. I never knew in the House there were scenes of the wild- dition, to admit of diplomatic relations at
every form of progress in the civilized
Pistols and bowie knives present.
Stern as a Roman, yet est confusion.
world, and anathematized them as ‘‘ dam- —The revival meetings are still in progress a grander man.
° A ROYAL MURDERER.
were flourished, and it was only by the utin a few of the churches, the results of tender as a woman; ucrelenting in opposnable heresies.”
Freedom of the press,
Paris
was
thrown into intense excitement
which are beginning to appear. At the ing wrong, yet, full of gentle, melting most coolness of the union members that
Bible Societies, Clerical Associations, Indeon the afternoon of Monday, the 10th inst,
Morgan
Chapel,
considerable
religious
serious
results
were
prevented.
Complete
pleading to reclaim the offender. His bependence of Church and State, Marriage
interest is manifest, nine persons uniting nevolence knew no bounds ; he would empty | organization was f-ally effected; the col- over the murder of a journalist, M. Victor
as a Civil Contract, all Education not conwith the church on the first Sabbath of the his pocket-book or take off his coat and ored members are reseated and the work of Noir, by Prince Pierre Bonaparte. M. Noir
trolled by the Catholic Church, the equality
year, while quite a number more were give it to a poor sailor, as he has repeated- legislation moves slowly along, but the had called to arrange matters for a duel beof the Clergy and Laity, and almost every
examined
and approved.
Some thirty, ly done. If one of them was in distress, event has given rise to serious complica- tween the Prince and Pascal Grousset, one
other result of independent thought and real
mostly young men, on the last evening of he would hasten to his side to relieve him. tions. Itis asserted onthe one hand that of the Editors of Rochefort’s journal, when
progress, has had ten times more curses
an altercation ensued, during which
the
the year, stated their desire to commence
If one was in difficulty, he would never democrats have committed perjury in orthan the barren fig tree,
Prince shot his victim dead.
The tragthe new year as Christians.
Revival leave him until he had rescued him.
The der to retain their seats and influence the
edy has been warmly discussed in the Corps
But of what avail? In spite of pontifical meetings have been held at this church
sailors were his children, and they called State government ; and on the other, that
decrees, ‘ the world moves,” no more reLegislatif,
and threats have been exchanged
every evening for the last two- weeks. him father. They idolized him and would Gov. Bullock is respensible for the trouble
tarded by the curses of Pius IX. than by —Nineteen persons united with the Beach
by members of the Parliament and radical
have died for him; and whatis more, many
by trying to get in a sufficient number of
the decrees of Urban VIII. Superstition
Street church. on the first Sabbath of lived pure lives for the love they bore ‘ him. his own partisansto secure his election to deputies. An immense crowd of people
and despotism have been building walls
attended the funeral of the murdered man,
January, two at the First church, two at In the pulpit he was a master. His preach- the United States Senate.
Threats and
around all papal countries, but the light
Tremont Temple, and eight at the Bethel. ing'was plain, pointed, practical—rich inil- warnings from the Ku Klux Klan are nu- and frequent cheers for Rochefort were givshines through them. Rayshave streamed
—The week of prayer was well observed lustration,abounding in nautical phrases, bit- merous. The President has instructed Gen. en. Prompt military measures prevented
- across the chaotic territories of France and
Efforts are making
by the churches in Boston. A union prayer ter in sarcasm,terrible in denunciation of sin, Terry to act with caution, but with vigor a threatened outbreak.
Spain, Austria and Italy, and have gleamed
to
bring
the
Prince
to
trial, and serious
sweet
and
tender
in
presen'ing
Christ.
Gems
and
decision.
meeting of all the Congregational churches
"upon the windows of the Vatican itself, It
complicdtions
between
the
imperialists and
of thought flashed from bim like lightning
ADMISSION OF VIRGINIA.
heeds no more the prohibitions of the pa- was held daily at the Mount” Vernon from summer clouds. He held his audience
the
liberalists
are
likely
to
result.
"an hour of each meeting being
At ‘the re-assembling of Congress, the
pal power than did thé rising tide the man- church,
entranced. At one moment they would be
dates of old King Canute. The progressive occupied in this service. At these meetings melted to tears, the next ready to break in- Virginia question was opened in rather an
Which Love?
some two hundred were present on each
unexpected manner. It was debated in
minds in the church are stirred.
—
OB
Father occasion,
to
laughter
at
his
humor;
now
shrinking
The special object of prayer
Hyacinthe gives tongue to the emotions of
both houses, and it was proposed by promMr.
A.
H.
Lepper
says:
The from his keen eye or pointed finger—then inent members to admit the state at once,
thousands on this wise: ¢ I raise, there- was the conversion of the young.
As things now are, people for the most
uplifted
with
excitement
that
knew
no
refore, before the Holy Father and the Coun- exercises were deeply interesting.
without'further
tests of loyalty. This was part are crying, ¢ Give me wealth, power,
straint,
At one moment they would be
MISCELLANEOUS.
violently opposed, and a final vote was lost popularities, pleasures, votes, dress, admicil, my protest as a Christian and a priest,
breathless under the spell of his deep-toned
against those doctrines and those practices,
At a meeting of the Executive Commit- voice measuring out some solemn appeal, only by the ruling of the speaker. Subse- ration;” and they do all they can to get
quent discussion has made no new devel- these transitory baubles, to the neglect of
which are called Roman, but which are not tee of the State Temperance Alliance just the next a perfect roar of responses would
opments,
only it is now believed that those their families, education, minds and souls,
held,
a
resolution
was
adopted,
thanking
Obristian, and which by their encroachfollow a thrilling sentence. When he was
who
favor
immediate and unconditional which, like uncultivated gardens, are overments, always more audacious and more the President, Vice President, and those done
they would feel that they had
baneful, tend to change the constitution of members of the Cabinet who, in furnishing gone through an ordeal that shook everyfiber admission are in the majority.
grown with weeds, the products of their
the Church, the basis and the form of its refreshments for New Year's Day guests, at of their natures. On one occasion he was
|
SAN DOMINGO.
untamed passions, appetites, and selfishteaching, and even the spirit of its piety. I Washington, set an example of not provid- describing a ship approachinga lee-shore.
On Monday, the 10th, the terms of annex- ness.
To be sure, if you ask anybody
protest against the divorce, as impious as it ing intoxicating liquors. That portion of Perfectly acquain'ed with everything per- tion of San Domingo to the United States, whether he loves God more than pleasure,
is insensate, sought to be effected between the Governor's message relating to the tem- taining to a vessel, he vividly pictured in were made public. By payment of $1,500,- of course he will gnswer, ‘ God.”
But
the church, which is our eternal mother,and
perance question was discussed at length, familiar terms the position.
The danger 000, the whole territory, together with all ask him again how much time and toil he
the society of the nineteenth century, of when the matter was referred to a commit- was depicted in quick, impetuous passages. national property, including forts, public” “devotes to Him, and if
he is sincere, he will
which we are the temporal ‘children, and tee, to report at’a future meeting. It was The audience felt the beating storms and
be obliged to confess that he devotes far
buildings,
&c.,
comes
under
the
complete
towards which we have also duties and re- voted ‘to hold a mass temperance convenheard the dull roar of, the distant breakers. jurisdiction of the Federal Government.
more time and toil to money-making, to
gards. I protest against that opposition tion in Boston, at an early day, anda As he approached the climax and the peo- This with Samana Bay and peninsula ad- politics, to his horses,and even to his dressmore radical and more frightfal still to hu. committee was appointed to make ar. ple expected to sce her strike, an old sailor
joining, makes a valuable acquisition.
It coat, than to God. For where is his delight
man nature, attacked and outraged
who had never tuken his eye off him for a is thought that this movement will deter- in doing good, in being self-dominant, just,
by rangements therefor,
these false doctors, in its most indestructiThe directors of the American Education moment, but sat swaying himself 10 and fro, wine the annexation of Hayti, and bear true and sincere? This is the question of
ble and its most holy aspivations.
I pro- Society at their quarterly meeting, not holding on to the pew before him, sprang strongly on that of Cuba. In the present Life, the question all ought to answer—
test, above all, against the sacrilegious perhaving money in the treasury sufficient to his feet, crying out at the top of his case, the terms of agreement must be rati- whether we care morefor God or the world,.
version of the gospel of the Son of God himto give the regular quarterly appropriation voice,
for good or-evil ? How
fied both by: the U. 8, Senate ad the Do- for time or eternity,
self, the spirit and the letter of which
are ($35) to each'of the twp hundred and fifty
“ Down helm!
Put her about!”
minicans before they willgo into effect. few can say truly, ‘‘&love, obey, worship
trampled under foot ‘bh y the Pharisaism ef young then under its care, voted to adjourn
Nothing, would touch him so quickly as a All the intelligent inhabitants of the latter God, and do more for Him than Ido for
the new land,”
0
for four weeks, till February 9, and appeal slight to his boys. Ile would tolerate no territory are in favor of the change.
my worldly advantage !I”
‘When my heart and flesh shall fail,
‘When I yield my mortal breath,
When I gather up my feet,
Tey with the chill of death;

v

3

The Spaniards have late:y been carrying
qa
hh L
~
on their executions of Cubans with re‘WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 12, 1870.
doubled activity. They have not only shot
CONDITION OF THE NEGROES,
and selling
and garroted hundreds of prisoners and | In the good old times of buying
other persons found with armsin their pos- catlle, there was no apology for the praetice more

lor replied,
/
‘“
Any
other
old
sinner
like
to
tell
his ex|
perience? Now’s the time.”
!
Father Taylor is a Methodist ;jbut while his
increased $7,316,068,78; an annual tax of |
over two millions of dollars is paid by the love for that denomination is devoted—he
citizens as interest and contribution to the is too Christlike in his religion to be confined
sinking fund on. the city debt; the gross to it—his charity is as broad as humanity,
81,

No.

common

than

this:

that

it was

necessary that

the slave should have a master in order to keep
him
from starvation through indolence. “A. nigger won’t work except through fear of the
lash,’”” was the common formulato expres® the

whole industrial economy of the slave-driver.
Well, notwithstanding the theory, and despite all the efforts of the slave-masters to the
contrary, the negro was set: free, and for some

years the experiment has been made of what the
negro will
sult, so far
First. It is
| destitution
among the

do as a freeman.
What is the re-as the experiment has been tried?
undoubtedly true that there is more
and consequent suffering from want
colored people since, than before

gmancipation.

The number

of such people de-

manding and receiving public charity is greater
than under the system of slavery. This is es
pecially true in the cities, and here in Washing
ton, the government ‘has been called upon each
winter to make an appropriation to relieve the

wants of this class of people.

Would it notbe a

miracle if it were

The emancipation

otherwise?

of the slaves relieved the master from all obliga

tion to provide for his aged and infirm slaves,
and

they,

The

at once,

became

objects

of charity.

first impulse of the freed slave was,

for

many reasons, to fly to the cities, and the neces
sary result was want of employment and conse

quent

destitution.

Then

again,

among colored

men, as well as among whites, there is a class of
lazy good -for-nothings who never work but under the pressure of necessity.
The' lash undoubtedly rendered some of these self-support~
ing, while as freemen they indulge their natural

indolence.

Add

to this the other want of prep-

aration for the freedom so suddenly thrust upon
them, and their entire lack of eapital with which
to begin life, and it is easy to see that nothing

short.of a miracle could have prevented

the in-

crease of colored pauperism.
Secondly. The colored man is no exception to

the general law that poverty begets crime. I
suppose it would be an easy matter to verify
this law by an inspection of the police records of
this city, and to demonstrate an increased
amount of crime among the colored population.
This is the dark side of the picture, and it should
excite neither astonishment nor surprise.

Now

for the other side.

This may be epito-

mized
in a single sentence,—improvement in
all’ respects.
Labor is being distributed to the

points where it is needed

more and better paid.

This is not only true as to the cities, but also as
to all the states wherein slave-breeding was more
profitable than slave-working.
The exodus of
freemen from the states is a marked feature at
the present time, and is beginning to tell on the
wages of such labor. One hundred dollars per
annum with board, has been a high average for
a colored farm laborer in this region hitherto;

but the same laborer readily commands one hundred and fifty dollars per annum,with board,in the

cotton-growing states, and this attracts him hitha
er.

The

result is more

for those.

Yeft hehind.

work

and more wages

As to thé

tion of the freedman to labor,
uniform,—he works well Wh<n

general disposi-

1§ testimony is.
paid well.—The

colored men are also availing themselves of such

associations and m' ya] helps ashave been of
use to other Working men. A Colored National
Working ¥fen’s Convention was held here ol

cently, and was pumerously

attended by

del

egates from all parts of the land, and the wisdom
and propriety of its proceedings commanded
general respect. In an address to their colored
fellow

laborers, they

recommended

that

they

abstain from the use of tobacco and intoxicating
liquors, to practise industry, economy and a
saving of their wages, to encourage and acquire
education in every proper manner, and to ac-

quire homesteads
possible moment.

for themselves atthe earliest
Could any better advice have

been given? With increased prosperity crime is
decreasing among them.
Education is helping
on the general advance.
Some questions yet remain in connection with education that are like~
ly to be troublesome.
One of these, agitated
here just now, is the question of mixed schools.
The present system is that of a fair division of
the money, but separate schools.
Some ofthe
colored people are pushing for one common
school for all, and Senator Sumner has introduced a bill to accomplish this object in the District, but Ithink the most intelligent portion of
the colored people are of opinion that such a
measure, at the present time, would do them
more harm than good.
Meanwhile, the colored
people are availing themselves of such facilities
as they have, and the avidity for edueation so
universal and remarkable in the eagly days of
emancipation, still continues.
On the whole, the
situation for the colored man looks promising,
and he only needs a fair chance and such helps
as we can well give him, to become a useful and

valuable element of our composite nationality.
VIRGINIA SEEKING ADMISSION TO THE UNION.
The admission of Virginia to representation is

the prominent topic here just now.

Oné party

proposes immediate admission, pure and simple,

without delay or condition; another

desires

de-

lay and the imposition of conditions,and urges the

example of Tennessee as a reason for moving
slowly.
Senators Sumner and Drake seem most

strenuous in their opposition

to immediate ad-

mission.
In the Senate the friends of admission
Seem more numerous than its opponents; in the
House
the parties are very nearly balanced.
There will be protracted debate upon the subject,
but some risk must be taken whenéver she is
and this would seem to be good
admitted,
ground for delay, now that she has complied with

all the requirements of the reconstruction acts.
Good faith would seem to demand it. Governor
Walker is here pressing for adniission. He is-a
gentleman of fine personal appearance and appears to be winning favorable opinions. I judge
that success awaits his efforts, and that ere long
** the mother of states” will again be in full com-

munion with the Union family.

-

ANNEXATION.

‘f It never rains but it pours,”
just now we are threatened with

it is said, and
annexation all

around.
British Columbia wants to join our
family ;— the insurgents of the valley of the Red

river of the north want to take shelter beneath
the wings of our eagle, and the President has
sent to the Senate a treaty for the purchase of
San Domingo. ' What with Chinese immigration,
Alabama claims, annexation of surrounding countries, reconstruction, and the restoration of the.
finances of the country, there would seem to be
occupation enotigh for Congress justat present,
bo

‘If you would be miserable, look inh

‘

We

look around, Ifyou
bo distracted,
you
wonldwould
be happy,
look up.

pA

A
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i
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Communications,

which God, in his providence, has assigned
us. We cannot plead ignorance of their

their statements, and

real

they can; and I believe also that the growing evils of intemperance are exerting an

condition,

nor

with Cain ask, “Am I

my brother’s keeper?”

Our

Santal

Mission.

- We send the following extracts from the
minutes of the Mission Committee, which
met at Santipore, Nov. 6, 1869.
It was moved by Rev. J. Phillips, and

fellow

when

helpers,

a

and

manifest

God now

that,

divine

offers us

too, at

impulse

a

time influence upon
rests -tians, leading

ministers and other Chris

already seeking for a more excellent way.

many to become total abstainers for the sake of example, and leading others to desire greater restraints on
the gale of intoxicating drinks, and to be

They are-everywhere accessible, and open
and ready to receive instruction. Withess
the extensive move at and near Talj-

curing them.
I have before

largely

on

this people.

Ill at ease in the

faith of their fathers, numbers of them are

‘The Christian

are willing that non-

teetotalers should go with them as far as

Stlections,

Church.

tion would begin to sink.
tinctively American

Catholics and Public Schools.

means

drive the Bible from our schools and secure

to that

end,—which is, the perfect-

=

i ———.

The movement, led by the

Catholics,

to

ing of the saints in holiness; bringing them grants of the public money to maintain
willing to unite with total abstainers in se- into perfect harmony with Christ and his schools that-are exclusively under the conwork,
Satan

All that is disbegin to fade,

and over our brightest hopes would fall

The work of the church is not accomplished when social and public worship is
maintained, -and faithful discipline administered. These are not the end for which
the church was established, but only a

os

would

the

shadows of Papal darkness.
0
If there is any patriotism in the American
people; any piety in the American church;
any traces of a noble manhood in the hearts
of those who have been born upon this soil ;
‘any just appreciation of the vital connection
between the Bible and our national destiny,
that day will never come.

and to pull down the strongholds of
and lead sinnersto Christ.
And no

trol of Romish priests, is calling out many
Jesus as a Worker.
earnest and significant replies. Rev. R. |
——
—
recently, entire destitution ofa knowledge hare and Rajmahal, noticed in my letter in ance Guide,” &c., for1869, a work edited church or individual Christian should think W. Clark recently preached a strong serThere is a characteristic of some modern
of the way of salvation by our Lord Jesus a recent Star, where nearly one thousand by Rev. Dawson Burns, son of Rev. Dr. that their duty is done until the power of mon on the subject, which he most effectChristian work which is thus sometimes
Christ among the
Santals, and of the souls have thrown off the shackles of heaBurns. From this Ilearn that during 1868 the gospel has so far triumphed in their ively closed by quoting from a powerful painfully obtrusive. There are persons
scarcity of gospel laborers
at present then superstition, and become
enrolled
the Established Church,the Wesleyan Meth- own hearts, as to cause them to reflect the speech delivered on the subject some years who can never help a man, especially a
among this ‘long’ neglected but deeply inConference,
the Methodist New perfect image of Christ, nor until a sinner since, by that remarkable Frenchman, poor man, without giving him some advice
teresting people, and especially in view of among the followers ofthe Crucified. See odist
about his soul.
Some, indeed, venture on
also
the
attention
paid
to
the
gospel,
every
the present somewhat extensive, not to say
Connection Conferance, the United Metho- is a stranger in the dand.
Victor Hugo.
The occasion of its delivery this only with the poor, as if they were neceneral, move among the aborgines, chil- Sabbath day,
hy" the heathen Santals at dist Free Church, the Bible Christian ConTo this end, ‘every church should be a is given by the preacher, and the extract essarily farthest from the = kingdom of
ren of the forest, toward becoming Chris- Ebenezer, the ‘station of our new coad- ference, the Wesleyan Reform Union, the Sabbath school, and every member should
richly deserves a’ careful reading.
Mr. heaven. They are either afraidto say to
tians, we recognize a divine call to put jutors.
Witness
also the baptism last Congregational Union, thé, Baptist Union, take part in its exercises. To this end, ev- Clark says:
their equals or superiors in rank what they
Pou
ferth greater and more efficient efforts for
say to a sick laborer, or they conceive that
month,
of
four
of
the
score
or
two
of
Bro.
ery
church
should
be
an
active
temperance
the
Established
Church
of
Scotland,
the
their evangelization than we have hitherto
Before closing, let me give you an extract
‘Bacheler’s Santal teachers in the Midna-~ Free Church of Scotland,the United Presby- society, faithfully disciplining its own from a speech made by the gifted and elo- the gift of some money or food buys a
done.
‘
right to add a few words about religion.
2. That we recommend and encourage
pore district, all men of intelligence and in- terian church of Scotland, and the Presbymembers, and, by precept and example, quent Victor Hngo, in relation
to the They give a ticket and a tract to the pauper,
Bro. J. L. Phillips to give more especial fluence, and able to take care of themeffort made, a few years since, by the Rom- at a venture, not knowing whether he is
terian church in Ireland, each in their sev- inculcating the doctrine of total abstinence
attention to the acquisition of the language selves.
ish priests, to procure an act'of the Gener- good or bad. They bow and smile when
Nor
do
the
Santals
in
Orissa
from
all
intoxicating
drinks
as
a
beverage.
eral
annual
gatherings,
passed
resolutions,
of the Santals, with a view of devoting
proper, fail of a share in this. general move, or took other action, more or less strongly They should unite with other organizations al Assembly of France, restoring to the cler- “ my Jord” shakes hands with them, though
himself to missionary labor among them.
gy the entire instruction and control of the they may know him to be one
whom
8. That we earnestly request our Home although here they seem more under the in favor of temperance.
to promote this cause, and bring this National Schools. To understand his po- godly advice might be useful, though not
Board to send out, with as little delay as influence of caste and Hinduism generally,
4
:
The same . manual states” that there are gigantic evil -to an end. The apathy that sition, I should state that before the time of acceptable.
possible, a new man for the Bengali work, than further north. A large community
Napoleon Bonaparte every school, even the
now
prevails
in
the
Christian
church
on
1
do
not,
of
course,
mean
to
imply
that
now
more
than
four
thousand
one
hunto take Bro. J. L. Phillips's place, and thus
primaries, was instructed by a priest, and
are bound to take upon themselves
allow him to give his undivided attention here profess to discard the faith of their, fore- dred total abstaining ministers connected this greatest of all crimes, is an advancing very little was taught in them except the they
the office of public censors, either of rich or
fathers, and may fairly be termed intel~ to the Santal work.
with the different churches in the United evil which stands in the way of the exten- creed and the elements of the Papal faith. poor. Ionly protest against a one-sidéd
4. That a brother be appointed to write lectual Christians.
Kingdom. Of these,the Established Church sion of the church and of the conversion of The Emperor changed the system - entirely, caricatare of the Christian rule, that in our
an appeal on behalf of the Santals, to be
In all this, and in view “of the scarcity of has 650 ; Congregationalists, 600 ; Primitive the world to Christ. Itis the stronghold of and removed every priest from the schools. work and conversation we should look
ublished in the Morning Star ard also in
The Bourbons, at their own restoration,
the Christian Freeman, drawing
the atten- laborers in this vast field, comprising, in Methodists, 450 ; Free Church of Scotland, Satan, which he will not soon relinquish. restored the priests, but the last revolution more to God's honor than human convenall
probability,not
less
than
2,000,000
souls,
tien of friends of the Mission at Bron to the
220; Baptists,
800;
Welsh
Calvinistic It is a mighty power for evil, and the con- set the schools free again. In relation to ience and courtesy.
Our example, Jesus, the Perfect Man,
pressing importance of more enlarged and do we not recognize the Macedonian cry, Methodists,
250 ; Wesleyan Methodists, 220; test will be long and fearful. The church the effort to bring the schools again under though He came, and openly professed that
efficient efforts to preach and teach Christ “Come over and help us? We who are United Presbyterian Church,217 ; Presbyte- should awake to this momentous question. subjection to the church, Victor Hugo said
He came,:to do God’s.will, was frequently
crucified to the Santals, now but just awak- here on the spot so interpret the signs of
contént to perform’ a
deed, and “let
rian Church of Ireland,200; United Metho- The commission, ‘‘Go ye into all the world to the priests :
ing from the slumbers of ages insin and
Ah, weknow you! We know the cler- the good deed speak for itself. Nay, when
and
preach
the
gospel
to
every
creature,”
the
times,
and
according
to
our
ability,
feel
dist
Free
Church,
150
;
Bible
Christians,
120.
degradation.
:
ical party. Itis an old party. This it is
spoke of God, it was often rather when
5. Moved by Bro. Bacheler, and unani- it to be our dJuty to respond to the eall. There are 176 total abstaining ministers in is not yet fulfilled. The covenant is still which has found for the truth those two He
He received than when He conferred an obmously voted, that Bro. J. Phillips be ap- This very morning our itinerating and ex- London.
binding
on
the
Christian
church,
and
how
marvelous
supporters,
ignorance
and
er1Itis also a noticeable fact that
ligation. He taught the Samaritian wompointed to write said appeal.
J.P.
ploring party (Bros. Skrefsrud, James and the Presidents for 1868—9, of the five prin- can we expect the blessing of God on our ror! This it is which forbids to science an, whom he asked to give Him a drink.
Dula,) having been commended to God and ciple Methodist denominations, were all to- labors at home, if deaf to the cries of our and genius the going beyond the missal, He rebuked Simon the Pharisee when He
APPEAL.
and which wishes to cloister thought in sat at his table. But it is remarkable that
brethren in heathen lands, ‘‘Come over and
the
word of his grace, were dismissed and
tal abstainers.
:
One of the saddest thoughts that opdogmas. Every step *which the intelli
“There is that scattereth
and gence of Europe has taken has been in in many cases He did a kindness, and then
But the most striking fact is, that the help ns"?
‘pressed my mind, as I left home three sent forth for a long preaching tour. They
left those whom. He helped to learn the
months ago, to try and shake off a Famine propose making a journey through the Convocation of Canterbury, comprising yet increaseth ; and there is that withholdeth spite of it. Its history is written in the his- lessons which it might teach them. When
tory of human progress, but it is written
relic, a deeply rooted fever tendency in my heart of the Santal country, and reach about two-thirds of the bishops and clergy more than is meet, and it tendeth to pov- on the back ofthe leaf. It is opposed to- it He healed a leper he did not moralizé on
the analogy between leprosy
and sin.
erty.”
Ww.
Ebenezer
about
Christmas,
a
distance
of
of
the
church
of
England,
at
its
meeting
system, was the prospect that, in the preall. This it is which caused Prinelli to be When He raised the ruler’s
daughter he
last February, received the reportof a Comcarious state of my health, our Sgntal 150 miles, though they may hope to travel
scourged for having said that the stars commanded that something should be given
would not fall. This it is which put Cam- her to eat. When He cured the impotant
work might again be left, with no one at double this distance, in reconnoitering the mittee appointed the previous year,to ‘‘conRev. Joseph H. Phinney.
panelia seven times to the torture for hav- man by-the pool of Bethesda, it was not
all familiar with the language, to carry it jungles, and searching out the people. sider and report onthe prevalence of Inteming affirmed that the number of worlds was till afterwards when He found him in the
perance, the evils which result therefrom,
on.
Little, however, did I think that our The importance and facilities of occupying
Rev. Joseph H. Phinney, of Harrison, infinite, and for having caught a glimpse
temple, that He said unto him, ‘ Behold,
new
and
more
central
points
will
of
course
Heavenly Father was even then leading
and the remedies which may be applied ;” Me., died Dec. 3, 1869, aged 80 years, 1- at the secret of creation. This it is which thou
art made whole; sin no more, lest a
, me to visit and cheer on a little band of be reported on by the party.
and they ordered this report to be ‘* printed month and 18 days.
persecuted Harvey for having proved the worse thing come upon thee.”
y
Beloved
friends
and
supporters
of
our
simple hearted, earnest, devoted laborers
and circulated.” Ihave this documentnow
There was in Him a conspicuous absence¥
The deceased was formerly an active circulation of the blood. In the name of
in the very midst of the Santal district, Indign@ission, do you approve of what we before me. Tt is an octavo volume ot238 F. Baptist nfinister, who for several years Jesus, it shut up Galileo. In the name of of that immediate accompaniment of pious
St. Paul, it imprisoned Christopher Columto good deeds which sometimes
where, at the same time, I should myself have done, and will you endorse our ac- pages.
I may give a digest of itat another preached the gospel with peculiar power bus. To discover a law of the heavens was language
characterizes the religious philanthropist.
Your aid is still needed, yes, and on
receive new life and vigor and inspiration tion?
time.
I will only say now that it contains and success.
For more than thirty years an impiety. To find a world was a heresy. In this we may learn from
Jesus. If the
for my own especial work. Yes, a noble an enlarged scale; you still have the priv- the substance of 2,283 replies to questions past he had been afflicted with a severe This it is which anathematized Pascal ia love of God be warm in our hearts, it will
band of workers, of one heart and soul ilege and the honor to hold on to the rope,
proposed by the Committees,
from Episcopal nervous difficulty, and with partial mental the name of religion, Montesque in the reveal itself without our always talking
with ourselves, and equally resolved to while your missionaries descend into the ministers, Recorders, Governors and Chap- derangement, manifesting itself in de- name of morality, .Moliere in the name ‘ of about the connection between the human
both morality and religion.
Tia,
and divine, or we shall find occasionto
In order to meet the present press- lains of prisons, Chief constables, and Sulive and labor, and, if need be, die for the well.
-§pondency and despair concerning his mor- For a long time already the human con- show it without risking the danger of castcause of Christ among this long neg- ing demand among the Santals, one active perintendents of Police, Superintendents
science has revolted against you, and now
al and spiritual condition.
ing pearls before swine, and exposing it to
lected people. But even so it has proved; worker is withdrawn from the Bengali ‘of Lunatic Asylums, Coroners and Govdemands of you, ‘‘ whatis it that you wish needless contempt. We may thus learn
The
immediate
cause
of
this
-difficulty
For a long time already you have from the religious works of Jesus. We
and sooner than we could have hoped, a field. In this field, too, we have ready
ernors of Workhouses.
This report has was grief at the death of a daughter, and of me?”
triéd to put a gag upon the human intellect. may realize the aim of all religion. We
warm hearted brother, and a fine classical access to, not thousands, but millions of been extensively circulated, andit carries
exhaustion brought on by severe labors in You wish to be the masters of education. should think more of this than of the detail
The staff of laborers here needed weight and influence to minds which have
scholar and fellow laborer, comes hence to souls.
a protracted meeting. The day before his And there is not a poet, not an author, not of its form. Our work is to serve God; to
cheer our hearts with his cordial greetings, re-enforcing even before the present draft been inaccessible to other appeals.
death he seemed unusually cheerful, sing- a philosopher, not a thinker, that you ac- promote in ourselves, and therefore nec"earnest counsel and right hearty God-speed on it had been made, and much more now.
There are several national associations in ing snatches of the old hymns which he cept. All that has been written, found, essarily in others, the love of truth, justice
dreamed, deduced, inspired, imagined, infor us in our work. The least we could ‘Then our first field, the large Oriya dis- England for the promotion of temperance.
had sung in former days, and expressing vented by genius, the treasure of civiliza- and mercy. But if we stop to speculate too
much on the forms of our religion, we are
do, was to extend to this servant of the trict, is but poorly supplied with laborers.
All these societies employ fnissionaries, more confidence in the mercy of God to- tion, the venerable inheritance of
genera- Jie workmen who should spend so much
Lord, (Bro. Skrefsrud) the right hand of Verily, “The harvest is great and the labor- lecturers and other agents, and are aided wards him. He was found dead in bed by tions, the common patrimony of
knowl- labor on the sharpening of their tools as to
fellowship, and bid him and his associates a ers few!” Shall we not all unite in prayer by others who render gratuitous assistance. his wife in the morning. He seemed to edge, you reject.
:
have no time in which to use them. Or, if
There is a book, a book which is, from we think our religion a separate’ thing,
hearty welcomé to the field which we had to the Lord of the harvest, that he will The printing press is also largely employed. have died without meeting any of the terone
end
to
the
other,
an
emanation
from
been the first to enter. A union of hearts, send forth more laborers into his harvest? The oldest of these associationsis the Brit- rors of death, as his arms were folded as in
rather than one whose spirit should enter
above—a
book which is for the whole into the whole duty of man, and be radiBeloved Friends, shall we not gird our- ish Temperance League,
sentiments, resolves for earnest labor, in a
established in peaceful slumber, and the body appeared world what
the
Koran is for Islamism,
good cause, more complete and happy, is, selves anew for the work of the Lord? 1835. Its head quarters are in Bolton in as if spirit and flesh had parted without a whatthe Vedas are for India—a book" cally joined and interwoven with al}-true
work, we are like those jealous members
Yea, verily we must do this. “Our sons,” Lancashire, eleven miles from Manchester.
I believe, of rare occurrence.
which contains all human wisdom, illumi- of a craft who prize the exclusiveness of
struggle.
G. W. Howe.
nated
by
all
divine
wisdom,—a
book
which
their trades above the good results which
Association week
soon and joyfully though they be ‘‘as plants grown up,in their While seeking to extend the practice of tothe veneration of the people call The Book, skilled labor bestows on the community.—
youth” and “our daughters,” though they
passed, but not before our Mission Committal abstinence, this society directs special
the Bible! Well,your censure has reached The Perfect Man.
+ Notes with Suggestions.
tee had unanimously resolved (after mature be ‘‘as corner-stones, polished after the attention to eiforts for the restriction of thé
even that.
.Unheard of thing!
Popes
]
similitude
of
a
palace,”
must
be
laid
upon
.
HS —
and prayerful
deliberation) to attempt
have proscribed the Bible! How astonishSunday drink traffic.
LicaT sHUT oUT.. The moon® is much ing to wise spirits, how gverpowering to
more for the spread ,of the gospel among the altar of God. Our silver and our gold
Sowing and Reaping.
« The National Temperance League was
must be brought into the store house of the
smaller
than the sun, but when directly be- simple hearts, to see the finger of Rome
the Santals.
Hence the resolutions which
——
’
established in 1867 by a union ofthe Naplaced upon the Book of God"
head this APPEAL.
We therefore, in addi- Lord, and put into the hands of those who tional Temperance Society, formed in 1843, tween the sun and the earth, thereis an | And you claim the liberty of teaching.
A Christian gentleman was staying a few
So, let Stop, be sincere; let us understand the days with a farmer, who, though a man of
tion to what we are at present doing, rec- do the work, and thus our Mission Board and the London Temperance League, form- eclipse, and its light is shut out.
ommend and encourage one of our num- can and will be prepared for a forward ed in 1851. Its head quarters are in London. the world in its riches, honors, fashions and liberty which you claim. It is the liberty sound sense and many amiable traits, was a
of not teaching. You wish us to give you neglecter of religion, and known to be
ber to turn his attention at once to the San- movement.
It holds special meetings in London and in customs be allowed to get between us and the people to instruct. Very well. Let me both passionate and profane.
He was an
The
present
is
an
important
crisis
in
our
God,
and
his
light
is
shut
out
from
the
soul,
tal work; one who, in some good degree,
the provinces, including drawing-room conexcellent
farmer,
priding
himself
not a little
see
your
pupils!
Let
us
see
those
you
This
it is hoped, unites the vigor of youth with Mission. If we allow it to pass unim- ferences, to which ladies and gentlemen of and we grope in terrible darkness.
have produced.
What have you done for on the fine appearance and thorough culture
proved,
the
vineyard
may
be
taken
from
‘* Love not the world.”
the wisdom and culture of riper years, and
Italy? What have you done for Spain? of his farm, and evidently was pleased with
influence are invited. Italso acts upon the can be avoided:
guest, who was a man of winning mana happy faculty for the acquisition of a us and given to others who shall render the various religious bodies of the country. Its
MAKE THYSELF LESS.
Philatos was an For centuries you have kept in your hands, his
ners and extensive information.
strange and very complex language, as the the fruit in its season. Men of Israel, yes, annual fete at the Crystal Balace is anin- officer in the days of Alexander the Great. at your discretion, at your school, these
One day, as the gentleman walked out
two great nations, illustrious among the
and daughters of Zion, help! and make
Santal proves to be; and one, too, whose
His father, illustrious. What have you done for them ? where the farmer was scattering his seed
teresting feature in its operations; the num- He was vain and haughty.
heart the Lord has inclined to go among your aid a double blessing by rendering it ber of visitors on the 1st of September aware of his condition, gave him this ad- Iam going to tell you. Thanks to you, | broadcast in the field, he inquired:
J. PHILLIPS.
¢« What are you sowing, Mr. H
id
this people, and make labor for their salva- promptl
vice; “My son, make thyself less.” "He Italy, whose name, no man who thinks, can
last was 42,877.
‘“ Wheat,” was the answer.
:
Santipore, Nov. 15, 1869.
any
longer
pronounce
without
an
inexpresstion" his life-work.
The United Kingdom Alliance, to procure profited not by it,—went on till he was ible, filial emotion ; Italy, mother of genius
‘ And what do you expect to reap from
How could we do less? While welcom;
the ‘total and immediate legislative sup- accused of a plot against Alexander, and and of nations, which has spread over the it?”
ing new allies and fellow helpers to our
* Why, wheat, of course,” said the farmwas stoned to death. How many would do universe all the most brilliant marvels of
pression
of
the
traffic
in
intoxicating
liquors
Temperance in England,
poetry and the arts; Italy, which has taught er.
own field, it were utterly unworthy of ourwell to make themselves less.
as beverages,” was established in 1853.
—r
YO
At the close of the day, asall were gathmankind to read, now knows not how to
selves, as servants of Christ, and the cause
CHILDKEN TRAINED TO STAY FROM MEET- read! Yes, Italy is, of all the States of ered in the family circle, some little thing
In one of my letters from London, I Its head quarters are in Manchester, and
we represent, not to take advance ground,
gaid : ** I think that the cause of total ab- Rev. Dawson Burns is the Metropolitan su- ING. There are parents who do not go. Europe, that where the smallest number of provoked the farmer—the husband, the
and tax our energies, and gird ourselves
A prohibitory liquor bill Some of them are professors of religion. natives know how to read.
father, and the head of the family—and at
stinence is making progress in London. perintendent.
anew for the holy enterprise. We must
Spain, magnificently endowed ; Spain, once he flew into a violent passion, and
It now receives more favor in quarters has been Introduced into Parliament at each They havé fallen out with some of the mem- which received from the Romans her first forgetting, in his excitement, the presence
either advance or soon abandon the field.
where it formerly received no countenance.” season for several years past. Iu 1864, the bers or some operations. They will not go civilization, froma the Arabs her second of his
guest, he swore most profanely.
There is no standing still herc! And may
vote on the second reading,—which is gen- there nor to any meeting.
One of the re- civilization} from providence, and in spite
The latter, who was sitting next to him,
1
think
this
is
true.
with
reference
to
Engit never be said that the Freewill Baptists
They of you, ‘a world, America ; Spain, thanks to at once, and in a low and serious tone,said,
land generally. Of course no one would erally the testing time for parliamentary sults often is, children do not go.
of America put their hand to the plow and
bills, was—For, 40; Against, 297.
Last may be willing their children should attend, you, to your yoke of stupor, which is a ¢ And what are you sowing now P”
come
to
this
conclusion
by
walking
through
The farmer seemed startled.
A new
looked back! that having been the first to
May the vote on the second reading, was— but the powerful example of parents in this Joke of degradation and decay, Spain has
at once flashed on him from the
enter this field of gospel labor, ripe to the the streets of London, especially. at night, For, 93; Against, 199.
This shows consid- matter has an influence that may be felt in ost this secret power which it had from the meaning
question of the morning.
What!” he said,
harvest, they found the task too great, the and looking at the glaring lightsof the nu- erable gain, and on that occasion the Right dll future life. They may neglect meetings Romans ; this genius of art, which it had in a subdued and thoughtful tone, ‘‘ do you
from God ; and in exchange for all that you
merous
gin
palaces,
and
at
the
crowds
work too onerous, théir ability too small,
Hon. H. A. Bruce, the Home Secretary, in- and consequently salvation, and go down have msde it lose, it has received from you take such serious views of life as that, such
Nevertheless 1
their courage .inadequate, and hence re- that throng these houses.
serious views of every mood and word and
timated that the time had arrived when to perdition as the result of parental influ- the Inquisition.
i
A
tired from the field, leaving both the labor think it is true.
The Inquisition, which certain men of action P?
there must be some recognition of the right ence. Fathers and mothers, take heed.
“Yes,” was the reply; ‘ for every mood
There were several reasons, from twenty of the people to exercise a local control
the party try to-day to re-establish ; which
and the glory of this noble enterprise, the
KNOWLEDGE PUFFETH UP.
It is so in has burned on funeral pile millions of men ; helps to form the permanent temper; and
evangelizing of the Santals, to other hands! to twenty-five years ago, why total absti- over the traffic.
weak, vain minds.
Itis so in- professed the Inquisition, which disinterred the dead for every word we must give account, and
nence made slow progress.
One of these
Never, NEVER, NEVER let this be said!
The United Kingdom Band of Hope Un- Christians and ministers when there is ‘not to bury them as heretics; which declared every act but aids to forma habit, and habTo forsake the people of my choice was the intemperance of many of its advo- ion was formed in 1855.
It does its work deep-toned piety at heart. But when there the children of heretics, evento the second its are to the soul what the veins and arterwould, to me, be like forsaking my own cates. They slashed right and left at all principally among the young; and is laygeneration, infamous and incapable of any ies are to the blood, the courses in Which
is good common sense and a good amount public honors, excepting only those who it moves, and will move forever.
By all
mother; but sooner far would I do both, who did not agree with them, and they did
ing a good foundation for the future. The of saving grace,a knowledge of the sciences shall bave denounced their fathers; the In- these little things we ‘are forming characthan abandon THE SANTAL MissioN, while this, not with the keen blade of either ar- last annual report does not give the number
ter, and that character will go with us to
and of divine revelation leads to low views quisition,”which, while I speak, still holds
I am -blest with the ability to serve it. gument or persuasion, but with the heavy of Bands of Hope in the United Kingdom,
and according to it will be our
eternity,
in the Papal library, the manuscripts of
of one’s self, and to deep humility.
Were Ito do this, I should be ashamed to club of denunciation, *‘Moderate drinkers but it states that about thirteen hundred
Galileo, sealed under the Papal signet! destiny forever.”
are worse than drunkards.”—¢ Ministers meetings were aided during the year 1868
a new and startling view to the
It was
WISHING THE DEPARTED BACK.
We These are your masterpieces. This fire,
meet our new allies even in heaven!
How
though sensible and thoughtwho,
farmer,
and
church
members
are
leading
souls
to
which
we
call
Italy,
you
have
extinguished.
feel
almost
innocent
in
wishing
‘departed
then could I meet these deluded idolaters
by honorary deputations ; and from another
ful on most matters,
had given little
This
colossus
that
we
call
Spain,
you
have
"at the bar of God, and hear them say: hell.”—*“Tetal abstinence is more efficacious source, I learn that there are one hundred friends with us again, even when they have
jhougbi to the subject of religion.
And it
undermined.
The
one
in
ashes,
the
other.
“You knew our condition, you saw our than the gospel, for it reforms the drunk- and fifty-four Bands of Hope in London died in the Lord. But would we wish them in ruins. This is whatyou have done for led him to a train of thought which, itis to
- sin ‘and blindness, our delusion and idola- ard, and that cannot.” I am not speaking alone. In addition to these, there are one to suffer more? Would we wish to stop the two great nations. What do you wish to do be hoped, left him a wiser and a better
man,
;
.
:
try, and you held in your hand the only from hearsay, ‘but am giving statements hundred and ninety-five local temperance songs they sing? Would we extinguish/the for France?
The
lesson
is
one
that
is
full
of
meaning
that
I
have
Stop,
you
have
just
come
from
Rome!
heard
made again and again, societies in London.
remedy. But after a short trial, you forIattended a special rapture they feel while they gaze on * the
to all, and especially to the young: that
And meeting of one Band of Hope in Spitalfields, King in his beauty,” and wonder and adore P [ cannot congratulate you. You bave had probation extends to every thing, and ev800k us ere we had learned and embraced ‘and made by members of churches.
ou come from gag-:
fine
success
there.
the wayof life and salvation. Now we these .attacks were directed, not only which was summoned especially for the Would we tarnish the glory of God which ging the Roman people; now you wish to ery thing is but part of our probation; that
in and through and by all, we are forming
are cast
off at the 16ft hand, numbered with against those who opposed the movement, purpose of hearing
me speak on the subject their salvation exalts? Would we have them yag® the French, people, I understand. character;
and according to what that charbut
against
those
who,
while
they
did
not
away
from
Christ,
Ged,
angels
and
the
This
attempt
is
still
more
fine
;
but
take
care,
whoremongers and adulterers, and there
of temperance. A friend of mine, (Rey. 8.
acter on earth shall be, will be our destiny
is no hope for us!” Nay, rather let my see it to be their duty to become total ab- Hopley) a Congregationalist minister from spirits of the just made perfect? No, no, itis dangerous. France is a lion, and is for eternity. ** He that is faithful in that
po
‘right hand forget her cunning, and my stainers, wished the movement all success in Connecticut, attended with me, and we had forever, no; cease,then, desiring. Make it alive !
which is least, is faithful alsoin much;”
thy
chief
concern
to
be
there
also.
F.
I
do
not
its
efforts
to
reclaim
drunkards.
'
Mr
Clark
adds,
on
his
own
account,
the:e
and ‘* hethat despiseth small things, shall
‘tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth,
a large and interested audience, and some
me,

‘ Graham's Temper-

Ne

:

voted unanimously :
.
1. That, in view of ‘the great and, until

than that I

‘labor for the
:

forget

to plead the cause and

salvation of these childrenof

for whose souls no man has for

ages taken thought !
-

Santals are in the field

say that ministers and

other

Christians

signatures to the pledge were obtained dt

were right in this matter; but, under these the close of the meeting.
circumstances, yeu will not wonder that:
The English are slow,

suspicion and prejudice were fostered.
| Ithink thereis a change for the. better

with both classes. I believe that total abstainers, as a body, are more careful in

:

Vice President Colfax says! ‘‘ Twentybut sure; and it five years’ experience has convinced me
is gratifying to see that they are making that the best, wisest and safest rule for all,
progress in this as wellas in other .direc- youngand old, and even more especially
tions for the moral and spiritual advantage for those in public life, is total abstinence
of the people. .
W.H.
from all that can intoxicate.”

strong words-of application :’

:

Shall a Frenchman thus speak in. France
and we be silent? Shall we, as some councel, give away or birthright ? When that
futal hour arrives, toll ‘all the bells in the
nation! Cuuthe all the school-houses in
sackcloth ! Fill the streets with processions
of mourners !| For, from that huur, the na-

full Jittle by little.”

soweth,that

‘* Whatsoever a man

shall he also reap.”"—dm. Mess.
i

Men's lives should be like the day, more
beautiful in the evening ; or

like the snm-

mer, aglow with promise, and the i

rich with the golden

sheaves, where fo

works un 1 deeds have ripened on the

.

\

-

.

RT Co RR

who died in faith, not having’ received the

. The Night Watches,

j

x

3

- *e

Calmly the world goes down.
Without a fear she seeth shut behind her
f night;

oh never failed to find her,
The Le fron gates
her forth to light.
covenant appointed,—

tion, as faithful in

go in the solemn darkness of this hiding,
;

‘When, on the dreamer, angels without number
;
From the still skies look out,
The revelers cannot know how sweet the slumber
He draws the dark about.

songs

By

God

are in the n

songs

my Maker,

2 —Hours

Methods

J

at Home.

of Exciting Interest.
hn

The general subject, ‘‘How shall we Excite

and

Maintain

the

Interest

of

our

Classes P" is one of great importance.
Several guggestions are presented :
1. Procure a large slate, or small blackboard for your class; write on it a carefully prepared analysis of the lesson,and require each one to keep a blank-book, in
which to copy the synopsis and any re-

marks the teacher may

make.

on these frequently.

Examine

2. “Change pulpits” with a fellow-sefoh

er occasionally—of course

under

tion of the superintendent.
8. Appoint

a pupil,

direc-

:

np

the

lesson,

or

Bible.

5th.

on

any

other

part

of

the

Question your class,so to speak,ana-

has

service.

—

Ireckon on a great crisis for this country,

struggle.

There is a great fight

come fixed and stereotyped.
Study as
much variety as‘ possible. A distinguished
divine was asked to prescribe a plan for the
reparation of sermons, to a young minster; “his reply was the best on
“Be a slave to no plan!”
:
7th. Visit your class, and have

record:
it

visit

you. You must know their temperaments
and surroundings, if you would secure the
highest success. “I believe somebody has
told Mr.
about me, because what he
said

fits me

only thrown

son, and

exactly.”
:
:

But Mr.

prayerfully,

silently

had

himself in the way of that per-

spiritual diagnosis of the case.

taken

=

You must

is no use for a young man

of the

going on

ways
dried

in which

AND

TO

ELEGANCE,

THIS Standard Medicine has been employed for more than twenty years with

S.

Boston, Mass,

the most wonderful success.
It has often
cured the worst cases of Neuralgia in
from two to four hours, Rheumatic Fever

Now

there

is

no real

Rainy Day Series.
A Rainy Day at School,eessseeccscocsoss 76
Birth

Mrs.

Boy’s

225

it is

.

.

.

any case.

BALL,

Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
Address,

order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those
sending them.

HAIR RESTORER

Will

Restore

Natural

Gray

Hair

to

9389338885888)

ite

Life, Color and Beauty.

TO THE WORKING CLASS.—Wearenow Drepared tofur-

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.
It will promote luxuriant growth.

FALLING

HAIR

to the

is immediately checked.

work
one

3

A

Form

of Cannibalism.

voice

be not destroyed, and you will seek to combine as Protestants for the advance of the

—ly W—

* If I were to take you to my house, and say

of mature

manhood,

Sn,

glorious system of education that is found
in‘the United States.

agriculture, Farmers’

for Culture, prepaid by mail.
The most
that I had an exquisitely fat man, and wished you to join me in eating him, your incomplete.
and judicious assortment in the
dignation could be restrained by" nothing.
country. Agents wanted.
Quickly.
You would pronounce me to be crazy. There
25 Sorts of either
for $1.00;
prepaid by mail. Also
0
is not a man in New York so mean that he
Al
Small Fruits, Plants, Bulbs, all the new petatoes,&c.,
Prepaid
by
mail.
41bs.
Early
Rose
Potato, prepaid,
would not put down a man who would
proQuickly, young man! Life is short.
or $1.08. Conover’s Colossal Asparagus, $3 per 160;
pose to have a banquet off from a fellow great work is before you.
If you would
Beautiful
Swiss
Custom,
$25 per 1000, prepaid.
New hardy fragrant everman, cutting steeks out of him, and eating succeed in business, win your way te honor
blooming Japan Honeysuckle, 50 cts. each, prepaid,
True Cape Cod Cranberry, for upland or lowland cul.
them. And that is nothing but feasting on and save your soul, you must do with your
ture, $1.00
per 108, ep
d, with directions, Priced
The
horn
of
the
Alps
is
employed
in
the
the hmman body; while they all will sit might what your hands find to do.
You
Catalogue to any
address, gratis; also trade list.—
mountainous
districts
of
Switzerland
not
down, and take a man’s soul, and leok for must work fast and well.
Seeds
en
Commission,
The sluggard solelv tc sound the cow eall,
but
for

the tender-loins, and invite

their neighbors

dies.

to little dit-bits. They will take a man's
honor and name, and broil them over the
coals of their indignation, and fill the whole
room with the aroma thereof, and give
their meighbors a piece, and watch him,
and wink, as he ‘tastes it. You all eat men

The wheels of time

roll

over

him,

up, aad you are cannibals, every one of you,

derogatory to a neighbor, or his wife, or his

by en oblique

sentence,

e will increase,

your own soul,

make unfavorable impressions on the mind
of the person addressed, in respect
to

the subjeet of your eriticism.
Ah!" he
says, “I had not been informed ;” and he
es to the next neighbor, and says; * Mr,
o-and-so says this and that about So-and80.” And that neighbor says, ¢ Indeed,”
and runs to his partner, and they both run

to their wives, and the thing goes

all

over

town. Everybody becomes an unpaid devi's mail carrier, andl goes here and there,
bearing infernal messages.
And what is

you

will

decrease.
for God or
do -it quickly.

you

must

Bhadows are falling, and the night cometh.
Quickly, ye aged men! Once you thought
three-score-and-ten to be an

endless

time,

and that so many years would never pass
away. They have come and gone.
They
have left their mark upon you.
Have they

But |

Buniyan's

.

————

ou cannot refrain frem tasting it, and
give!
1t to some one else to taste. You re rr

ov
M. D. Conway,

§
i
in writing

:

you

do | Bunhill Field's

Cemetery,

E

Of

to the Inde

.|

DR,

bals, eating men's honor and nande, and re- | #éndent an account of the re-opening of
in it,—and that, too, when

LL

pays the follow-

S

S

1

the

ge

A

Layo

against them are true; when, in ninety-nine
out

of -a hundred,

the

are that they are not true.— Beecher.

.
‘Wear
Mine

with

Y

'

'Watchi
atc

TT
fail for Thy

eyes

ry of John Bunyan:

probabilities
.

all

But
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one tomb

f

eyes, and lps

speak, but quiver

gray,

;

:

square

:

!
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and

About it are

p

which

falter.

or menument

J

A

try
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large,

it is,

at

hight

not merely

Yl vision

NEURALGIA.
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reclines the form and

object.
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Bronze Watches of Genuine Improved Oroide, with
English, Swis: and American movemeuts, in Heavy Doublq Cases, equal te $100 to $250 Gold Watches.
Price—Horizontal Watches, $8, equal in Spuearaes
and for time to Geld Watches worth $100; Full Jewelled
Levers, $12, equal to $150 Gold ones; Full Jeweled Levers, extra fine and superior finish, $15, equal te $200 Gold
ones.
We have just commenced making a very fine American
Watch, full Jeweled, lever, chronometer balance, adjusted
to heat, cold, and position, in Heavy Double Cases, equal
in pearance and for time to a Gold Watch costing $250,
e charge only $25 for these magnificent watches. Al
our watches in bunting cases, gents’ and ladies’ sizes,—
Chains, $1 to $8. Also, all kinds of jewelry, equal to gold,
at one tenth the price.
:
TO
CLUBS.—Where six Watches are ordered at one
time, we will send a seventh Watch free. Goods sent by
express to be paid for on Seifyerys
OROIDE WATCH CO., 98 Washington
St all or address,
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the end is at hand,

John

Old
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Abbertisements,

record of a God glorified ? You have come
to infirmities and trembling. Have you come
to masterly faith, and hope that looks stead-

world, and you have it on your fork, and |

joisiag

B. M. WATSON,

Waishouse, Plymouth, Mass.

religious.

of the herdsmen and the clefts of the roeks.
Then each lies down to rest.

left any monumends of good done, or made

ai! ie Snase) j2 ton exquisite to be lost,
~
Here is the soul of a person's hope for this

’:

and

stillness follows ; every individual offers his

Ah? quickly ye aged fathers and grayheaded sires ! Already the messengers of
death begin to tendertheir services, and

nocent, or that, if guilty, ought to be pitied
rather than condemned.

solemn

secret prayer on bended knees and with
uncovered head. By this timeit is quite dark.
“Good night!” trumpets forth the herdsman
on the loftiest summit. “‘ Good night” is
repeated onall the mountains from the horns

fastly tothe end ?

the result? It is damnation to some poor
ereature that is unconscious, or that is in-

and succored,

but

; If you have anything yetto do

you

purpose,

As soon asthe sun has disappeared in the
valleys, and its last rays are just glimmering on the snowy summits of the mountains,
and all will be wen or lost while the day
the
herdsman who dwells on the loftiest,
goeth away.
takes his horn and trumpets forth: ‘Praise
‘Quickly, ye men of business and might !
Your life is: more than half gone already. God the Lord!" All the herdsmen in the
neighborhood take their horns and repeat
‘You have passed the crest of the hill,and are the
This often continues a quarter
looking toward the setting sun. That young of anwords.
hour, whileon all sides,
mmounman % walks by your side, and calls you tains echo the name of God. Athe solemn

—and worse. You will be glad to get off,
at God's judgment seat, with the plea; ‘I
only ate the outside.” You eat the souls—
the finest elements of men. You are more father, is growing tall and manlike,and bethan glad if you can whisper a word that is fine to talk of the great things he will do.
daughter.
And yet,

another

and crush him while he sleeps.
Aim
high and work hard.
Life is worth the
living, and heaven worth the gaining,
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less pleased with the prattle of the children,
and even the lispings of the baby; so
should it be in the social religious gatherings of the household of faith. The stammering words of the ‘‘babe in Christ” mingle sweetly with the triumphant sheut of
the experienced veteran of the cross.

best

Reader,

To Agents to sell-the celebrated WILSON SEWING
MACHINES.
The best maghine in the world. Stitch
alike on both sides, ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY,
For further Paricnl ars address THE WILSON SEWING MACHINE CO,, No. 656, Washington street,
Boston, Mass.
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Boys and girls earn nearly as much as men.

not
well satisfied, we willsend $1 to pay for the trouble of writing.
Full particulars, a valuable sample, which will do to commence
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8t. and 40 Park Pixce,
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preparation for the Hair ; clear and fyansparest,
without segment.
tis very simple and often produces
wonder ful results.
Its great superiority and economy

b¢ used ome with the otker.

our publica~

tions may be sent either in Drafts on New
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Important Change.
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Combined in" One Bottle,
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& Van

BURLINGAME,

Dover, N. H.

MRS. S.A. ALLENS

placed. . Having been in Ireland—the very
midst of the battle-field in the old country— even entreated to take their share in the
Price $1.00 per bottle ; six bottles for
the most Popish - country in the world, I duties and privileges of the prayer-meeting: $5.00.
know perfectly the direction in which the So, also, the young, the timid, and the. reWHOLESALE AGENTS.
:
forces of Antichrist are at present moving. tiring} should be called out. They need to
They are moving in ghe direction of educa- be urged forward, as much as certain oth‘John
F.
Henry,
New
York;
Goodwin
ers
require
to
be
restrained.
I
think
it
tion. They will be joined in this by the
infidel. They have already succeeded in would be well for those very willing peo- & Co., Boston ; Balch & Son and ChamNewYork : in getting a separate sum of ple who are always ready te take up their bers & Colder, Providence, R. I.; H, H,
:
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:1 | cross,’ by speaking

L. R.
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Mrs. Kingley, 419 Atwell’s Avenue,
Providence, after two months severe suffering with Rhenmatism, was cured by a
single bottle of Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir.

to take up another gross and keep still, | Hay, Portland, Me.; Burnhams

39.44

of decay at the roots.

it-to fail in

or praying occasionally,

Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents

1s & certain indication

TRANK.”

eeeseel,25

each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books,'16 cents
each; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnighed to
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matism and Neuralgia that had been under treatment of physicians without beneknown
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Mapleville, R. I., Nov. 24, 1869.

of a hand organ. Now our prayer-meetings should represent the collective gifts
and graces, of the whole brotherhood, and
sisterhood also.
I believe in woman's
rights to pray and speak in the social services of the church. Never is she more
truly in her sphere than when her voice is
heard in gentle but powerful pleadings
with the Almighty, or in the low, soft
breathings of the soul’s richest experience.

Child’s

Bright
difficulties peculiar to women, it
ef and certain cure. The best phybeians recommend and prescribe it; and no
person

Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir without delay.

dreamy and tiresome as the grinding

Day Present,ccecsscscecccsscccsces

The Christ Child,ceeseeeesascvncccecsacss JIB
G00d Little Mittie,eeesescecccscocccccacs 40
Making Something,sesseeeesecesesscssses 10
Jamie and Jeannie,seeeescecceccscssonces wn

years was subject to Rheumatic Fever,
which used to confine her to her bed six

“I have sold Dr.

S.

Sabrina Hackett,..
Aunt Mattie,eeeecess

power of medicine have been cured by

Z.
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in three or four days, and ntany cases of
Chronic Rheumatism that for years had
defied the skill of the physician and the

necessity
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MERIT

‘ROCK OF AGES,”

RHEUMATISH and NEURALGIA.

heard, frequently the same cut-andprayers are heard, the same hymns

ny as

to fight with it.

circumstances

GREAT

Jriginal and Selected Poems, price $1.50, by the Rev.
8. F. Sm ith, P. D., author of thé hymn America, Ss
&c., will be ready Décember 1,1899, Sent by mai
postpaid on receipt of price.
D. LOTH ROP & 00., Publishers,4

are sung to the same tunes, the same
stereotyped phrases are employed in the
utterance of exhortation or experience, and
the entire meeting is marked by a monoto-

We are ‘come to the age of Materialism.
There is an old conquest between the
Church of Rome and the Protestant Churches. We need to counsel together as to
what should be done in the present emergency, for though the Church of Rome is
substantially the same always, yet it suits
itself to the

OF

A CERTAIN CURE FCR

1

or eight weeks at a time.
About three
ducted as to be more simple, informal, and years ago she had a very severe attack,
conservative in their character.
2
when she tried Dr. Clarke’s Rheumatic
The tendency of prayer-meetings is to Elixir and was cured by less than two
run in ruts, and these are so deep and
well worn that it is almost impossible to bottles. ~ My advice to all who are sufferget out of them.
The same voices are al- ing from Rheumatism or Neuralgia is try

Iytically. A few Sabbaths ago I asked my between a living Christianity and an open
class, ‘‘Can each of you mention one way infidelity, such as was not exhibited in any
by which we may show our gratitude to age. It began in Germany, and men there
Jesus?" (The average age is about 12.) have gained the victory. The doctrine of
The answers I received were these: —1st. truth. will eventually become successful.
“By faith;” 2d. “by love;” 8d. ‘by pray- “Men grow old in the service of Christ, bat
'Unitarianism has
er;” 4th. “by study of God's Word ;” 5th. their words are telling.
“by obeying him;” 6th. “by leading oth- no’lifein it. Rationalism is now gone. It
ers to him.”
6. Avoid, asyou would
a bed of snow,
all routine.
Do not allow any method of
working for Jesus in any direction, to be-

Dr. Clarke's RHEUMATIC ELIXIR

that this should be thecase. And it would
not if our prayer-meetings were so con-

said?’

are in the midst

ts, 4

A New Devotional Gift-Book.

the air, the waves of the sea, or the rustling from

Alliance, Dr. McCosh, of Princeton College,

and I believe we

Sdbertiseemn

|

steadfastly concern-

that areiavisible.”

cg te
Whoever leads the meeting—whether
minister or Jayman—strikes its key note. It
is obviously important that he should be in a
right frame of mind. That man is presumptuous who thinks of conducting the prayers
of a congregation. without suitable preparation. This is scarcely less necessary for
the prayer-meeting than for the pulpit.
There ought always to be a plan, onlyit
must never appear. I do not mean that
any fixed and arbitrary set of rules can be
laid down for the government of a prayermeeting. We may not hope or desire to
control the movings of God’s Spirit, any
more than we can compel the currents of

At a recent public meeting of Protestant
clergy in New York to form an Evangelical

now and then, to be

our ‘‘Assistant” in asking questions, givhim a week’s preparation.
. Get the class to have a ¢‘‘questionbox,” and to bring questions weekly on

‘‘Believe

one to six bottles of the Rmguof the forest-leaves.
Yet we can and MATIC ELIXIR.
A
ought to study to acquire skill, a tact in Read the following from Mr. Z. Frank,
shaping the direction of thought and feeling, and be quick to seize and improve evPoland, Me.
ery passing ‘circumstance and suggestion,
“This is to certify that for the last few
of the sea-ward cliff from which she daily But whatever would impair in the least deexpected to behold, at last, the glimmer of gree the naturalness and spontaneity of the years I have sold Dr. Clarke’s Rheumatic
his returning sail. Hers was an insane fi- meeting should carefully be avoided. Un- Elixir very extensively, and have known
delity. But it might well putto shame the less they are natural, our prayer-meetings it to cure some of the worst cases of Rheufaithlessness of many of the professed fol- cannot be social. We are accustomedto
matism and Neuralgiabali I have
ever seen,
By
lowers of God. Who ever sees them look- call them ‘‘social meetings.”
Alas! the
never
known
it
fail
in
any case.
ing out with soul-full gaze, longing to catch term is often a sad satire. Not seldom and have
Re
.
the first faint dawn-streak of the millenni- they are unsocial, formal, precise and My wife who has been subjeet to Lumba1
um? Who ever could imagine their eyes proper. There is no ease, ne naturalness, go for years had one of her most painful
failing, through their weariness of waiting no freedom.
The instant that ‘meeting is attacks last fall. I immediately gave her
—with such working as spch waiting in- out” people draw a long breath, form lit- the Rheumatic Elixir, and in three days
volves—to see the salvation of God P— Cong. tle groups, or gather around the stove, she was well, though in a previous attack
shake hands, and have a good time. Ev- she was confined to her bed three weeks.
‘erybody breathes a genial atmosphere of
sociality which was utterly absent from the I know the case«of a lady who for many
Is a Crisis Coming?

Or if, throu h grief, a solitary waker

In faith’s pale, starry light,
. None knows how Dresions i

ae ET

The Prayer Meeting.

been.
The duty is one and unvarying..
The motives are universal and unalterable,
The Master sitteth over against the treasury; heknows whether we cast in all our
living. - ¥
Mine eyes fail for Thy salvation! We
remember that most touching story of the
woman whose lover sailed out of port when
he and she were young, to go down in midocean in his foundered ship ; and how, crazed by the shock, she kept going day by day,
day by day—through the months, through
the years, till she died in her gray-haired
old age—along the path which her anxious
feet kept smooth across the fields, to the top

+» That seems so like His frown,
A planet which the sun unseen is guiding,—

Calmly my soul goes down.

service, as'any one

the ages,

ing the things

led any life in the past to be hid with Christ
dly is the darkness,grown thus wonted ; in God, exists and urges to make every one
aight, as well as day,
of the Lord's people as entire in consecra-

In both she knows her way.

<2

of

than his brethren.
The noble army of martyrs had none. - Every incentive which has

And lead

Is the eternal

me

gentle speech, and repeated what they said
of old, but with the gathered significance

promises,
but having seen them afar off and
been persuaded of them, and embraced
them, and confessed that they were atrangers and pilgrims on the earth—of whom
the world was not worthy.
Are there such saints now P Surely there
ought to be. David had no call to be holier

Her robes yet skirted with the sunset glimmer,
Into the twilight brown,—
Into the twilight ever growing dimmer,

And

TET
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this money matter attended to

Premium.
¥

also send
a copy of the same work to the
new subscriber. Or, ifit is preferred, we
will send any unbound volume
of the
Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from the second’

fifteenth

inclusive,

on the

same

thoroughly.

The Foreign Mission needs such regular
and reliable support; the Home Mission
needs it; and we are suffering terribly from
lack of funds to aid young men. Why cannot, our several benevolent societies agree
upon some division of the year, and each

take its part?

Experience
and an Argument,”— and will

the

MORNING

Meetings very much, if these questions
were asked of the delegates, regularly, and

To any person who willsend us a year’s
subscription in advanee for hjs own paper,
together with a year's subscription in-advance from a new subscriber, we will send
a copy of Mr. Kennedy’s volume,—*¢ Close
Communion, or open Communion?
An

to

5

add to the interest and usefulness of our Q:

§ EDITORS.

Be

ST

It would

be vastly better

books.

er, and both together,

in rivalry.

fitfully,

and

almost

Let usthave set times to raise

money for set purposes; let the ministers
and churches know just what is expected
and when, and’ by patient continuance we
shall improve our condition.

Two

*

Radical Newspapers,

Almost every definite ism bas its organ.
The types are called into service whenever
any considerable number of men and wom-

pended on to stir an

press

A good cause, a wise system and prompt

success.

With a bad

which assail he compels to give usstrength ;

he maketh * all things work for good.”

advocates, we believe lacks the power
redeem the race that Christ would draw

the Lord declares it,

Can we believe

to
to

the Index will prove a sorry, a local and a
When

substitute

is used

interest,

and

to organize

and

then the

direct it.

They who hear and noisily applaud may be
properly asked for their testimony; but
they who read and think are, after all, the

all this?

The

word

and it is sure.’

of
The

wonderful promises, covering all our wants
and woes, temporal and spiritual, individual

himself; and we cannot help thinking that

and social,public and

for the Old Book.

domestic, trials and la-

bors, life and death, adorn the sacred page.

the

Toledo preacher's ministry has ‘But how weak is our faith! How fear and
ended, we confidently anticipate the coming
impatience trouble us! How little we unof many generations of Christian

who

will hold up Christ's cross

teachers,

and

derstand of the lessons of sorrow, pain

voca-

the new theory of

and

and

the

redeemed

*“‘shall

be

like

him.”

¢ He giveth grace and glory.”

woman's true

sphere and functions. Its board of editors is
Not in Vain.
such as, to assure us of something better |
than tirades, extravagance, audacity and
No man speaks a brave word out of am
‘common scolding. Here is the list, and,
intelligent brain and under the impulse of
in point of the large and varied ability, sol- a Christian conscience, without effect. Laid character and. ample experience which bor of this sort is not lost. There may be
the names suggest, 1t is confessedly a rare
no hearty response heard at once .by the
one:
Mary A. Livermore,
Julia Ward
outward ear. The clamor of the indignant
Howe, Lucy. Stone, Wm. Lloyd Garrison
world may seem to drown the better utterand T. W. Higginson.
We shall certainly
ance. The vovalized truth may appear to
have brain,culture, sagacity, discretion and
be hooted into both silence and contempt.
fairness, as well as purpose and pluck in

But it only seems.
Such words live on,
trembling it may for centuries in the air;

the Woman's Journal.
The first number is
full of promise.
It has no bile and no mere
sentiment.
Its earnestness is calm.
It

but they will sooner or later find ears

open
main dependence of wise and shrewd leadfor their reception, and tongues ready to
propounds
its
dogmas
with
decision,
not
ers.
And hence the ‘multiplication of pafling them abroad where they will stir the
defiance.
Assuming multitude
Business men never prosper without set pers and pamphlets, large or small, daily, with. a belligerent
and carry life to the souls of
times for work and order in general affairs. weekly or monthly, able or feeble, philo- sometimes more than we can yet concede,
men.
The Christian who has no set time to pray, sophical or flippant, appealing to logic or and calling some things proofs whose tesFather Hyacinthe does not need to come
will make shipwreck of faith. The Lord 10 passion, rising to permanent influence or timony appears to us quite ambiguous, it to America to find a sympathetic hearing.
evidently means to honor fair play, and car- | True enough, in the old world, where Romhas fixed times and seasons in nature, has soon sinking to a forgotten grave.
:
ry
public conviction by argument and evi- ish ideas have 30” Jong held sway, and the
appointed a set day for rest and worship, | Two weekly papers have appeared with
and thus teaches us to make order the first the opening of the year that may well claim dence rather than by sophistry and clamor. old ee inspired by the Inquisition has
law of life. There will be details which and secure attention, both in view of what Seeing that the question must be discugse
not wholly died out, and protestantism is
are subject to no law but that of necessity, as they are, and of the significant phases of from the woman's rights stand-point, we yet more or less thought ofgas infidelity in
there are apparent irregularities in nature; thought which they represent and exhibit. gladly welcome so able and deserving a the church and Jacobinism in the state,—
but these only make it the more necessary One is The- Index, a sheet published at To- sheet into the arena of public debate. in that land the protest of this eloqu¥at
know what is being
to have rules, fixed times for certain duties ledo, Ohio; in the interest of the extreme Those who would
priest does not call out open approval.
underlying and regulating the whole. If type of Free Religion, and which Mr. F. E. thought and said by the ablest advocates But there are many men who thank God in
we have them not, all will run into confu- Abbot chiefly uses as the silent pulpit for of an enlurged sphere for woman, can do secret for hjs words, and hear in them the
sion and lead to failure. The regular morring the dissemination of his views of theology ; no better than to send for this well printed bugle blast that will gradually rally and in-.
and evening prayer has held . thousands the other is The Woman's Journal, whose and ably managed paper.
spire a great host whose souls groan in
from being swept away by the flood-tide principal office isin Boston, and which aptheir tyranny and long for relief.
He only
cause success is failure. Lack of system
and promptness will ruin the best of causes.

of worldliness.

Lacking this rule, thousands

have fallen and been lost. With fixed rules
for giving, benevolence grows vigorous;
and as wealth increases gifts increase. - Without such rules, generosity ceasesto be a
principle, sinks to a mere impulse, and
withers and dies with the increase of wealth.
That is the way misers are made.
|
Churches which neglect order in their
services,

have meetings occasionally, begin

pears as the organ of that portion of the
advocates of what is popularly known as
the Woman's Rights movement, who are
unwilling to be committed to the policy and
measures of the clique that manages The
Revolution.
:
The initial number of the Index is largely filled with Mr. Abbot's individual contributions. He covers the first page with his
creed, in the form of fifty affirmations. They

service ¢ when the people arrive,” and close
are plain,consecutive,calmly and dignified" at uncertain times, never prosper; persoral ly stated, with not a particle of bitterness or
piety is feeble and fitful, and the church nev- the semblance of a fling at those who beer attains to character or strength where lieve in Orthodox Christianity.
To us,
irregularity rules.
many of these affirmations appear wholly
* In oollections for missions, little can be
| true, some of them almost wholly false;
done without fixed times
and objects. while not a few exhibit such a mixture of
Left to accident, impulse and special calls,
the wholesome and the mischievous, that
a peaple never become educated to give; they need a careful analysis before they
are always meager in contributions, and so can be properly disposed of.
Direct apirregular as to all but defeatthe cause they proval and unqualified assent are alike out
would
support. Even if regular giving of place.
]
yielded less money, it would still be better
But thedocument that deserves chief atthan disorderly benevolence,since it develops tention is a long and elaborate discourse,
a better type of character, one more reliable, originally delivered as a lecture by the editrue and trustworthy. And it does in fact ‘tor, at the Horticultural Hall, Boston. Here
always yield larger donations, as well as
Mr A. unfolds his views of religion, special
give stability and certainty to missionary
and general, with thorough frankness, and
work.
no little ability and force. He claims that
Ever since we began our missionary work, Christianity is only one of many special and
the complaint has been of irregularity and partial religions,—an advance perhgps on

uncertainty

in the collection of funds.

A

few churches have fixed times for collections, and are as regular as the sermon, and
generous in the amount of donations. But
the most part either do nothing, or give only when some special call arouses them from
their slumbers. So we alternate between
hope and fear, funds and debts, prospects of
success and of failure. Plans have been proposed, progress has been made, contributions

~ are somewhat

more regular; but there

yeta serious deficiency.

the best of its predecessors,

but

still hav-

ing no just claim to be considered a religion for all peoples and periods. Christ is
probably the highest

of the re-

ligious genius that the world has yet seen;
but his aim was too low, his methods defective,

and

his

character

tainted

by

the

errors and prejudices of his times.
In assuming to be the Messiah, he threw away
the scepter that would have made him the
is model and master of the ages. Mr. Abbot

Past ‘efforts have

will have no Messiah, because,as he claims,

so far succeeded as to inspire courage to he stands out against the higher priesthood
persevere, and our defectsare so great as and royalty of the individual soul.
to make perseverance imperative. If we
It is only just to say that the Index promcould induce all our churches to collect isesto be fair, thoughtful and able.
And
regularly for our benevolent causes, our
Mr. Abbot is frank enough to define its and
funds would be greatly increased, and our
his position with the most unequivocal
efforts at doing good much more effective.
words. He gives up the name Christian;
Some churches divide the year into as for, having ceased to accept Christ as the
many parts as they have regular objects for Messiah, he confesses that he has no right
collections, and give each object its time and to the title, and he justly wonders atthe
place in the year, This is perhaps the most illogical and unreasonable attitude of those
satisfactory arrangement in use. Itsets each who strip Christ of his peculiar authority
object distinctlybefore the people on its own and yet call themselves by his name. His
merits ; it relieves the pastor of the unwelcome attitude of beggar, and from all cen-

lafiguage on this point is explicit and fit:

ting. He says: * The world at large can
sure for callingso frequently for money; it never be made to understand what is meant
is his business to present it; it comes in the by a Christian
who in no sense has faith in
regular order of the year's work ; it has its Christ. . . The world is right,and may well

set time; the people expect and prepare for marvel at a Christianity that denies the
Lord, yet wears his livery.” He will not

it; the pastor would be censured if he did
not presentit; it cannot be forgotten, and

slight-excuses will not cause delay; it becomes one of the institutions of the

church,

admit that there was anything of the nature.
of imposture in

Christ’s

claims

and

work.

He says such a charge ** should blister the

and is @njoyed ; the people are inspired to mouth that makes it” And there is somemake a good record at these times, and thing touching and suggestive in the words
knowing that all the other churches are that tell of Mr. Abbot's mental state when

doing the same thing, would feel ashamed

notto have a part in the general offering.

he speaks of being compelled by conviction

to withdraw the confidence with which he
We have four very important objects for formerly:gavein his testimony to Christ's
which regular collections should be taken: Messiahship. He says he does not turn
—Foreign Missions, Home Missions, aid away ‘in levity \or mockery or defiance,”
for young men preparing for the ministry, Out of his lost faith,he tells us,have sprung
and Freedmen. Now, if the year was di- his own ‘* most hallowed experiences.” He.

vided into four parts, and each quarter de- goes still farther in his frankness, which
" voted to-one of these Stiosty, 2nd each seems to have in it a tinge of melancholy,
church called upon to report at @ Quarter- when he adds: * Once I felt the full power

ly Meeting what they had done, it would

make it 86 uncomfortable for those
wh at-

of the Christian
what may, let me

faithy .
never. +

.
-

tells what
just what
there may

Comfort in Sorrow.

=p

-

Nature is ful of divine

lessons.

The

young,

spreadeth

fluttereth

over her

abroad her wings,

eth them, beareth

them

on

Mr. Abbot must stand or fall ‘to his own
Master,

like all the rest of us.

We do not

and cowed:
reluctantly

will wear their
henceforth, and

find the impulse to fling them

tak-

every day stronger.

her wings, so

off growing

La

Here is one of the responses

harmoniously

together.

call, ¢¢ Come unto me,”
is always

The

at such a rite.

sounding,

and every day should witness its acceptance. : ~——REJOICING PRESBYTERIANS.
Our unitThe precept, ‘* Grow in grace,” is of perpet- ed Presbyterian brethren are holding rejoioual authority, and there are no circumstanec- ing meetings and love feasts in all the prines that will justify us in disregarding it. cipal towns and cities in the land. They
And they who most reverently heed the have good rensons for it. Their consumMaster's invitation are generally those who mated union is a great event. Jesus is

most clearly interpret the

apostle’s injunc-

honored by it, and his whole church blessed.

| tion.

They are a noble and generous people, and
it gives us all joy to witness their prosperi——JUBILEE FOR CONGREGATIONALISTS. It ‘ty and happiness. May Heaven's richest
is just two hundred and fifty years since blessings fall upon them..
SE
the Mayflower set out on her great errand

churches of the country, by

——WHAT

estants against them, divide the public
money, inaugurate sectarian schools, exterminate the influence of public education,
and open the door to Papal supremacy.
They are wise as serpents. Every blow
against the. Bible in schools is a blow
against public education and in favor of

generally approved by the leading representatives of that denomination, and some-

thing is likely to be done. The proposed
meeting on Plymouth Rock, however, on
of

December,

might

raquire an

sectarian schools.

amount of theological warmth and oratorical
fervor not easy to be secured ; but

to the

Bible, but to destroy the schools.
The
Bible excluded, they imagine, will set Prot- .

liberal gifts to,

promote the special interests of that household of faith, &c. The proposal seems to be

the“22d

IT MEANS. - Opposition

Bible in Schools does not come from: Jews,
infidels nor ** outsiders,” but from Papists.
They are the head and front of objectors.
to exclude the
why? Not merely
And

That is what it means.

it might

aid in giving an impression of the experiences met by the earlier colonists, who used
to sit out a two hours’ sermon in a place of
worship that never witnessed a fire, even
in the days when the mercury went down
in a body into the bulb of the thermometer.

——ExTRA

PAPAL.

Some

are surprised

that American Bishops excel those of Germany and France, in servility to the Pope
and in bigoted arrogance. The reason is obvious. They resist more light, and hence

,| hate it ‘more bitterly.

‘* When

the light

—THE TEMPERANCE PARTY INN. H. A becomes darkness, how greatis that dark- _.
ness.” Extremes
meet. They
are so
State Temperance Convention was held last
jealous
of
liberty
and
afraid
of
the
truth,
week at Concord at which, after earnest
that their opposition becomes more decided
discussion and the withdrawal of a consid- and extreme. The
worst type of popery
erable
number of the members,it was decid-

ed to nominate an independent ticket of
stdte officers on” a temperance platform.
Rev. Dr. Barrows was chosen‘as the nom-

on earth is likely to grow up in this land of
religious freedom.
——BooKks

FOR

THE

YouNG.

‘The prizes,

inee for governor by acclamation,

and ac-

cepted. ' The indifference

existing

offered some time since, brought out sever-

feat of the effort to secure a state constabulary at the late popular election, —the growing power of the liquor interest and the
manifest increase of drunkenness in almost

in the Star. They exactly suit the young
people. If any have not yet read them
they have
a luxury in reserve. They of
chaste in style, pure and elevating in tonb,

of the

political parties to this question,—the de-

every part of the state, —the despair of many
temperance
men in view of the difficulty

al

excellent

books,

instructive and

which

full

are

advertised

of life and

| Much of the literature for youth

interest.
is puerile,

that

has not

make the demonstration #t the polis more
imposing and the blow more effective.
These considerations are not- without
force, and the protest may have some effect.

——TAxES

AND

REVENUE.

Reduce the

interest on our bonds and taxes can

be

re-

duced ; that can be done when the bonds are

above
scarce
scarce
comes

par; that will occur when they are
in market; they will soon become
at the present rate of purchase ; then
specie payment; a reductfon of inter-.

the Lord did lead Israel.”
been drowned by the priestly outeries, nor
‘“ Siirreth up her nest.” Why? To make suppressed before it got beyond the conit uncomfortable. Aud does God seek to ‘trol of the inquisitors.
It is an -extract
make us uncomfortable? The eagle would from a letter written by a Romish priest to a
have the young leave the nest, stretch their
friend, and which found its way into some
wings, rise to vigor, strength, glory. Ease,
of the Paris papers.
It indicates that the
quiet, - luxury and indulgence. enervate,

But the reasons existing against a third
party movement on this ground are such

make

——HARD OUTLOOK. New York is in the
Lands of the Philistines. Anti-reform is astemperancé men shrink from any such alli- cendant.
Civilization is on the “‘down
ance; and many who long to see the liquor grade.” The Legislature has already reshops closed by authority, have little faith pealed the adoption of the 15th amendment,
in legislation, so long as the moral sense of and purposes to repeal every other.law
the people is so manifestly unripe for the which impedes the carnival of rowdyism.

burden is becoming too heavy

men sordid, selfish,stupid, and finally

longer borne, and that

miserable. They must be startled from
their nests, forced to effort. God stirreth
them up. Losses, poverty, sickness, bereavement, sorrows, troubles come upon
them,

to

their

They usk,
mean ?”
in upon

wonder

* Why

and

them;

all is

Providence seems

What does

fly ; miseries

dark

and

to have

it
roll

forbidding

turned

against

them ; they cry out in agony;

they

pray to

be lett in quictude;

angry

at the

they are

;

disturber ; fvel that they are victims of cruelty and abuse.

In very agouy, frightor despair, they begin to struggle, their energies are aroused,
a new inspiration
possesses
them, they
spread the winge of faith and rise toa high-

er and better life; and by and by they see
that it was *‘ good for them to be afilicted.”
ze
J
Do great troubles overflow us; great sorrows rend our souls; sore trials,

as

a fiery

furnace, environus ? Iv is not an enemy
who does it. The eagle is stirring up her
nest; cur Father is driving us out of our indolence, stupidity, sinful indulgence, 10 a
richer field, to higher duties and joys.
“Fluttereth over her young ;"shows what
is to be done and how to do it, to inspire

with courage, ambition, enterprise. Exampleis potent. Eagles and men have an
imitative instinct. They are moved to do

what they see done by others.

God took

human form that he might ¢¢ flatter over
bis young.” Jesusis our example in suffering,

patience,

Departed

saints

labors,

love

are ret to

and

piety.

*‘ flutter over”

us, *‘a cloud of witnesses,” *‘being dead they
yet speak.”

Living saints, workers, victors

over sin and sorrow,
ers for Jesus, heroes

men of faith, sufferof the cross, patient

in tribulation, ** flutter” over us.

We feel

the impulse, spread the wings of faith and
venture upon the promises of God. How
many timid souls have been encouraged by

such examples!

How the patience of the

afflicted has given strength to others! God
sends them to us, to ‘flutter over the
nest.” Letus welcome the visit and the
example,
‘Taketh them, heareth them on her
wings ;"—helps when they make trial of
strength. So the Spirit ¢* worketh in” those
who ‘“work odt.” They scarcely know
whence the strength cometh,

what

is their

own and what the Spirit's ; it is so woven

together, life into life, impulse into impulse,
strength into strength,

thatthe divine

and

human become identical.
The eagle flies beneath

her young,

they

to

be much

who find the

will demand

light and

press toward it. The writer says:
“ Peoplé of the world can form no concep-

amazement.

is this?

Their comforts

darkness so deep

skill-

fully sends supporting eurrents into their
small wings, bears them up in moments of

but come exhaustion, shouts cheer and courage into
make my' their hearts.
So doth the Lord.
How
heart the coffin of a murdered truth I”
many can testify ;—* ‘Hitherto hath the Lord
It is impossible not to respect a frank and helped us." We do not always know it at
intense moral earnestness; and a Christian the time. The obstacles before us, the
should bé the last to complain of thorough strain upon our own energies, the enemies

ihe peribe Yar
ate 8
to save fidelity to conviotion wherever that is found.

steadily and

sensational and hurtful. But these books
8X enlisting the /leadling politicians of the’
can be presented to our childrei” with .constate in the support of temperance legislation,—these are the main reasons that fidence that they will afford pleasure and
many others know, and expresses prompted to this political switch-off. There profit. They are as beautiful in appearas they are entertaining in subthey profoundly feel. Here and was also a movement made looking to an ance
be heard an echo that rises clear “alliance with the friends of what is known stance.
clamor, and even they who re- as the Labor Reform Movement, in order to

"above the
main silent
chains mor®

Spirit weaves them into scriptural counsels.
Here is one, of the eagle:
‘‘ As an eagle

stirreth up her nest,

and healthy church the two processes go ori fied, as there are now none which even hint

trial! How we chafe under God's * stirring up”! How our Hearts sink when pushto the new world. That fact has just been reed out upon the wings of faith !
called by certain ecclesiastical descendants,
But the blessed Father will not forsake, !
and there is a proposal to signalize the annor chide, for our weakness.
His heart is
niversary bypublic meetings at Chicago and
set upon making us strong, brfyve and good,
Plymouth
Rock, as well as by commemoand he will succeed.
¢ Without spot, or
rative
services
in the Congregationalist
wrinkle, or any such thing,” is the Pattern,

lieving multitudes that willingly and wisely
forget the Theistic protest that they may
emphasize the Christian confession.
We have left only a bit of space m
which to speak of the Woman's Journal.
But, in a word, we may say that we heartily
welcome so calm, clear, intelligent, dignified and vigorous a:sheet as this, as an exponent of

meeting, and then a plea for subscribers.
The hall and the platform speaker are de-

Set Times.

presence of the Spiritis not discerned, the

leaving the eternal Rock for the shifting
quicksands. The mere Theism whic he

short-lived

1870...

Lord isin a *¢ dark cloud,” hidden from our
view, but he helpeth. The very enemies

than to have-the present confusion, and lize Paul's theology in the presence of be“¢ pitching in” of first one and then the oth-

terms. The postage,—which is twelve en have a common grievance to parade or
a common end to compass. Firsta public
cents, —must be paid by those who order the meeting,and then a paper. Another public

action always win

STAR: JANUARY 19,

this direction ; and there are some questions attempt to judge him. We know there
in the new Treatise-to be propounded at are honest doubters, as Thomas ‘was. But
each session of the Q. Meetings, which con- we cannot help thinking that Mr. Abbot is
template this style of effort. Andit would “giving up the Sun for the Milky Way, and

»¥~ All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters,
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the , Publisher.

A

ag
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which oppose us, the fears which overwhelm us, the sufferinzs which make our

hearts bleed, monopolize the attention j the

tion of the yoke which weighs upon a priest
in our day,orof all the imperative considera-

tions which deny him the happiness of being sincere. If should say, in a certain
circle with which I am acquainted, that Father Hyacinthe is an apostate and an infa-

that multitudes of temperance men will decline to unite in it; the little success that

has attended similar movements in other
states will operate to lessen the vote; the
little less than revolutionary dogmas that
bave been freely thrown out by Working:
men’s conventions

will make

many

faithful enforcement of a prohibitory law.
Dr. Barrows is hardly likely to be Governor

this

year,

though

the

people

might do

worse than to elect him; and temperance
men must not forget the imperative neces-

some woman

sity of using moral truth while seeking
aid of a civil statute.
:

the bottom

of this affair

in the

shape

or other, as was said in

of

refer-

ence to Lamennais, I should be very likely
to be applauded by the entire company ; at
any rale, I should not have to fear either the
the thunders of Rome, or the rebuke of my
Bishop, or the tale-bearing
of my fellow

priests. But if I had the boldness to affirm
loudly that Father Hyacinthe has given us
the example of a courage which is far too
rare, and that his declaration is the more
terrible because it is irrefutable, I should
not remain a weekin my beloved parsonage, and I should find myself forced to solicit
a seat, not in the Senate, but on the box of a

cab.

Yes,

Father Hyacinthe

has

had the courage to declare plainly and aloud

lies at the bottom of every ensoul. His statement is, as it
grating through which the cry of
oppre:Sed conscience has escaped.

It his purposes are pure, as Ilove to believe
they are, I declare him a hero, for he must
have known that he exposed himself to

martyrdom.
Lost in a village of the Pyrenees, | know nothing of him but by his photograph and the enfeebled echoes of his
eloquence ; but from what I read, I venture
to affirm that, if a certain party had the power, we should soon see raised again the

stake of a new John Huss; since, however,

this party driven to bay is not able to burn
alive those. who unmask it, it sets itself to

work with vigor to blacken their characters,
and we must do it justice to say that is understands marvelously well how to calumniate those who offend it, just as it understands well how to misrepresent history.
. . . Who canassure us that the letter
of Father Hyacinthe is not the human voice
of the Holy Spirit calling to Pus IX:
‘* Distrust the intriguers who are deceiving
you while they worshipyou! Pontiff of the
new di-pensation, remember that thé eyes
of the world are upon you, and that men
are preparing either to believe orto laugh.’

A new

and

stronger religious life seemsto have been
manifest at many different points, and confident hopes are expressed that the first week

of the year may mark an era of incoming
vigor
to the churches. Up to the present
time, there has been less. of that special

quickening which has been witnessed during several winters past. Extensive revivals are only

line, operated to deter private enterprise
from entering this field of competition, and
left the government strongly disinclined
to take any responsible s'eps. But the recent combinations of foreign shipowners
not only brought out Mr. Creswell’s pluck,
in prompting his refusal to meet their demands ; it has also induced our capitalists to
enter into sn arrangement for buildiog
vessels for oceanic service.

The prospect is cheering. The Internations
al Steamship Company, speaking through
its President in New York, thus addresses
Postmaster General Creswell,under date of
Jan. 4:
:
.

Sir: I have the satisfaction to inform you
that we have this day agreed upon the terms

and conditions with the builders, for the

construction of our two

first

and that two more

follow.

shall

steamships,
The

occasionally reported.

The

work of trainingis indee1 not less important than that'of ingathering, and it may be
that the Christian
Jife is being deve oped
and organized for service where there are
no new cases of conversion. Bu in a vital

as requisites

at

our

interview

were

in

;
October.
“This is as it should be. Ttis time that definite and effective measures were taken to
provide for doing what needs to be done in

making

us

measurably

independent

foreign aid, when we have mails,

and will soon reach the goal.

r

The Excise law is doomed, and free whiskey

is to the be inheritance of the state. Sabbath
laws will march to execution, and the Lords

day be devoted to revelry with no legal hindrance. The registry laws must perish,
that election frauds may be less difficult.
The Commissionersjwhich have been a terror
to evil doers, are to be swept away that
rogues
may
govern
themselves.
The
School funds are to be divided so that Protestant

industry

may

be

taxed

to

support

Papal schools of bigotry and superstition.
The **N. Y. Central” is likely now to get
libertyto increase its fare at the public expense. Thisisa dark prospect. But the
Lord reigns.

Denominational News and Notes,
Morning Star.—Vol. I., No. I.
—

C—

Probably very few of the present readers
of the Star have ever had accessto the first
number. A brief outline of'its contents and
character, therefore, may be not wholly devoid of interest and profit.
i
It bears date May 11, 1826; and so the
paper first saw the light nearly forty-four
years ago. Its printed matter covers four
pages,—each 17 1-2 inches by 9 1-2. The
amount of reading matter, taking intoac
count the coarseness of type and liberal

leading, would not exceed one fourth of

di-, what the Star now contains.

mensions “of these are 500 feet length, 66
feet width, 33 feet depth; the interior arrangements to be in accordance with the
drawings which I had the honor to show
you in October last; speed to be 25 miles
per hour in smooth water—a capability to
cross the ocean in fair weatherin 6 1 2 days,
and on an average of 8 days. They are all
to be built of iron, double in form, having
named

——Tae WEEK OF PRAYER.
The reports
which reach us from various portions ot the
country, generally indicate that many tokens of good appeared in connection with
the services—especially the union services,

—during the Week of Prayer.

pense that were connected with the Collins

all the provisions for safety which

Current Topics.

the
:

——AMERICAN STEAMSHIPS.
he recent action of the managers of the
‘principal lines
of ocean steamers, in refusing’
to carry the
U. S. Mails at any reasonable price, has
stirred the public feeling afresh on the sub.
ject of an American line of steamers. The
gad experiences and the heavy bills of ex-

some first class

est to four per cent. and a large reduction ot
taxes.
Government is on the right track,

strong

mous scoundrel ; if I should add, with an
air of hypocritical sadness,” the devil is at

that which
lightened
were, the
anguish of

fg.

sii

The first page is made up almost entirely

of two urticles,—one being an ‘‘Editorial
Address” by the Junior Editor, Samuel

Burbank, and the other,.a ‘biographical
sketch” of Adam as a type of Christ, by the
Senior Editor, John Buzzell. The address
is plain, direct and straightforward.
After

setting forth the ‘blessings of a free press

and the value of a religious periodical,” it
proceeds to notice in brief the
particulars :

1.

following
:

Division of subjects. . It is announced

that ‘the first two

pages of the paper will

of be devoted to Religious Intelligence and

merchan-

dise or men to transport across the sea.

——Joy witHOUT Cause.
The Advance,
followed by other papers, is in ecstacy be-

cause the words in Mark 16 : 16,—*¢ He that
believeth,” &c., and in Acts 8: 87,—¢If

thou believest with all thy heart,” &o., are
not found in two ‘or three ancient scripture
manuscripts. We would suggestto our
Pedobaptist friends to moderate their joy,
since many more texts must be blotted
from the sacred oracles before the doctrine

that faith must precede baptism is material-

Christian

correspondence.

The other twe

pages, to news in general, and whatever
may be attractiveto the candid reader.”

2.

Its Catholicity.

The

address

pro-

ceeds to state that, though the ‘‘doctrine
of Christ,” ‘‘the truths of the gospel” are to

be vindicated,
yet it is not designed to
make the Star ‘‘a rigid sectarian.”
*‘Revivals of religion” and “Obituary notices of

Christians. of
promised an

every

denomination,”

are

insertion, so far as the limits

of the paper would admit, It speaks of
the means employed for spreading a
knowledge of the glory of God, of the ef-

ly weakened, and some new texts must be forts made by the different denominations

inserted before infant bap sm can be justi- to Christianize the world, and expresses
.

i?

.

THE MORNING
of Judah,

all the sticks

respective

and Joseph, and the

Ephraim

meetings.in eyenings at the meeting house,

compan-

and at the schob)-houses inadjacent districts,
we soon began to be encouraged and have
had the satisfaction of knowing that our

The Editor prom-

Politics eschewed.

4.

jses to give the names of candidates and
the. results of élections; but adds: “The
meritsor demerits of no man, in this re-

One can hardly fail to note the absence of
any reference to such vital questions as

anything for the missionary and educational work.
In the article by the senior editor, we
have Adam represented as a type of Christ
follows:

1. As Adam was the man in nature to
whom there was nothing equal or like, so
Christ was ‘the first born among many
brethren” in the world of grace,without an

equal among men or angels.
2. As Adam was made in the likeness of
‘‘express imageof his

person.”

3.

‘suited to his glorious

capacity.”
5.

As Adam

The Lord

:

was

the

‘remote

warmed

fathe

and progenitor of all other men, so Christ
is the immediate fathet of all true believers.”
6. As death

of Adam, so life came

mentioned

by

the

apostle, and each of the above propositions
also is drawn out

considerable detail,

into

interspersed largely with scripture quotations.
g
‘The mode of interpreting types, of which
the

above

garded

illustration,

is an

favorably by

Fathers of the

would be re-

some of the ancient

Christian

church, as well as

to spiritualize the

were strongly inclined

Old Testament representations. But it is
enough to say, that some’ part of this exposition does not conform to the more generally accepted rules of typical interpretation.

However,

Elder

Buzzell

was

nat-

urally a good writer. His language wus
well chosen and
had an uncommonly
smooth and easy flow. His memory was
capacious, and his thoughts were consecutive and often vigorous.

From

Miscellany,” —containing some

and one by letter.

can support

a

church, with a view

or J. Harvey.
The following resolutions
duty to close his labors

which heading there

contains the news,—do-

mestie, foreign and congressional,—with a
column of advertisements.
The fourth page is mainly devoted to secular miscellany,covered in the greater part by
two selections, the one entitled, ‘The Almanac

of

Life,”

and

the

other,

“On

the

general Causes of Diseases.” - Of poetry
there are two pieces,—one selected and
addressed to the young, the other purported
to be original,—and
was said to have
been found among the manuscript papers
of Hosea

Lord,

late of Newfield, entitled,

“4n Epicedium

General Washington,”

on

which, in poetic -diction

and other qualities

of versification, would not compare unfavorably with newspaper composition in
general of like king.
Such was the Star in 1826; small in size,
of modest pretensions, yet sound in doc-

trine, broad in charity, breathing piety

to

God and good will to men. We likeit. It
was a good beginning,but not good enough
for an ending. Since then the field of Chris-

tian enterprise has been vastly enlarged.
Intelligence has made rapid advances, Chris-

tian ethics have reached broader conciusions and settled upon more definite aims,
and religious journalism in particular, has
gained an eminence in position and a
breadth of influence that make it a leading
power in the church and inthe world. So

we hail with inexpressible

delight every

new measure or arrangement that promises

to make our dear Star a faithful exponent
of “the truth as it is in Jesus,” in the light
of the present age, and an auxiliary of a

larger and larger good
world.
Sd

to the church and

The fathers labored, and we enter into
their labors.
Of the five ministers who

furnished articles or intelligence for the
first number, not one remains. Forty-four
years from this, the same

will doubtless be

said of nearly if not of quite all who have
a share in the contents of the present issue.
May our work be as well done as theirs.—
J. ¥,

N.

Y.

Permit

pastorate,

can

were passed at

1.

nation, to take
March next.

us, therefore

That we accept his resig-

effect

the

last

Sabbath
a

|

This Church is the only

as such we commend

him to any

want of a minister.
LopomiLLo,

churchin

C. J. CLAFLIN.

ITowA.

For

a

few

me

to

AY,

Bixby preached there Dec. 19, and then
from convictions of duty continued to preach
every evening till Christmas.
During the week, I had returned from
my appointmentwith the Uniontown church,
and together we continued the meetings
for two weeks, nearly every evening. To
the praise of God, it can

be

said,

A

of

sinners

have been converted,
and saints quickened

and encouraged

in the service

Redeemer.
JAN. 10, 1870.

of their

N. W. Bixsy.

anew to the service of the blessed Master,
with
heavenward
and 50 have started

bright hopes enkindied by the Sun of righteousness. Yet we linger before the throne,
praying for those that are yet strangers to
our God. May we have the prayers of the

A. E. WILSON.

ary very much, to travel and preach in new

fields, organize churches, and plant the free
communion standard in all that region of
country.

Heis

a

spiritual,

earnest

abundantly.

Christian,

the brethren had be-

and

wherever
American

The
want

of a pastor,

Wakefield church

Rev. A.

D.

Fairbanks

al

hfe

of

Rev.

Me., there
in

Clerk.

of

Durham,

have appeared an undoubted

integrity

business

sincerity

John

Miller,

relations,

and

late

and aun

in Christian

confidence

old

gratefully

volume

of

received
x

at

Conference, Friday

the
the

labors

are worthy

earncestuess

is in
will

Lisbon,

A Shepard,

Chelsea,

ca A'=Holmes, both of Boston.

Bolton, Vt

© B Messer, Toledo,

John
Rev
F W
H G
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in another

THE UNIVERSAL CRY, * What shall I buy for Holiday Presents” can be doswered ‘best by PARKER &
Co., 98 & 100 Summer

an

have

who

1m

of Holiday and useful arti les, such as

mense variety
all kinds of

Boston.

8t.,

Fancy Boxes, Writing Desks, Glove Box:

es, Albums in Morocco and Gilt and Velvet bindings,
Shopping

Bugs.
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Furnished

Silver Plated Ware, and Cutlery of all descriptions
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very much under the regular prices paid for such
articles. They want Agents everywhere, to whom

they offer most liberal inducements, We call atten:
tion to their advertisement in another column.
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For Self instruction it is unexeelled.
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Pieces,

Voluntaries,
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(Copyrighted
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“ The contents and illustrations are
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the leading paper of its class in New
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England.
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GRORGE'C. PEAVEY, President.
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of Home Mission Soclety.
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Journal, July,

dence on ail diseases requiring skill and experience.

TUITION. .
Common English, 4,00
$3,50.

Now York Home and Foreign Mission Boelety.

wo

popular

Address “THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,” or
Dr.
HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.

Center Strafford, Jan. 4, 1870.

Paniel Thompson
Rev H Perry

Iron

useful

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. In Tarkey morocco, full gilt, $5.00. Postage paid.

ACADEMY,

N.

appendix, many

69.

THE SPRING TERM
of 11 weeks will commence TUESDAY, Feb. 1, 1870, under the instruction of

MISSION

Ditus Day, Castle Rock, Minn. per H N Herrick
LJ
“
i
Geo Pomroy

TROCHES

an

of be day.— The Medical and Surgical

BRONCHI-

from Bates College, as Principal, with competent
sistants.

Foreign Missions,

BROWN’S

care, and, as

Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.

ASTHMA,

STRAFFORD.

any

These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr.
Hayes,one of the most learned and popular physicians

the prescription will please ad
Rev. EDWARD A. WILSON,

AUSTIN

unlike

ton Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.

English

Williamsburg, Kings County, New York.

10,00

lect often results in an incurable Lung
disease.

~

utterly

DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and

cost them nothing, and may prove a blessing.

« $m42

are

physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude
of our race for these invaluable productions. It seems
to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the
cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and
he tells them just how and when to do it.— Farming-

1,00
2,63

145,75
CURTIS, Treasurer.

They

he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will

Parties wishing
dress

There

prescriptions for prevailing complaints are added.—
Coos Republican, Lancaster, N.
H., Sept. T,1869.

118, ete. The object of the advertiser in sending the
Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread information which he conceives to be invaluable; and

MISSION.

shouldbe inserted in the place
.

everybody, and they claim that their superior facili
to sell at
ties for buying these goods enables

ability and

dollar English

and

works on Physiology ever published.

intelligent family. They are not the cheap order of
abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties
and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a responsible professional gentleman of eminence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists. :The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy,

a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after having
suffered several years with a’ severe lung affection,
and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to
make known to his fellow-snfferers the means of cure.
To all who desire 1t, he will send a copy of the prescription used (free of charge), with the directions for
preparing and using the same, which they will find a

able, shall act as Treasurer of the Freewill Baptist Ho re
Mission Society, neorporuied by the Legislature of New
Hampshire, to b+ applied under the direction of the Kxecutive Committee of that Society to its charitable uses
and purposes.”
The
Will should be attested by three witnesses;
(in
some states three are required. in others only two), who
should wi ite against their names, their places of residence (ifin cities, the street and number), The following
form of attestation will answer for every state in the udon: “Signed. seed.
published and declared by the sald
(A. B.),us his last wiil and testament, iu the
presence of
us, who at the request of the sald A.B, and In his presence, and In the presence of each other, have hereunto
subscribed our names as witnesses,”
SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.
Concord, N. H.
:
P.8. Requests to the F, W, Baptist Education Society
should be made

YEAR.

PRESERVA-

VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have received the valuable

for covering floors, in one en‘ire

themselves.

after my decease tthe

Agent, without charging theml. cts.each asheretofore.

LAST

SELF

medical works of Dr. Albert H. Hayes.
These books
are of astual merit, and should find a place in every

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

|

All Legacies to this Society should be made in the following form;
“1 BKQUEATH to my Executor (or Executors) the sum
of
dollars in trust, to pay the same in
days

Diy Goods, &:., &e., &c., and hundreds of the latest
et
best
published Books
[Chey are giving ONE
HUNDRED
TICKLTS to erery one who will become their

THE

This is indeed a book for every

these valuable books.
others ever published.

piece, at reduced prices in our closing out sale. NEW
ENGLAND CARPET CO., Boston.
415

SOCIETY.

all descriptions, the latest stylgs of Jewelry 1a Gold,
Cornelian, Jet, Snell, Etruscan,*€uarbuncle and Har,

SOLD

OF LIFE, or

is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF
EITHER SEX car require to know, but what is tully
explained, and many matters of the most important
and interesting character are introduced, to which no
allusion even can be found in any other works in our
anguage. All the NEW DISCOVERIES of the author,
whose experienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should be without

CARPET CO., Boston,

SHEET OIL CLoTH

Concord, N. H.

and

ordinary

2m50

NEW ENGLAND

5,00
SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.

Shopping Bags, Fur
Ware aud Cutlery of

Boston,

Myr. dA. NV. MARSTON,

Boston, Mass.
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COPIES

SCIENCE

ES of mature years.

Brussels in our closing out sale at much under price.

Mission,

themselves with
FORM

INSTITUTE,

Street,

TION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE
DECLINE IN
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY, HYPOCHONDRIA,
aad all other diseases arising from the
ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXCESS

Boston, by: E, A. HARRISON &
and by all Druggists. Mailed fo

CARPETS.
—A few Axminkter, Velvet

Mrs A A Morse, Waltham, Mass

issue large eight paged Catalogues of all tne newest
and best novelties 1n such goods as Funcy Boxes,

100,000
THE

Notices.

CARPETS.—Closing Out Sale.—Two

Education Society.

bandsome and useful Hohdxy Presents, from now
until the 20th of January, 1570, these gentlemen will

MEDICAL

4 Bulfinch

(Opposite Revere House,)

Tapestries for a dollar and a halt; 81,75 Kidderminster for $1.25; $2.25 3-Plys for $1.75; 2-Ply Carpets
5% oents to $1.
Dundee
Venetiens, 50 cents. Stair
Carpets in large variety.
Floor Oil Cloths at threequarters value.
1000 remnants at low prices.
Clos
ing out sale. NEW
ENGLAND
CARPET CO., 75
Hanover street, Bobton.
.

Concord, N, H.

‘be found at

No.

THE Advertiser, having been restored to health in

SILAS

AND WOMANHOOD,

PEABODY
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60 cents.

Mrs M g£ Cutts, Sutton, N H
Ch in Bangor, Me. per 8 D Church
Do cas Rerry $3, «5; Betsey B Wheelwright $4700;
Sally J Gould, $1. Wilton, Me. per Dorcas Berry
Wm Toothaker, Philips, Me. for meeting house in
Martinsburg, W Va

FULLONTON,

PUBLISHED BY THE

Indigestion,touse DR. HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES.”—ELISHA HNNTINGTON,M. D., ExLieut. Governor of Massachusetts,
For sale at No.1

BENEFICIARIES.

HOLIDAY PRESENTS

MANHOOD

WHAT EVERY PERSON NEEDS is some
remedy for habitual Costiveness. ‘I would advise
all those who are troubled with Dyspepsia, Costive:
ness, Piles, Biliousness, Headache, or any form of

Rodgers, Greenville, Mercer Co. Pa
T Wells, Stellapolis, Lowa Co. Iowa
Bubar, Alva. Me
Meeker, Burlington Flats,
NY

FREEDMEN’S

J.

Dec. 27, 1869.

In New Durham, Dec. 12, Rowena C., daughter of
Jacob A. and Mary J. Jackson, aged 16 mos., + days.

Iowa

Home

on MON-

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.

3

erm

Tremont Temple,
CO., Proprietors,

Ch in Bangor. Me. per S D Church
Peter Parker & wite, Delaware, Ohio
Col Weare Q M. N H. per H 3 Kimball
Ch in Lewauee, Ill. per C D Patch

will commence

The next term will commence WEDNESDAY, Jan,
19, and continue 13 weeks.

In St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 1, by Rev.
H N. Herrick,
Mr. A. J. Billings of Minneapolis and Mrs. W. E.

Lowell of 8. P.

Rev C B Peckham, West’ Derby, Vt
M O Titus, No. 3 City Hall, Manchester, N H
Rev W H Cutter, Waterford, Erie Co. Pa
* 10 Guptill, No Lebanon. Me
D Lothrop & Co. Boston, Mass

aod

INSTITUTE.

TERM

man. Price only One Dollar. 285 pages, bound in
Robinson of Italy.
ey,
: cloth, DR. A. H. HAYES, Author.
In Harrisburg, Penn., Jan. 4, by Rev. James Cal
A Book for Every Woman.
der, D. D., Mr. Charles H. Small and Mi:s Annie R.
Murphy, step-daughter of the officiating clergyman.
Entitled
SEXUAL
PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND
Tit Northport, Mich., Nov. 26, by H.
N. Plumb, Mr.
HER DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYSIOJames J. Bridol and Miss Martha Bridol.
Mr. Gil
bert Price and Miss Ann Holmes, all of N.
LOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANOY
In Baraboo, Wis., Sept. 21, by Rev. S. Norton, Mr.
DouglasjCramer of Merrimack and Miss Amauda S. TO OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVTrue of Greenfield.
On New Year’s eve., Mr. James INGS.
M. Blachley and Miss Mary F. Haines, both of B.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extra.

EXPRESS.

that have won our

;

0
G. H. RICKER, Principal.
North Scituate, R. I., Jan, 5, 1870.

Mr R. R. Jones of Paris Hill and Miss Hattie Hubbard of C.
'
In Potter, N. Y., Jan. 1, by Rev. L. B. Starr, Mr.
David Henry, Turner of Jerusalem, and Miss Diana

Vi

West

SPRING

DAY, Feb. 7, 1870.

14, Mr. James Carter and Miss Mvra Persons.
Dec.
30, Mr. Elcazer Horton and Miss Clara Burr.
x
In Columbia, N.Y., Jan. 4, by Rev. C H. Jackson,

NY

A M Amsden. So Hardwick, Vt
B H Damon, Ea Pentield, N Y
V Baleam Kendall,
NY

board of in-

:

Apply early to the Principal.
EC.
Lewis, Sec’y ruses

LAPHAM
HE

and

. In Wolcott, July 1, by Rev. 8. T. Devoe, Mr. Wm.
Hawley and Miss Hannah Ward, both of W. Nov.

N Preble, care Wm Chase, Litchfield Corner, Me
Rev D J Apperson, Ellaville, Schluy Co. Ga
S Hazleton, Busti, Howard Co. Iowa
J M Russell, Concord, Vt
H F Smith. Waterbury Cen. Vt
A Libby, Bowdoinliam, Me
C H Woodworth,

1. Mr. John L. EHis

both ofC. Jan. 2, Bradbury C. Doe and Miss Rebec-

Me

Me

© 6m3

INSTITUTION.

New Hampton, N. H., Jan. 4,"1870.

In Charlestown, Mass., Jan. 1, by Rev. O. T. Moulton, Frederick A. White and Miss Adalaide B. Young,

Rev H F Scribner, Strafford, Vt
“ D W Bowman, W Waterville, Me
* J Swank, So Litchfield, Pa
¢ CF Dikeman, Hillsboro, Iowa
* A L McLean. Gray, Me
Mayhew,

Jan. 1870.

popularity of the present

Send for a vircular,

Ia Topsham, Me., Dec. 7, by Rev. A. A. Smith, Mr.
John H. Carr of Lynn,$Mass.,and Miss Almira L. Alexaunder of T.

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

Rev R E Cornwall, Ellington,

well earned
struction.

In Dixmont, Me., Dec. I, by Rev. E. Allen, Mr. Joseph Higgins of Thorncike, and Mrs. Lydia B. Ferguson of Unity.
In Gilbert's Mills, Dec. 21, Mr. Ira 8. Foster of
Schroeppel, Oswego Co,, N. Y., and Miss Hannah E.
Allen of Litchfield, Herkimer Co.. N. Y.
In Saco, Dec. 25, by Rev. O. S. Hasty, Mr. Winfleld
S. Hasty and Miss Gusta 8. Durgin, both of 8.

preceding, at

including

There are three departme:
Classical, English,
and Commercial, all in mostfucecessful operation. A
large patronage constantly
“increasing
be-peaks the

Mr.

Woodbury Emerson and Miss Eliza A. Clark, both of
China, Jan.!, Mr.John Foster of Augusta, and Miss
Clara A. Tucker of 8. C.

Parmelee, Reading, Hillsdale Co, Mich
B Cogswell, Ea Springhill, Brad Co. Pa
Bryant, So Ridge. Ashtab Co. Ohio
J C Steele. Hamlet,
NY
R Richardson, Cowlesville,
NY
Wood, Dryden,
NY
Morrill. Grafton, N H
R M Minard. Starkesboro, Vt

Benj

Lowell,

In So.-China, Dec. 11, by Rev. W, H. Littlefield,
Mr.

A. E, WILSON, Clerk.

* KE P Ladd. Limerick,
Levi True, Ogden,
NY

J. A.

Eberezer E. Hibbard of Worcester, Mass., and Miss
Mary B Rich of C.

JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

per week,

SpriNG TERM begins Feb. 8, 1870,

In Charleston, Me., Jan. 6, by Rev. J. Johnson, Mr.

the

N. W. BIXBY, Clerk.

H P
Rev
A F
Rev
*
AJ
M B
Rev

Center, Vt.,

HAMPTON

Hannah A. Woods, both of Monroe
Jan. 2, at the
residence of the bride’s father, Mr. Leonard Rowe of
B. and Mies Hattie Bachelder of Swanwille.

Clerk,

Board $3,560

NEW

Treasurer.
J

‘and Miss Emily Locke of Ep-

Jan

16.

under the direction of
le
Rev. Ad, B. Meservey, A.
M., Principal,
WITH EIGHT ASSISTANTS.

Maiket, Jan, 1, by Rev.

Hannah A, Cook of B.

n-y—M A Godfrey—H Gifford—Mrs D W Gloyd—G W
Gould—Miss L W G eenleaf—B F Holbrook—A H Hurd—
J C Haines—¥ Hanson—L D Howe—H N Herrlck—A A
Heath—Mrs M L Harrington—E Hill-W Hall-J A Howe
—J W Hills—J M Heggie—A ¥ Hutchinson—D W Hunt—
W Joy—C H Jackson—J M Ke:anedy—J King—A J Lord—
W Lamb—J P Longley—Lee & Shepard—D L & Co—J H
Loveless—0 J Moon—M B Morrill—J Moulton—J Moulton
—0 T Moulton—H W Moors—W H McGaffey ~A H Morrell— B Mayhew—Mary Morse—J A Marshall—A AMorse
—C J Morris—D A Morehouse—C B Messer—S D Millay—
+ Newhall—J Nutting—W L Noyes—E Potter—J L Phcenix—L8 Parmelee—H P Parmelee—J Pinkham—S Purington--G W Page—T A Parker—H N Plumb—A C Peaslee—
W H Poole—A Parsons ~P M Peckham—Mrs D
Quimby—
E H Ruggles—J Robinson—Viectoria A Remick—G
C Rich
J N Rich—A Rich—W N Roberts—Mary Reed—3 Stevens
—W R Stone—H F Snow—W C Sumner—W R Stone—S
Seamans—E Smith—virs J A Starbird—L Shipman—S F
Smith—J E Smart—W A Sanderson—dJ I Smith—SLSmith
—A M Staley— ASpringer—J Stuart—A Sargent—D M
Stuart—J Tucker—G W Town—C H Tripp—C
Tisdale—W
Todd—L B Tasker—S8 Teel ~Mrs J Whitcomb—J T Ward
—BE Winslow—J D Wilsey—F L Wiley—W Weaver—W
Whitacre—N F Weymouth—L Woodman—L H Witham—
J Wood—H Wil'lamson—G'
W Wallace—J Watson—J
Nano M Wattles—S Yeaton—R SYearsley—J Young
-]
ell,

Resolved. That in the death of Bro. Miller, the
cburch
. ministry ‘dnd sinners bave susiaived a
Joss not easily repaired, especially in the department of labor chosen by himself. having special
reference to the poor to “whom
the gospel
should be preached.”
i!
Resolved, I'hat we deeply sympathize with the
widow aud otber surviving relatives of the departed, in their deep affliction,” but would most
gratefully remember the goodness of God, in preserving blameless to the end, making happy
and gloriously triumphant the last days and
bours of his servant.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
forwarded by the Clerk t) the family of the deceased, and to the Morning Star tor publication.
J. 8. BURGESS, Chairman of Com.
A. A. SMITH, Clerk.

offered,

‘noon 'olose his labors with them, and would like
to resumé other pastoral duties about the 1st of
‘April,

of

TERM of this Institution will

Waterbury

ive M, Brown of Ellswdrth.
Mr. Royal A. Fifield of
Woodstock and Miss Sarah A. Smith of Northfield.
In Brooks, Dec. 19, by Rev. H. Small, Mr. Wm. H.
Woods of Monroe and Miss Martha A. Rowe of B —
Dec. 26, Mr. Joseph L. Evans of Monroe and Miss

WHITESTOWN Q. M, will hold its next session with
the church at Prospect, commencing Jan. 29, at 10
o'clock, A. M.
P. PHILLIpS, Clerk.

Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are|

‘Ministers and Churches.
1st Ossipee and

E. C. SMALLEY,

first Sabbath in March,

BowDOIN Q. M.—Held its Dec. session with
the South Lewiston church, Dec 21—23.
‘Lhe
session was one of interest and pront.
Toe
March session will be held with the church in
Brunswick Village.
At
the
sessiun
the following resolutions
were passed on the death of Reve John Miller:
Resolved, Phat in the Christian and ministeri

real Mo' occo

The School at
FLEMINGTON, W. Va,
Flemington is prospering finely, under the
the labors of Brethren Williams and Colegrove. The location. seems to be good, their
building well adapted to school purposes,
only not yet entirely finished, and thelr prospects encouraging. They need a mission-

blessed his labors

importance

O0SWEGO'Q. M. will hold its néxt session with
church in Pneenix, commencing Friday before

" OSWEGO, N.Y, Q. M.—Held its last session
with the church at North 3ecriba, Dec, 29-31.
The churches were well represented by letter
and delegates, Rev. C. L. Vaul,8. Aldrich and W.
R. Stone were present and preached the word
to very attentive audiences.
The social meeting
on the alterndon of the 30th was very interest.
ing, also the evening of the 30ch.
A. E. WILSON,
Clerk.

Parker &

faithful ?

by

Records.

p

Q.M.—Held its last session with

To enable every person

‘Norra ScriBA, N.Y.
TheF.W. Baptist Church in this place has been enjoying
a blessed revival of religion in the few
weeks past. Sinners
have fled to the
stronghold for refuge, backsliders have
turned their wandering feet again to the old
paths, laborers have consecrated themselves

religious society

and had been without a pastor through the
Some

weeks

past there has been a special revival interest in this township.
By invitation, Mrs.

the Lord

in the village of Poland. The Church had
become somewhat reduced by the decease
and emigrationof many of its, members;

‘éummer.

in

2. That during a four years’ pastorate
with us, he has proved himself to be an
able minister and efficient pastor: And

through the medium of the Star, that I does good and makes friends
have engaged to’ labor with the Free Bap: he goes. He is agent for the
tist Church in Poland through the winter. Tract Society.

ee

it his

BROTHER JOHN VAssAR, cousin of the
founder ot Vassar College, has just returned
from a missionary trip to California, where

Revivals, &c.
Poraxp,

the

with

at

DELAWARE & CLAYTON
Q. M. will hold its next
session with the Volga City church, commencing Feb.

Clerk.

UNION,N. Y.,Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Chrisuan people of Cheshire.
Notwithstanding the roads were very bad, we had a good attendance, and the session was one of interest und
profit to all.
Tne Loid helped his servants to
reach the word with eloquence and clearness.
"ne brethren and sisters had x mind to bear their
part ot the labor; so we had harmony, life and
the Spirit of God in all our meetings.
Un Saturday, a church was organized with good prospects
of living and prospering.
On the Sabbath, we
enjoy ed un interesting season of baptism.
Rev.
G. H. Ball was with us on the Sabvatn, and added much interest and aid to the meetings.
Collection for Missions, $65,00.
L. B. STARR, Clerk.

Aay

feels

24,

the Lisbon church, on the first Saturday and Sabbath
1 o'clock, P. M.

10.00

Jn West Thornton, N. H., Jan. 1, by Rev. AW,
Sibley, Mr. Frank R. Sawyer of Bristol and Miss Ol-

LisBON, N. H., Q. M. will hold its next session with

in February next.

begin Feb.

ping.’

its January session

N. GAMMON,

with

Whereas, Rev. C. E. Handy
Resolved.

is nearly a column of obituaries,
page

M.—Held

The

everything. For Rooms or Board,address O. I. Daniels or A. J. Sanborn, the Principal.
’
. H. ADAMS, Sec.

I]

AROOSTOOK Q. M.—Held its Dec. session with
the second church in Maysville, on Wednesday
and Thursday, Dec. 21 and 22. - The churches
Letters
Received.
were well represented by letters and delegates.
Andrews—E Allen—W _Abbott—I, Ballard—L Bow
The meetings were well attended, and were sea- —J8 8P Burgess—J
Baglev—A B Brown—H J Brown-I H
sons of interest and profit, both in our meetings Brown—Geo Beals—W Bacon—A Beebe—D 8 Batchelder
of business and of worship.
Three churches —J T Brown—A R-HKabcock—Clara Bennett—Mrs 8 B
were received into the Q. M.: 3d Kort Fairfield, Blaisdell- Harriet Bathrick—H Buswell-H F & Breed—
V Beebe—V Balcam—N W Bixby—W Burnham—A A Co2d Presque ‘Isle and Castle ul.
‘The amount burn—D Clough—E Coleman—W
Cook—I Chapman—P
of money received this session was $20, which by Clough—Susan Clark—D B Cowell—8 D Church—S8 Cole—
vote of the Conference wus given to Bro. L. D. G © Crawfurd—J G Craig—8 8 Cady—D B Critlenden—P
Dyer—A W Daugherty—J C Davis—J
Gammon, who 1s at New Hampton at school, Tu MDrury—MarthaT
Douglass—=C F' Dikeman—J Erskine—W F Eaten—J G
boring to secure an educauon to fit himself for Eaton—S8 P Fernald
—W Ford—W Fuller—P Ford—Mrs 8
Grifith—W W Gray—dJ Glidden—M Gatchell-B A Gurgreater usefulness in the cause of Christ.

address Rev. C. E. Handy, O. B. Brayton,

and

third

Q.

TUSCARORA

one

mivister.

to the

our last church meeting :

The

:

A
the North Bennet 8t. church in Boston.
season was enjoyed.
All the churches
represented.
Two, the Lowell and the Nachurches, are without pastors.
Some reinterest wus manifest.
The next session

position

to correspond

Subject:

tion in our churches.

A spirit of harmony prethe Cameron ghurch.
vailed in the business meetings, and a warm reNext session
ligious interest was man‘fested.
with the Deerfield church.
JACOB-STUART, Clerk.

aid,

‘There is, however,

eight or ten short selections, or rather extracts ; -** Revivals,” with two brief epistles,
under

the

Peckham.

1,25
3,75

1,00

C. O. LIBBY,

SEMINARY.

[RE

1,00

,25,

MOUNTAIN

seRng

Sec,

3,60

Married

is to be preached

Any’ information concerning

D. R. WALLACE,

discouraging feature in regard to our future
prospects asa church; being located in a
factory village, the Protestant population
is constantly decreasing, while the Catholic
population is increasing ; a fact which has
led to our pastor's resignation. | Nevertheless, we have a pleasant house of worship,
minister wishing

The second page embraces mainly three

“Deaths,”

for divine

A sermon

GREEN

: DAY,
TUES

H. SHAPLEIGH,

Jno.

3t3

C B Wal,50 each; 8
Cen. Wis.

In New Durham, Dee, 25, by Rev. J. F. Joy, Frank
Gibson and Clara A Jones, both of F-rmington.

Jan.

ACADEMY.

Feb.

per 8 Farnham

Dover, N. H.

Free-

oT tion, to
B. F. HAYES, Sec.

or :

NON, ME.
LEBA
“WEST TER
com
M
ING
HE SPR
16. Send for circulars to.

194,27

Mark Foss of Strafford
evening,

LEBANON

:

of the Ministers of the

Monday

Lost

will be- held at So. Boston,

cold and indifferent

accessions.

and, as yet,

departments:
“Religious

BosTON

GEORGIAVILLE, R.I. Rev. C E. Handy
will close his labors with the Free Baptist
church in this place, the last Sabbath in
PMarch next. During the four years that he
has been pastor of the church, 18 have been
added
to its membership; 17 by baptism,

the fathers of our denomination, who

by

cries

on

*

In New

Goma Q. M. records willbe
this office.
!
!

with
good
were
tick
vival

edge

personalipiety in the teachers of our literary institu
tions and schools. The sermon may be criticised on
Tuesday, A. M. Let all our brethren in the ministry
be present if possible; also, all the friends of educa-

PARSONSFIELD
:Q. M.—Held its last session
occupied by these new members ia society,
with the West Newtield church.
Collection for
they bid fair to become efficient workers in | Missions, $10,00, Toe next session will be with
the First Newfield church, at Dim’s Mills, Feb.
the church. For this we praise God, and 9th
and 10tc. Ministers’ Conference on ‘l'uesday
taking courage shall resume, after a brief preceding, at two o'clock, P. M. Lt is desirable
that
all the churches of the Q. M. should be represpite from our arduous labor, the battle
resented by letter and delegates.
1 hose churchfor the Lord. Pray for us.
.
es against which assessments stand unpaid, are
requested to pay at the next sessiou.
JAN. 8, 1870.
R. J. PosTON.
1RA A. PHILBRICK, Clerk.

by the obedience of

other antitheses

the

is seven

In this connection are introduced

Christ.

our

Rev. C. B.

Quarterly Meetings.

members, restored the-backsliding and converted sinners.
The result,
up to this time,

3
by the disobedience

came

heard

Q. M.,,

Sheffield Hollow.

Scriba and vicinity for a generous donation, on
the evening of Dec. 23d, amounting to $175.

it seemed almost impossible
spell of spiritual apathy
the hearts of the church and
all hoge of retreat was effecwe could but go forward.

into life the

Wheelock

Rev. A. E. Wilson and wife would extend
their. heartfelt thanks to the friends in North

We commenced a series of public and
social meetings, some three weeks since;

and for awhile
to break the
which bound
people ; but as
tually cut off,

There will be a meeting

Md,

sum of $120, ay Lyndon, A'4

8. Farnham, Woolwich, Me

Notice.

Rev. L. B. Tasker and wife thauk their friends
who generously donated to them, Dec. 23, the

showers of his grace.

his breath, so as to be called in

one place the reputed son of God, so
Christ is “emphatically” so called.
4. As Adam slept, that he might be
furnished with a bride taken in the form of
a rib from his side, so Christ slept the sleep
of death, that he might procure a bride,

~gven the church,

and, as «a

for their harmony
E. B. ROLLINS.

of his own planting, with the refreshing

As Adam was created by God and in-

spired with

reforms,

noted

-27. Send for Catalogues
the Principal.

OliveHill
Ellison, 0
R Clifford

T H Coombs. Bangor, Me. per A Strout
Abby Osgood, F Lucas ,60 each; A friend
Bradford, Me. per A Strout
;
~
*
This
of Atkinson, Me

Notices andAppointments.

church, on the 16th of last month.

|

E Hill & wife, A
B Knight $1 each;

per G W Town

Get the genuine.

their favor-—Rev, D. M. Graham in Christian
man,
;
’

¥:

003

Buzzell, H Chaftee, M Tyler, G Drake,
W Brown 50 each; 8 Sayles 40; H
Rnblee, T Lane, A Clifford ,25 each;
20, Starksboro, Vt.
per J Tucker
No Weare, N H. per D Moody
Peter Parker & wife, Delaware, O
Rev G W Whitney, Rev G W Town,Rev
ler, © Parish, J Hubbard, Mrs Messer
Hudson, J Parrott ,30 each, Oakfield

known as a minister in our denomination. His medi
cines are the result of dev. ral years of study and careful experiment, and the universal testimony is in

Van Buren

z,\

HE SPRING TERM will begin Thursday, Jan,

L Hill, D Dike & wife, E Clifford, RB Clifford, 8

We would call attention to the advertisements
-Clarke’s European Cough Remedy, and Rheumatic
Elixir. The proprietor has been long and favorably

a lib-

acknowledge

and wife

from the Arlington &

eral donation

wiie

Hill & wife, A Ellison & wife,
Hill & wife, W Chaffee & wife,

TRIED, TESTED, AND APPROVED, for forty years—

and soci-

&

fe 2,00: Rev J

r

The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.
Prices, $1 and 50 cents,

the 6th of January.
Rev. D. Osborne

ard

Dea J T Hill & wie 1'50; S Hill & wife 1,35; A M

out them who owns a good horse.

in East Weare, on

tion-of $40 from their friends

MAINEVILLE, OHIO. About two months
ago I commenced laboring with the Maineville church, and found their prospects
gloomy indeed, as they had been destitute
of a pastor for a year. Quite a number of
their members have emigrated to the West,
and others have gone home to rest from
the toils and cares of mortal life. The vacancies resulting from these various causes
not being filled up, discouraged many of
the members, and they grew cold and indifferent in religion. A few only held on
their course, apparently hoping against
hope, and praying that the Great Husbandman might again water the drooping vine

had not then been set on foot, and our denomination had not, up to that time, done

God, so Christ is the

and religious

community, are
and friendship.

cation, that fill so large a space in the religious journalism of the present day. But
the temperance and antislavery enterprises

in six particulars, as

;

moral

antislavery, missions and edu-

temperance,

Donations.

MAINE STATE SEMINARY.

2,00}
5,00
2,00

of

The importance of giving Sheridan's Cavalry Condi
tion Powders to horses that have been outin the cold
rain, stood in cold wind, or drank too much cold water, cannot be over estimated ; no man should be with-

ety in Poland, Me., will please accept the sincere
thanks of the subscriber for their liberal donaE. B. ROLLINS,
tion of $110.
Rev. P. Clough and wife acknowledge a dona-

Our meetings are well attended by large
and attentive audiences, the people if the
vicinity are generally friendly to the cause
of Christianity, are interested to. promote

period were better than those of these times.

D. R. WALLACE.

$75.
' The friends of the F. Baptist church

and many are inquiring the way to Zion,
and seem to have their faces set thither-

: of which,we infer that the politicians of that

.

son's Anodyne Liniment with them,

Rev. A. 8. McLean and wife return thanks to
their friends at Gray, Me,, for a generous donation on the evening of Jan. bth, which, together
with presents previously received, amounted to

been converted,

ward.

-

:

.

cause, several others have

In justification

discussed.”

will be

spect,

labors.

The members of the Church are quite
encouraged, and are generally well engaged in the labors of Zion. Some have
been added who bid fair to be useful in the

i

PA

avoided.”

labors are not in vain.

We were pleased to see, not long since, in one

our exchanges, some pretty seve) eremarks addressed

effect April 1.

to several persons who, during an interesting lecture
Rev: Jno: 8: €; Abbott kept a continuous coughOn
the last Sabbathof last year,
Rev. D. A, by
ing, which prevented many from hearing. People
Morehouse resigned the pastorate of the First F'. wito cannot refrain from coughing, had better stay
W. B. church in Lowell, Mass., and closed his away from such places, or else takea bottle of John-

ular meetings on the Sabbath, and weekly

into
jons of each, shall be joined together
”
High.
most
the
of
hand
one stick in the
sub8. Polemics repudiated. All polemic
creion,
suspic
jects, calculated to awaken
be
will
d,
discor
sow
ate animosity and
studiously

of the Sutton, Vt., church, to take

ity of the Church; but on reviving the reg-

be far distant, when *‘all shall know the
Lord from the least to the greatest,” but
‘when

Rev. W. L. Noyes has resigned the pastorate

come rather discouraged about the prosper-

not only that the period may mot

the hope

STAR: JANUARY 19, 1870.
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THE
Poetry.

:

juncture Warnie’s father," receiving
that some one was in the river, ran

ed, and throwing a boat upon the ice began
| to push it towards his son.

The tather recognized the black cap which
| appeared above the hole in the ice, as that
of his“dear child.’
On the opposite shore men were running
to and fro, waving their arms,shouting direc-

"Still sits the schoolhouse by the road,
A
ragged beggar sunning;
Around it still the sumachs grow,

And blackberry vines are running.

tions to each other, and encouraging

Within,
the master’s desk is seen,
floor, the.battered seats,

The jack-knife’s carved initial ;

stun him, and

The charcoal frescoes on its walls,

thus

hasten

‘Went storming out to playing!
Long years ago a winter sun
Shone over it at setting;
Lit up its western window panes,

““ Keep perfectly

And low eaves’ icy fretting.
It touched the tangled golden curls,
And brown eyes full of grieving,

For near her stood the little boy
Her childish favor singled;
His cap pulled low upon a face

‘Where pride and shame were mingled.
Pushing with restless feet the snow,
To right and left, he lingered
;—
As restlessly her tiny hands

The blue checked apron fingered.
He saw her lift her eyes; he felt
, The soft hand’s light caressing,
And heard the trembling of her voice,
As if a fault confessing :

I hate to go above you,
Because”—the brown eyes lower fell—
¢ Because, you see, I love you!”
That sweet child-face is showing:
Dear girl! the grasses on her grave
Have forty years been growing!
He lives to learn, in life’s hard school,

How few who pass abbve him
Lament their triumph and his loss,
Like her—because they love him.

—Qur Young Folks.

How the Gates came Ajar.
Twas whispered one morning in Heaven
How the little child angel May,
In the shade of the great white portal,
Satsorrowing night and day.
How she said to the stately warden ,—
He of the key and bar,—

“ QO angel, sweet angel ! I pray you,
Set the beautiful gates ajar;
Only alittle, I pray you, Set the beautiful gates ajar!

I can hear my mother weeping;
Sheis lonely ; she cannot see
A glimmer of light in the darkness
‘Where the gates shut after
me.
Oh! turn me the key, sweet angel,
The splendor will shine so far!”

But the warden answered : “I dare not
Set the beautiful gates ajar 1”?

Spoke low and answered : * I dare not
Set the beautiful gates ajar!”
oo,

Then up rose Mary the Blessed,
Sweet Mary, Mother of Christ;
Her hand on the hand of the angel .

She laid, and her touch sufficed.
Turned was the key in the portal,
Fell ringing the golden bar;
And lo! in the little child’s fingers
Stood the beautiful gates ajar!

In the little child-angel’s fingers
Stood the beautiful gates ajar!
“ And this key for no further using,
To my blessed Son shall be given,”
Said Mary, Mother of Jesus—
Tenderest heart in Heaven.
Now, never a sad-eyed mother
But may catch the glory afar;
Since safe in the Lord Christ’s bosom
Are the keys of the gates ajar,
Close hid in the dear Christ’s bosom,

their convictions of sin, put off the day of
repentance, close their

hearts

against the

gentle pleadings of crucified Love, which
would have them flee from the wrath to
enough

Warnie’s Escape.

In China.—A

BY GRACE.

family had passed over in safety, but when
from the op-

posite shore, the ice, worn very thin by the
rapid current and recent rain, suddenly
broke and let him in. Fortunately his head
did not go under water, and he kept up by
resting his arms on the ice.
Hetried to cry for help, as his brother
Willie had done when in similar danger
the year before, but he could not utter a
word ; so hesaid he ** just closed his eyes
and thought he would go to sleep, and
wake up all right in the morning.”

without whose

knowledge not even a sparrow falls to the
ground; was watching over the little one,
and in his loving providence had human aid
at hand:
A young man, looking from a window,

Fish Story.

board to the child, so that he could rest his

arms upon jt. The surging water would

and- ears

as he hung there, and the swift current
the

The great danger was that he. might become chilled or frightened, so as to let go
his hold and be swept under before help
* could reach him.

in ovens,

rear

them

in

them into the water two

flocks,—letting

or three times a

are let out, of school at

about being late from recess.

- The Chinese

are ahead

of us

things, especially in catching fish,

in some

Years

ago, when I was younger than I am now, I’

loved

dearly to go a-fishing.

their

homes.

in them from childhood to old

They

live

age—father,

mother, grandparents, and children,
pigs, ducks, chickens, cats, and dogs.

with

the pole, which, of course, raises the other
and lifts the net from the water.
If he

more they seem to want.

Being

hungry, they are exceedingly active.
have sharp eyes, large wings, web

always

They
feet,

he goes!
Here he

There was

success,

when

checked me.

an

expression

on

ear to

ear, only I never could find his ears; it was

wide enough for him to swallow himself!

Warnie’s brother for a dows, fellow.

My alder fish-pole bent al-

‘most ‘double ad he pulled. and tugged at the
{ line,
but I got him into. the, boat at last,

“It's
Wi
e brother, and
pasbon “outs slab Didn't he bounce around? I have seen
—— ehh
and ran Out’ uponit, when the ice gave ‘whales’ since, but he was bigger thana
away snd he wentiinnp to his chin.’ He whale at least 80 I thought then.
man got in, in
The factis, he wasa little fellow, and my
helped out, and another

vr ig,
do, sod ph os. | 4 ls father Kook the odnbeit out
of me by saying

URALIST (Peabody Academy of Science, ‘Salem,

matter, I will

mouths. You may

Mass.) is as noticeable as ever for its. magnificent
letterpress,its admirable scientific papers that

should close.

It would

save

illustrations of-the text by cuts that exhibit the

highest point reached by the skill of the engrav-

er. Itisa work that almost defies hostile criticism.—THE TRIBUNE ALMANAC for 1870,

many a dry,

sore throat, as well as other ailments.

This is almost’ enough.

=~

are truly and happily popularized,-and its superb

their brains. And I would have them lie
in such a position at night that the mouth

(Tribune

My” daughters

Association, New York) crowds into its

66 pages just such masses” of facts as every intel
ligent man needs, and which can no where else

shall not take long, weary walks; but shall

be secured for anything like the

use and exercise their arms and chests,
and have some sort of vigor, if it can be
cultivated,
What's the use of muscles, if

mere

trifle,~20

cents,—which this manual costs.——THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE REGISTER AND FARMER'S ALMANAC, (Claremont Mfg. Co.) does for the Granite

the

fish down

and

with thousands

them.

off, and

him,

and

driven

him

forget himself and live for others.
“No,” said he, “not that; but I should
like to try if ordinary care and commonsense might not save children from so much
suffering, and make them better in mind
Fe
and body.”
;
“Well, doctor, suppose you give me
some rules; for though I have not any
children to bring up. ust now, yet. the
knowledge might not be amiss.”
:

in

a

pure atmosphere,

we

Many a child’s brain is stimulated, especial-

of live, full-grown

fish

in

the breeding ponds in the country, where
they were hatched and reared, fed and fattened until fit for the market. It cost but
atrifle to rear

thera,

and

here

they

are,

lusty fellows, weighing two, three, four,
and five pounds. When the people come
to market, they select such a fish as they
want, the market man catches it in a handnet, dresses it on the spot, and the customer

carries it home for his dinner.

*‘‘ From the

tank to the frying pan,” is the Chinese prov.erb about fish.

y

We may learn something from the Chinese in regard to fish

culture.

Nearly all

lakes and rivers. A few men have begun
to raise fish for the market, and have found

it ve®y profitable.

there are many

It is.easy

to do, and

boys who live on farms

you,

stick

to it.

keep thinking how hard itis;

Do

after it has gone to rest.

One word more ; my children

be tilted up on heels.

should not’

Itis foolish enough

If

stairs, and fell, and was disabled for weeks.

they shall not eat between meals; the stomach must have rest. I have seen children
who are eating all the time. Ihave heard
of * digging one’s grave with one's teeth.’
Which reminds me they shall brush their
teeth

clean.

at

night, and

goto bed

with

them

If there is no chemical action going

on at night, the day is not of so much importance.

And they shall never sleep at night in a
single garment worn through the day.
If

the ¢lothes are to be worn

again,

they

should at least be aired.
And I will try to teach .them the benefits
of cold water. I am not precisely a ¢ water
cure’ man, as you

faith in water.

know;

but I have

great

People talkof ‘tonies,’not

learned,

of these men

'HE Two Roses.

and more

meant

phy.
MAKING LOVE WHILE ON THE ICE, ,By Frank
:
:
Howard.
WE'LL HAVE TO MORTGAGE THE FARM.

IN-NI-MIN-NI-WIN-KUM-KA; or,
man’s Farewell. By Ching Foo.

the

publication.

mutual

It

affection

of

Christ and his Church, and the “new reading”
is, therefore, quite old and familiar. This Re-

view is solid, able, critical, and is steadily becoming vital and progressive.
New York: J. M.

Sherwood.

'

THE CHRISTIAN

‘

QUARTERLY

commences its

second volume with no lack of confidence and a
good degree of vigor.
It is under the special direction of a Board of editors who represent the
body popularly known as ‘ Campbellites,” but
who designate themselves as ‘ Disciples.” This

Quarterly

has certainly exhibited

a most com-

mendable scholarship, and the variety which has
marked the list of topics that have been discussed in its papers, indicates that the men are conversant with more than a narrow field of thought,
and that they have definite and intelligent opinions upon the vital themes of the day. The open-

ing article of this number

is devoted to what is

called ‘The Creed Question.”

It is full of infor-

mation, fruitful in suggestions, and points out
clearly the mischiefs which have sprung from
the practice of making the admission of mem-

bers to our churches
scription to a whole

depend

upon their sub-

system of dogmatic

theolo-

gy. And yet the protest against creeds is, here
as elsewhere, carried to a manifest extreme; for
aman ora church should have some obvious
landmarks, and we suspect that the views of the
Friends would be protested against in the strong-

est way by the whole

body of the Disciples, be-

cause they so obviously conflict with the religious opinions,~the creed,—of the Disciples. A
paper of considerable merit: on Christian Apolo‘getics follows the discussion of Creeds; the
Newspaper and Periodical Press is dealt with in a
firm tone, with a good deal of just criticism and
some hyperbole, and the pretensions and fallacies
of the Romish theory of religion, ecclesiasticism
and civil government are well %ifted and pretty

thoroughly exposed..

the

China.

The second and. third of these mentioned pieces are pleasant in their way, and the plea against
extravagance made by the old farmer ought to be
doubly effective when music is wedded to despondency and pathos.—The first,—~Mother is
Waiting,—is thoroughly beautiful, and voices in
a most touching way the Christian thought of a

bereaved household.

It will be sung with sub-

dued voices and moist eyes on many a Sunday
evening before the lamps are lighted, and heaven
will seen nearer under the
influence of the

thought and the melody.—The last isone of those
peculiar airs, half serious

and

half

merry, that

at once touch the popular heart, and get themselves vocalized by every body who knows how

to give expression toa musical idea.

It will

come out with
boy’s whistling.

schools

the

spontaneity

of ‘the
;

LITERARY MISCELLANY,

The article on Selomon’s

to set forth

This publication is credita-

A Literary Curiosity.

|

—

The

.

following remarkable little poem is

a contribution to a San Francisco paper,
from the pen of Mrs. H. A. Deming. Each
line is said to be a quotation from some one

of the

standard

authors of

England or

America, and is the result of laborious
search among the voluminous writings of
thirty-eight leading poets of the past and
present.

The

number of each

to its author below :
i
LIFE.

line refers

°

1 Why all this toil for triumphs of an hour?
2 Life’s a shert summer, and 2 man a flower;

3 Dy turns we eatch the vital breath, and die—
4 The
cradle and the tomb, alas! so nigh.
5 To be is better far than not to be,

6 Though all man’s life may seem a tragedy ;
7 But light cares speak when mighty griefs are
umb,—
8 The bottom is but shallow whence they come.
9 Your fate is but the common

fate of all;

10 Unmingled joys, here, to no man befall,

11 Nature to each allots his proper sphere;
12 Fortune makes folly her peculiar care.
13 Custom does often reason overrule, *
14 And throw a cruel sunshine on a fool.
15 Live well, how long or short, Jeni to heaven,
16 They who forgive most shall be most forgiven.
17 Sin

may be clasped so close we cannot see its
ace

ee

18 Vile intercourse where virtue has not place.
19 Then keep each passion down, however dear,
20 Thou pendulum betwixt a smi e and tear,
21 Her sensual snares let fruitless
22 With craft and skill to ruin and

leasure lay ;
betray.

23 Soar not too high to fall, but stoop to rise;
24 We masters grow of all we most despise.

27 Think not ambition wise because ’tis brave,
28 The paths of glory lead but to the grave.

to the culture found in the religious body which

29 What is ambition ?—'tis a glorious cheas,

it represents, and it is a really valuable

addition

to the higher literature of the theological world.
R. W. Carroll & Co., Cincinnati,
‘

"MAGAZINE

for

Dec. fs less

strong and striking than usual, but some of its
papers would be recognized as expressions of its
natural tone

and temper, no

matter where

they

were met. It gives us the second installment of
John: another of Cornelins ‘O’Dowd; an interesting

paper on Passion

Plays;

an

appreciative

notice of Faber’s Life and Letters; a brief but
well written account of Egypt and the Suez Canal, and some other things of reasonable interest. New York: L, Scott & Co.

brief, facts, methods of cultivation, suggestions

of a thoroughly practical sort, and many other
features such as ought to fill every garden with

Rl

Several things are lying on our table and wait‘ing for a deserved good word.~~Tuze AM, NAT.

°

25 O, then, renounce that impious self-esteem;
26 Riches have wings, and grandeur is a dream.

testimony

ble to its managers, it bears favorable

BLACKWOOD’S

As

in-

takes substantially the old ground, that this book

is

’

-

Messrs. Root & Cady, Chicago, also send us
four diverse and characteristic pieces of music,
each having a song anda chorus, with pleasant
They are entitled :
piano accompaniment.
MOTHER 1S WAITING FOR HER CHILDREN.
Words by E. E. Rexford, Music by J. R. Mur«

of inspiration

more

Song is reprinted from a foreign

;

By J. 8S. Knight.—Simple,

but admitting of much expression.

have

And they shall use it for bathing. Of
course, one should never be chilled; but I
think therqis a sort of electric power in a luxuries and ‘every yard with beauty. Bend for
dt,is our advice to everybody, and thus learn
pigs and sheep.
‘| dash of cold water. If you are weary, a how to raise vegetables and take care of flowers.
The market men would find it profitable dash along the spine, especially the lower Rochester, N, Y,: James Vick.

to build tenks, supply them with water, part of the back, is lke a shock of electriciand keep their fish alive until called for ty, and restores the nerve-power like the
by their customers, In warm weather sleepof hours.

capacity may master and enjoy.

clined to accept, and it must be fairly considered
by theologians who are ready to welcome every

truth that offers itself.

By Fred Eversman, Jr.—

TERESA’S CELEBRATED SNEEZING SONG.

a theory

philosophers are

PoLkA.

sung by Mrs. Howard Paul.—A piece of musical
and poetic pleasantry that may help digest a dine
ner or unload the mind of the day’s cares.

VICKS ILLUSTRATED FLORAL GUIDE is a
best tonics I know is to drink some cold
water before breakfast. It seems to give most beautifully printed and illustrated pamphlet
of nearly one hundred pages, containing long
the stomach tone and vitality, and set it lists of flowers and plants, with descriptions in

right for the work of the day.

* BON Nurr

A pleasant domestic utterance, such as mode

that is certainly very liberal, and differs widely
from that of Gaussen.
It is one, too, which

Christian

and yield a

peculiar pleasure to the listener.

rested their theory that the idea of an infinite
and absolute Being is logically impossible.
The
author is at home in this department of inquiry,
and his paper will not fail to arrest the attention
of metaphysical thinkers.
Mr. Barnes is still occupied with his inquiry respecting the significance of the fact that sin and suffering exist in
the universe, and he is dealing with the question
in his usual plain, vigorous and masterly way.

presents

popular qualities such as may well render

Par Chas. Wils.—A splended composition, which

THE AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN REVIEW for
Jan. is full of strong and fresh ‘thought. It discusses: 1. What it is to think; 2. Sin and suffering in the Universe; 8. The Meeting of the
Evangelical Alliance in New - York; 4. Inspiration of the Historic Element in the Scriptures;
5. Biblical Theology, with especial reference to
the New Testament; 6. The
Development of
Doctrine; 7. Solomon’s Song,—A new Reading
of its Plot. Besides these there are extended
and valuable notices of both foreign and American literature.
The first article is a piece of careful psychological writing, which only patient and philosophic
thinkers will be able to follow and appreciate.
It gripples with the verydproblerus that have occupied such minds as those of Hamilton and
Mansell and Mill, and it aims to remove the

Prof. Bascom

taste, and furnished at the very low

will test the execution of the pianist

Litefary Review.

some

Newburgh, N.

the favorite melody, “ Free as a Bird.’—Itis
plaintive, simple, fitting.
SPINNING WHEEL. Morceau Caracteristique.

do not

up, it cannot be done by merely being sorry, oronly trying a little. You must keep
fighting it; and not give up fighting until
it is got rid of.

upon which

good

and

a fault is to be cured, or a bad habit broken

grounds

(8. S. Wood,

them welcome to the heart of the people. They
bear the following titles:
el
PEABODY’S
FUNERAL
MARCH, introducing

spend a moment in fretting. do not lose a
breath in saying, * I can’t,” or, “I do not
see how,” but go at it, and keep at it. If

|

MAGAZINE

From C. H. Ditson & Co.,
New York, we have
several pieces of New Music, with character suf
ficient to call for approval from musical critics,

but go at it,

half knowing what they mean. Oneof the

where ponds might be made in which they
could rear fish for the market, just as they
now raise turkeys, chickens, ducks, geese,

and

til it is done.

If a hard lesson is to be

little

price of $1,00 per year.

not

ly in these days of gas, by having a bright

light in the room

HOLD

and little by little it will grow smaller, un-

“Oh!” said he, ‘I have no code of laws,
no rules; I only have certain notions as to
what is best.
As, for instance, in such a
climate as this, I would dress a child warm-

healthy sleep,

before

wide-awake

Y.) is a monthly of 48 pages, full of varied and
well prepared reading, mostly selected with skill

fully; ¢ that's how!”
- That's the secret of mastering almost
every difficulty under the sun. If a hard
is

It isa

treatment, &c., &c. Its papers are many, curious, interesting, valuable.—WooD’s Housm-

‘‘ By keeping at it,” said the boy cheer-

task

and profit by.

pages per number, and telling everything that is
known about bees, hives, methods of raising,

After a great snow storm, a little fellow

began to shovel. a path through a large
snow-bank before his grandmother's door.
He bad nothing but a small shovel to work
with.
:
* How do you expect to get through
that drift?” asked a man passing along.

to

stop sleeping when we have slept enough.
They should sleep in a cool, dark room.

prize

monthly, issued at50 cts. a year.——~THE BEE
JOURNAL, (N. C. Mitchell, Indianapolis, Ind.)is
a monthly publication, in pamphlet form, of 48

That’s How.

I knew the history which had

darkened life to

then

They have been brought in from

worst of itis, nobody seems to care.”

his face

him fast and swims to his master’s boat | should have had a bone growing down on
where he is taken aboard. ‘He cannot | the heel, or walk on the end of the toe like
swallow the fish because his owner has a horse.’
slipped an ironring upon the poor creatMiss T—— caught her heel, going down

- I remem-

horn-pout, with a mouth split from

not a small

Tangh, but it will be better for their lungs,
better for their teeth, for their stomachs, and

be a physician, for when people are well
and happy they let him alone.
My doctor suddenly exclaimed: ** I should
like to bring up a family of children.”
“ Nothing easier, doctor,” I began to say,
referring more to the attempt than to its

struggling to get away, but the raven holds | that had been the proper way to walk, we

the fish eaten in the United States are
ber the first fish 1 ever caught; it was a brought from the sea, or caught in the

nothing that so set me on tiptoe.

One man rad into the mill at the first He had long smellers, and was a tremen-

foi saying boy was drowning.

are

ure’s throat. He lays

Others, seeing him run; ran also, and in an recess for a grand frolic. The master calls
incredibly short space of time there were them back by a whistle, and gives the tardy
perhaps fifty men on the bank. They ven- | ones & good drubbing for heing behindhand.
tured out as faras possible, and pushed a Possibly some of you could tell me a story

and

boats

waits until the ring is taken

Ee

as hogsheads. In that country there are
several million people who live in boats,
sleeping in drawers built into the sides of
the boats. They hatch dacks and chickens

saw Warnie fall jin and ran to the rescue. day, just as you'

'm

The

I wonder if she ever thought she brought
I think of myselfas sitting by some one hecan only have a morsel of fish, just it upon herself, and repented of needless
of the thousands of pleasant firesidesin the
enoughto sharpen the appetite, and make care and trogble her sister had in waitUnited States amid a group of boys and him wide awake for more. The owner ing on her.
girls. We toast our toes, tell riddles and
But, as I was saying, it is positively painstrokes the bird's head, calls him a good
stories, and make the room ring with our
fellow, and throws him into the water for ful to me to see the slender ankles of chillaughter. As it is my turn to give a story,
another venture.
| dren rolling this way and that on little
I shall tell you, my young friends, about
points of heels. They hardly can wear
Down
he
goes
again.
A
minute
passes.
what is going on right down beneath our feet
Here he comes ! but without a fish. He them straight, and it is so thoroughly unin China. I was down there a few months
gets a whipping now. He can haye no lunch- natural.” ago. Itis a country where men as well
« Well, doctor,” saidI, ‘your children will
eon until he catches another.
as boys fly kites, walk on stilts, and amuse
be terribly mortified if they can't dress like
If
we
go
into
a
city
or
town
anywhere
in
themselves by making enormous paper
others.”
dragons, with bodies like snakes, fifty or China, we shall see large fish markets, not
“Never mind ; I will try to console them,
little
sheds
with
here
and
there
a
table
one hundred feet long, and as large as a
and make it up in some other way. When
with
a
few
flounders,
perch,
cat-fish,
pickflour barrel, with huge claws and great
it is a matter of conscience, I can't give
mouths wide open, and goggle eyes flam- erel or trout upon it, and a tubful of eels,
way.
as
in
our
own
markets;
but
we
shall
see
ing with fire. The lanterns that light the
Well, they shall have regular meals, and
great
tanks,
filled
with
running
water,
streets of the cities are as large, almost,
—

One afternoon,
about half-past two
o'clock, little Warnie, scarcely eight years
old, started to run across the river to his
father's mill. Atone o’clock-several of the

salvation may

it is

you never use them, or if you tie them State in 4etail what the Tribune Almanac aims
down till they are absorbed ?
to do in a general way for the whole country,——
We had been talking, my friend(Dr. SanWhat with tobacco and tight-lacing and’ THE SUNDAY SCHOOL SCHOLAR FOR 18694 (Adand flows through the heart of the, Empire :atere) and I, and, somewhat as was natu- tea‘and poor food, we are in danger
of be- ams, Blackmer & Lyon, Chicago) stitched in
to the sea. You see a great many boats al, of the weaknesses and ills of life. If coming physically contemptible, and
paper, makes
up 8 most racy, entertaining and
the
filled with men, women, and children. any one might take dark views, it should
valuable volume, which the little people would

yet,—that

where hope and mercy and
never reach them,”

Also, and

teach them to shut their

Notions of a Quiet Person.

day of grace is past, and they awake at last | COmeS With a fish in his mouth, which is [in older people—merely for a fashion.

Che Family Circle

out ‘straight under
:

Yang-tse, which, you will see by looking

at your school atlas, is nearly as large as
the Mississippi. It rises in Central Asia,

they will: —on the watch for fish. There
come out all right by and by,—until the In a twinkling he is out of sight.

there is time

LJ

1876.

he wasn’t worth dressing; but I carried there would be no loss from stale, unsold
him home, and had him go into the frying- fish, and then the fish would be a great deal
pan,
and there never was a sweeter mor- | Dbetter-if cooked immediately after being
sel than he made. Zcaught him, and that taken from the tank.
TH
was what made the breakfast one of the
I know that some of my young friends
best ever cooked. What we accomplish will say this is a
“fish sfory.” But it is
ourselves is of more value to us than what true for all that, and if you do not believe it,
others do for us.
Just go around to the other side of the world
The Chinese are very fond of fish, and and see for yourselves. If you do not get
hundreds of thousands of people fish for a away too soon, however, I shall have more
living.
:
to tell you about that wonderful country
Let us, in imagination, think of ourselves and the people that live there.—4m. Ag.
asbeing in China, sailing up the great river’

and swim very fast. They dive as quick
a flash,
as
come, and listen to the infatuating lies of
at that one swimming in the stream,
Look
the enemy of souls, who assures them that

And the gates forever ajar!

carried his limbs
ice.

19,

The seat was torn from its fastenings, and
with strong, rapid strokes a passage was catches three or four fish a day, he is conbroken through the intervening ice, and tent, for his wants are few, and it does not
tke boat propelled alongside the little fel- cost him much to live.
Not
; ly, with good, comfortable garments.
low who was patiently, trustingly resting
The Chinese catch a great many fish with- those little flimsy things, twisting around—
upon his frail support, and awaiting the out hook, or line, or
net. I don’t believe that they call ‘sacques,’ or something—
coming of his father.
!
iy
crs
that you can guess how they do it. Try now but well-fitting garments.
And I would give thein good milk, which
In another moment a firm hand drew him —* By driving the fish into a pen ?”
into the boat. Two or three women of the
No. I have seen people do that—making should furnish material for bones and teeth.
household stood watching the scene, ‘in a wicker-work fence of stakes and withes, And not too much sugar, which turns acid
breathless suspense. Among the number and then splashing the water to frighten the too readily, and which furnishes heat; but
was Warnie’s mother, who had not caught fish; but the Chinese don’t dot in that way. not nourishment.
his name, and did not positively know that —*‘ By a pot ?”
And when the time came for more solid
.
it was her own child in such imminent per‘No; you have n't hitit. I used to do food, I would not starve them on superfine
il until she saw him lifted out of the wa-. that—making a dam across a brook in my flour—all very well in its way, only it does
ter, although she had feared it was.
father’s meadow, and weaving a basket, not give all the material they want. Many
Then the rope was thrown into the boat or pot, as we called it, large at both ends, a child is cheated out of bones and teeth by
and they were quickly brought to the shore, tapering like a tunnel in the middle, with being denied coarse flour, corn-meal, oatwhere a kind man stripped off his coat," a hole leading to a box, with sharp spikes meal, the coarser food which helps on the
| wrapped up thechilled and shivering child, pointing in one direction set around the teeth and bones.
:
and loving arms bore him quickly into a ‘hole. The suckers and trout could go in, - And my children, especially girls, should
neighbor’s house.
but to get out was another matter.—‘By have their clothing not only warm, but
well-fitting and easy. Boys are not so
Many a prayer of thanksgiving was of- spearing them ?”
much
abused, but girls have little freedom
No; the Chinese do not have such glorious
fered to the merciful One who had thus
Their shoulders are tied down,
saved the life, so precious and so dear, and fun as I enjoyed in ‘my boyhood, at night, of motion.
it was remembered with grat tude that an with a pitch-knot torch flaming in a jack and their waists are screwed up, and just
earnest petition had been offered at the at the bow of a boat.
How exciting to see when they are growing and need expansion,
family altar that morning, that our Heaven- agreat pickerel with yellow sides lying they are cased in bony casings whicu stiffen
ly Father would preserve every member of motionless in the water! And then to let them up and take away both elasticity and
the household that day ¢¢ from all dangers him have it right back of the gills and draw ease.
known and unknown.”
It is not a mere question of taste; itis a
him in before he could tear himself away !
matter of health or disease, of comfort or
. “I could not but notice the faith which Ah! that was fun.
As you cannot guess,I will tell you. The suffering, of life or death. In order to perWarnie had in his father’s assurance that
fection, you must have full development.
he was coming to save him, and how still Chinese fish with birds.
Imagine a race-horse with his head checked
he waited there until his father reached ¢ With birds!”
I thought that you would open your eyes up like many of our carriage-horses.
him ; and oh! how I wish that every one in
this world would only trust our Saviour's wide. Yes, with birds about as large as
Support? No; they don't want support.
promises as entirely,” "said Estella, th geese. They have sharp bills, are brown How is it in the book of Job ? ‘Thou hast
pious, faithful servant girl.
ot in color, and are exceedingly nimble. fenced me with bones and sinews.’ That
‘¢ His closing his eyes and thinking he They are tame sea ravens or cormorants. does not imply any special need of support.
They should keep early hours, should
would just go to sleep and awake all right They live on fish, and have voracious appetites.
They
will
eat
their
secure
quiet sleep, if possible, and should
own
weight
in
in the morning,” said Warnie’s mother,
fishin
a
few
hours.
They
not
be
waked,
if I could help it. As we
seem
to
be
al¢ brought forcibly to my mind the dreadful
blindness of awakened -souls, who stifle ways hungry. The more they have, ‘the stop eating when we have enough, so with

Still memory to a gray-haired man

sometimes come up to his mouth

JANUARY

lose his

‘“ Tear up the seat!” was shouted back.

¢ I'm sorry thst I spelt the word;

Father,

STAR:

Two boats sometimes move side by side,
bold and be swept away.
Hy "| a few rods apart, with a long netor seine
The father pushed the boat along until between them ; after rowing a while, they
the ice gave way and lét him into the wa- come together, draw in the net, and take
ter; he then got into the boat, stepped out out the fish.
As you sail along the shores, you see a
on the other side and dragged it along until he again fellin. The ice was now too great many contrivances that look like wellthin to support the weight of the boat. sweeps.
A tall post is a driven into the
Here an alarming difficulty presented it- ground just in the edge of the water, and
self. There was neither oar nor pad- along pole tilted upon it reaches ‘twenty
dle.
or thirty feet out into the river. A net
For an instant the fathér’s presence of attached tothe pole drops into the stream.
mind forsook him, and he cried out: “I The fisherman sits on the bank in a little
have neither oar nor paddle! what shall I hut not much larger than a dog’s house, and
do
every few minutes he pulls down his end of
the boy should turn to look at him,

Of one who still her steps delayed
_. When all the school were leaving.

kind

still, Warcie!” cried

his father, in an agony of apprehension, lest

oF

But the

the catastrophe

they were so anxious to avoid. , =~
When the boat. was started they shouted:
‘Hold on, Warnie ! Your father is coming to get you.”
¢“ Oh, how far away is he?” asked the
child.
zo

Its door’s worn sill, betraying
The feet that, creeping slow to school,

Warnie was about forty feet

words

to the little one, trying to throw him a rope,
yet not daring to throw it near enough, lest
the stick attached to one end might hit ‘and

Deep scarred by raps official ;

y

notice
to the

| bank from whencethe little boy had start-

In School Days.

The warping

MORNING

80 Only destructive to the brave and great.
81 What’s all the gaudy glitter of a crown?

32 The way to bliss lies not on beds of down.

-| 33 How long we live, not years
84 That i

well.

lives

twice who

but actions tell ;
lives the first life

35 Make; Shen, while yet ye may, your God your
86 Whol

riend

Chfistinns worship, yet not compre.
end,
87 The trust that's given, guard, and to yourself

ust;
38 For live we how we can, yet die we must!
oung; 2, Dr. Johnson;

8, Po,

4, Prior;

b, Sewell;

Rosi Walter Ralolih; b, Longtel10w3 AAP
10, Southwell; 11, Congreve; 12, Ohurchiil: 13, Roch3
27, Sir Walt
Pavehant}
dion
1
rancls
84, Herrick; 85, Mason: 36, Hill;
peare,

Gr
Quar es; 83, Watkins }
37, Dana; 38, Shaks~

The man that never failed is a myth, Such
an one never lived, and is never likely to.
All success is a series of efforts, in which,
when closely

failures.

viewed, are seen

more or less

The mountain is apt to overshad-

ow the hill, but the hill is a reality never.
theless.

If you fail now and then, don’t be

dissourdge d.” Bear in mind it is only the
pa rt and ex perience of every successful
man, and the most successful men often.
have the most failures.

:
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writing.
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A

the eyes or the mouth or the

di revelation of charac-

ter, is the quality of the voice and the man-

that
per of using it. It is the first thing it is
strikes us in a new acquaintance, an ing
the most unerring tests of breed
pe

are - voices which

and education. There

have a certain truthful ring about them—a
certain something, unforced and spontaneous

can

Training

give.

training can

that no

a voice, but

"do much in the way of making

"it can never compass more than a bad imitation of this quality ; for the very fact of its

accurate,

being an imitation, however

be-

cheeks,

a woman's

trays itself like rouge on

or a wig, or dyed hair. On the other hand,
there are voices which have the jar of falsehood in every tone, and that are as full of
warning as the croak of the raven or the
hiss of the serpent.
:
Nothing betrays so much as the voice,
save perhaps the eyes, and they can be
lowered, and so far theirexpression hidden.
In moments of emotion no skill can hide
the fact of disturbed feeling, though a
strong will and the habit of self-control can
steady the voice when else it would be fail. ing and tremulous. But not the strongest
wil. nor the largest amount of self-control,

keep it natural as well as steady.

can

is deadened,

We teach our children to- sing,

| live a godly life and remember the great

It

veiled, compressed, like a wild

creature tightly bound, and unnatural still,
One feels that it is done by an effort, and

tion or 80; in consequence of which we | without some attempts in the fair devotees:|
next to him to hold on to him to the last,
have all sorts of odd voices among us—short,

off, was fo make a noise and give the Athe-

Cotton Mather, the American Prynne,

who

stop themselves; sleep cannot stop them;
death alone can break into the case, and
seizing the ever-swinging pefidulum, which
we call the heart, silence at last the clicking eseapement we have carried so long beneath our wrinkled foreheads. If we could
only get at them, as we lie on our pillows
and count the dead beats of thought aftér
thought, and image after image, jarring
through the over-tired organ! Will nobody
block those wheels, uncouple that pinion,
cut the string that holds those weights,
blow up the infernal machine with gunpowder?
:
What a.passion comes over us sometimes
rest—that this dreadful
for silence and

claimed for himself.

heedless

per-

of time, embroidered with spectral

Mather,

I

nians something to talk about.

Aristopha-

nes, more frank even than Cicero, made of
the parabases of his comedies vehicles for

the most extravagant self-praise, coolly
claiming for each successive play not only

or despair, and

to be equaled by any other effort of human
wit.
The anecdote has often been told of how

the voice would

break

out

into the scream of passion or quiver away
into the falter of pathos. And this very
effort is as eloquent as ifthere had been no
holding down at all, and the voice had been

left to its own impulse unchecked.

in fun and

humor,

Again,

is it not the voice

even more

The twinkle of the eye,

than

that

the

the hollow

face?

in

the

under lip, the dimples about the mouth,
the play of the eyebrow, are all aids, certainly; but the voice! The mellow tone that
comes into the utterance of one man, the
surprised accents of another, the fatuo
simplicity of a third, the philosophical
quiescence of a fourth when relating the
most outrageous impossibilities,the voice and
manner peculiarly Trans-atlantic,and indeed

one of the Yankee forms of fun—do not we

know all these varieties by heart? have we
not veteran actors whose main point lies in

one or the other of these varieties ? and what

Cardinal Wolsey exasperated

his sovereign

by writing, ‘“ Ego et Meus rez.” The grammatical excuse is insufficient to conceal the
essential arrogance of the address.
There
is almost a parellel case in the history of
certainly

believed

of himself all that he
Some

sons once passed the old person without
seeming to be conscious of his distinguished presence.

‘‘ Lord,”

said

pray thee help that man to take a due notice
of Christ!”

Watson, the famous Bishop of Llandaff,
declared that each book he had written was.

the very
best book upon that subject.
*‘When I am dead you will not meet another
John Hunter,” said the great surgeon. ‘One
God, one Farinelli!” was

the

brief but em-

phatic creed of that wonderful musician.
would bethe drollest anecdote iftold in a Montaigne has been abused for the way in
voice which had neither play nor signifi- which he continually prates about himself,
cance? Pathos too—who feels it, however but the same grande fadaise of the garrulous
beautifully expressed,so far as words maygo, old essayist which so provoked the scorn of
if uttered in a dead and wooden voice with- Scaliger has won, as it ‘deserved, the loud
out sympathy? But the poorest attempts eccomiums of posterity. Montaigne’s egoat pathos will strike home to the heart. if tism, however, was of a very genial and
iven tenderly and harmoniously. And wholesome kind, passive and humorous,
just as certain popular airs of mean associ- quaint and contemplative.
ation can be made into church musié¢ by
Baron,styled the French Garrick,contendslow time and stately modulation, so can ed that ‘* the world might, once a century,
dead-level literature be lifted into passion see a Cmsar, but it takes a thousand years
or softened into sentiment by the voice to produce a Baron!” But this vanity is
alone.
perhaps excelled by the self-absorption of
We all know the effect, irritating or sooth- Wordsworth, who, when informed that the
ing, which certain voices have over us; and next Waverly novel was to have Rob Roy
we have all experienced that strange im- for its hero, took down a volume of his
ulse of attraction or repulsion which comes verses, read his own famous lines to Rob
m the sound of the voice alone. And Roy, and calmly said: *‘ I do not see what
generally, if not absolutely always, the im- more Mr. Scott can have to say on the subpulse is a true one, and any modification ject!”
3
which increased knowledge may produce is ] Benvenuto Cellini, whose egotism had
never quite satisfactory. Certain voices that charming naivelc which was so delight
grate on our nerves and set our teeth on ful in the ancients, has filled his autobiogedge; and others are just as calming as raphy with certificates to his ardoras a lovthese are irritating, quieting us like a com- er, his prowess as a man and his excellence
posing draught, and setting vague images as an artist, establishing the fact that he reof beauty and pleasantness afloat in our peatedly received supernatural encouragebrains.

A good

voice,

calm

in

tone and

musical in quality, is one of the essentials
for a physician ; the *‘ bedside voice,” which
is nothing if it is not sympathetic by constitution.

The voice is much more indicative of the
state of the mind than many people know of
or allow. One of the first symptoms of failing brain power isin the

indistinct or

con-

fused utterance ; no idiot has a clear and melodious voice; the harsh scream of the maniac is proverbial; and no person of prompt

and decisive thought was ever known to
hesitate or to stutter. A thick, lose, fluffy
voice, too, does not belongto the crisp character of mind which does the best, active
work ; and when we meet with

ted man who drawls, and lets
drip instead of bringing them
sharp,incisive way that would be
him, we may be sure there is a

a keen-wit-

his words
out in the
natural to
flaw some-

where,and that he is not what the Americans
call ‘“clear grit" and ‘ whole-souled” all
through.
We all have our company voices,

as we all have our company manners, and
we get to know the company voices of our
friends after a time, and to understand

ny tenes startles us as much as if

he came

to a state dinner in a shooting jacket.
But there is another kind of voice which
one hears sometimes that is quite as enchanting—the

rich, full,

melodious

voice

which irresistibly suggests sunshine and
flowers, and heavy bunches of purple grapes,
and a wealth of physical

beauty

at all

four

eorners. Such a voice is Alboni’s; such a
voice we can conceive Anacreon’s to have
been ; with less lusciousness and more stateliness; such a voice was Walter Savage
Landor’s. His was not an English voice; it
was too rich and accurate; and yet it was
clear and apparently thoroughly unstudied.

Arscelare artem,perhaps ;there was no greaterjoyof its kind than to hear Landor read
Milton or Homer.
Of all the European voices the French is
perhaps the most unpleasant in its quality,
and the Italian most delightful. The Italian voice is a song in itself’; not the singsong voice of an English parish schoolboy,
but an unnoted bit of harmony.
The
French

and

voice is

metallic; a

in,

apt

to

become

wiry

head voice for the most

part, and eminently unsympathetic; a ner-

vous, irritable voice, that seems more fit for
complaint than for love-making; and yet
how laughing, how bewitching it can make
itself !-—never with the Italian roundness,
but
calinant in its own

half

pettish

way,

pro-

voking, enticing, arousing. There are some
voices that send you to sleep,and others that
stir you up; and the French

“latter kind,when

voice

is of the

setting itself to do mis-

chief and work its own will.

4

Of all the differences lying between Calais

and. Dover, perhaps nothing strikes the
traveler more than the difference in the
national voice and manner of speech. The

sharp, high-pitched stridulous voice of the

French, with its clear ‘accent and neat intonation, is exchanged for the loose, fluffy
utterance of England, where clear enunciation is considered pedantic; where brave

men cultivate a drawl, and pretty women

a deep chest voice; where well-educated
people think it no shame to run all their
words into each other, and to let consonants
and vowels dtip out like so man
drops of

.

ment, was persecuted by

water with not much more distinetion between

them ; and where no one knows how
- to educate his organ artistioall , without
golng into attificiality
and affectation. And
yet the cultivationof the voice is an art, and

ough to bemade as much a matter of education as a good carriage or a leg ble hand-

the

demons,

mechanism, unwinding the endless tapestry
of life and death, could have but
themselves off from

er still in his own

conceit.

¢ There are

only five great geniuses in
he exclaimed,

‘‘ Newton,

modern times,”

Leibnitz, Bacon,

Montesquien,and myself.” Richardson, the
novelist, was perhaps as fond of flattery as
any man that ever lived, and as great in
his own opinion. He surrounded himself
with a circle of female admirers, who were
never weary of listening to him nor chanting his praise; and Johnson said, ¢¢ His
desire of praise was so great that he used
to give large veils to Speaker Onslow’s
servants that they might treat hims with respect.” Burns, after he had dined with
Glencairn, confessed himself to have been
wounded to the soul because his Lordship
showed ‘‘so much attention, engrossing
attention to the only blockhead at the table, the whole company. consisting‘ of his

Lordship, Dunderpate, and

myself.”—Lip-

pincotl's Magazine.

An Audience of the Pope,
As everything relating to Rome and the
Pope just now seems especially attractive,
perhaps the: following may interest some
of our readers. It is from a correspond-

ent Of the Evening Post :
I hurried

away from Rossini’s charming

musie to the Vatican, in answer to the invi-

tation to be at the audience of the Pope,
which was brought to my hotel the afternoon before by a dragoon. I managed to
make out a full dress of the regulation
pattern,

and at the

appointed

hour found

myself one of the hundred gentlemen and
ladies seated on the sofas around the reception hall of the Papal

palace.

His holiness

kept us waiting a half hour, and then came
in attended by two priests in purple, who:
seemed to act as chamberlains., He surrised me by his vitality and even sprightiness, and seemed

far younger and strong-

er than when I saw him in public, borne on
theheads of men, in state, into San Carlo
church.

guests

His

was

reception

of

the

hundred

tory

one,

and

appeared to chat

monosyllable,

‘dungeons,

a reply,

and

residence, with

called

me by name and

his benediction

and

his

faithful prostrated themselves

flat upon the floor before him, as he walked

or stood, and kissed the cross on his slipper—an act undoubtedly sincere and consistent in a thorough papist, but not pleasing as a matter of taste, nor acceptable
generally, to those who look mainly to the
New Testament for their code offaith and

devotion.
Most of the
ries, etc,,

hempen las-

and

the

restless

ma-

where.

neither

hook,

nor

bar,

nor bed-cord, nor drinking vessels from
which a sharp fragment may be shattered,
shall by any

of yeou,

old

WiLLiaM.

skin-flint !”
It proved that he had actually performed
the exploit of following the Connecticut
River to its head—of going around it, in
fact—with no other incentive than the de~

chance

be

seen.

There

to

gentle hands
to receive the

When

he

had

com.

pleted the round of the palace hall he
ascended a dais under a silken canepy, and
gave us a very
d little. sermon in
French,in a clear, sympathetic voice, with
such gestures
and cxpression of face as
showed considerable power of oratory:
He called us his children, and asked usto

«¢ Sartin, Mr. Lincoln.

them with one crash.

ed that—the

Ah, they remember-

kind

city

fathers—and the

walls are nicely padded, so that one can
take such exercise as he likes without damaging himself.
If anybody would really contrive some
kind of a lever that one could thrust in
among the works of this horrid automaton,
and check them, or alter their rate of going, what would the world give for the dis-

covery ? Men are very apt to try to get at
the machine by some indirect system or
other. They clap on the breaks by means
of opium; they change the maddening
monotony of the rhythm by means of fermented liquors. It is because the brain is
locked up, and we cannot touch its movements directly, that we thrust these coarse
tools in through any crevice by which they
may reach the interior, alter its rate of going for a while, and at last spoil the machine.— Oliver Wendell Holmes.

But,

man

of linen,

tied in a

blue-checked

H.,

son of

all his duties and relations, to the last.

alive,

handker-

ADDIE, daughter of Wm. and J. Aldrick, died
in Wheelock, Vt,, Dec. 10, aged 8 years, This
lovely bud was plucked from earth to bloom in
heaven.
:
:
=
MARY M., wife of Thomas
Chandler and
daughter of Dea. 8. and Susan Sanborn died in S.
Wheelock, Vt., Dec. 14, aged 33 years. Sister
C. was a Christian. Her sudden death has cast
a gloom over our community.
Long will she
Jive in our memories.
She leaves a kind husband alone with his aged father.
May the Lord
sustain them.

Moses HUBBARD died

Dec. 28, aged 88 years.

garden was daily more and more devastated
by her, the good monk sat ‘himself one

night to watch.

* Back

came

the

cow,

grazed the whole night through, and,
when at last he saw her mount to heaven,
he hung on to her tail, and then got to
heaven himself.
There he had delicious
cakes to eat.
Enraptured by their taste,

the next day he took a cake, hung again to
the tail of the cow, and thus returned to his
garden, and in the morning went to his
house.
Then the monks gathered around
him, and asked him, ‘‘Where hast thou
been?”
He answered, ‘‘In heaven; there
saw I Indra, Candra, Icvara, Vinayaka,
&c.,and ate such cakes.” When he had

showed them

what

he had

brought, the

monks took a little bit, and it clave to their
tongue. They said, ‘Listen: take us,too, to

heaven,

that we may

see it and enjoy the

dainties there.”
He replied, “Come with
me, then, to-day, into the garden and conceal yourselves.
When the cow flies up

into the air I will hang to her tail; one of
you must hang to my foot, another to his—
thus must we form a chain.” So it was
then, and they mounted towards the sky.
When they had got half way, a doubt arose
in the one who hung lowest of all, and he
asked, “Ho, thon!

cakes in heaven?”

Or, mebbe she’s afeared to cut friendship
‘tween her and me by lendin’ an edged

tool.”

Ten days later, Mrs. Billings was astonished to see her eccentric neighbor appear,
all dusty and travel-worn, at her door, and
to hear him say quietly: ¢¢ Yes, ma'am, yer
man says I may take that are scythe; and
it’s high time thatlittle medder of mine was
mowed.”

Thinking Better of It.
Science,
too, has its second sober thoughts.

And it isnow recanting somewhat

its first

opinions about the stone and bronze instru-

ments found about lake dwellingsin
zerland and elsewhere.

an

Swit-

= Reinhold Pallman,

eminent German archaeologist

and his-

torian, maintains that the Swiss and Danish

lake dwellings were stations or forts for
Celtic, Greek or Roman traders, who sought
to exchange articles of stone and bronze
with the natives for skins,

tin,

was the father of eight children, three

survive

him,

His

wife,

seek

to

have

a doubt solved 'at

an unfitting time.

reason on the

part of science.

mates of the great

age

must hereafter stand

of

The subject of this notice
some fifty-five years

panion

since,

united with the

his

habits,

he

was

a man

of wonderful

energy and perseverance when once his
spirit wasup.
On one occasion, when he
had extended a ramble to the vicinity of
Hartford,

he

found

himself

at

the

ferry,

+ Waal, then,” exclaimed

the old soldier,

‘ you go to thunder with your old skeow !
I won't be beholden to you, or anybody of
your sort ; for I'll just go round yer darn’d
oldriver—see if I don’t!”
ead.
i The ferryman laughed at what he took

for-an idle threat but somo Weeks later he
was accosted

at the

city

landing

by

the

experiencdd
and

with

the

Methodist

JOANNA, wife of James McDuffee, died at Alton, Dec. 20th, after a very distressing illness of
dropty, aged 70 vears and 6 months.
Mrs. M.
was born in Shapleigh, Maine, in 1799. experierced religion in 1815, was baptized by Elder David
Blaisdell and joined the church ; moved to Alton
in 1818, and joined the first Freewill Baptist
church in that town. She‘leaves a husband, four
children and five grand-children, with numerous
other relatives to mourn their loss.
She has ever
been a loving companion, a kind and indulgent
parent, and an’ exemplary Christian.
Her funeral was attended by Revs. John Chick and E.
C. Heath.
:
Com.

passing

made

the

melancholy statement that out of one hundred persons sentenced to endure this punishment for life, only fifteen survived it!
A whitejboy met a colored lad the other
day, and asked him what he had sucha
short nose for. “I s’pect so it won't poke

itself into other people's busindss.”
¢¢ Patrick,

you

fool! what

BOOKS.

you

stale afther that rabbit whin your gun has
no lock on?”
«¢ Hush, hush, darlint, the rabbit don’t
know that!”

A young lady went to one of our photograph artists a day or two since, and
wanted him to take her with an expression as if composing a poem !
¢ Mike, if you meet Pat, tell him to make
haste.”

:

;

¢ Sure, an’I will,” said Mike, ‘‘but

sufficient

to make not less than 144 pages of a
book whose full pages shall contain 34
lines of 35 lgtters each ; or, pages like
those of « Lessons for every Sunday in

the Year.”
:
2. It must be adapted to the use of

3. It must treat in a clear and sys-

$100. for the best original manuscript

that shall meet

the

Question

Book

following condi-

the

Persons wishing obitua-

ries published the Morning Star, Who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cent a line, to insure an insertion.
Not more than a

single
-

ROXANNA 8., widow of the late George Mar"
den, died in Chester, N. H., Dec. 20th, aged 50
years and six months.
A. EVERETT.
RALPH L., son of J. D. and Carrie P. Quimby,
died in Sandwich, Nov. 80, aged 3 years. Not
lost, but gone before.
‘J. WOODMAN.
SoLOMON VAN AUKEN died in Sterling, N. Y.,
aged 78 years. Funeral services attended, Dec.
12, by Rev. J. Southard,
M. DEvoE.

MR. S. W. KNIGHT died in Garland, Aug. 25,

1869, aged 73 years. He was an affectionate husband and father, a kind neighbor, a worthy citizen, and for many years an efficient member of
the Free Baptist church.
In all these
relations
he is very much missed.
A. N. REED,

2. It faust be especially adapted to

She walked

parents, two prothers and two sisters in Maite.

ALCENA, eldest daughter of Charles and Tsabella Edgeomb, died in Limington, Dec. 9, aged
21 years and 10 months. Although she had never publicly confessed the Saviour, when
hour of trial Same she was Sompbiyed, id

mons.

the

each

book

manu-

script must have 52 lessons and be in
the possession of the undersigned on
or before the first day of April, 1870.
Manuscripts not adjudged * best,”

her
ex

death-sum-

Modest and affectionate, tender-hearted
-

’

tf
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canvass for Henry J. Raymond

and

"To

New

York

Journalism, an Octavo volume of 500 pages,
beautifully illustrated and richly bound; being a life
and
history full of deep interestto all. The author,
Mr.
Maverick,Managing Editor of the New York Ev
Post,has in this book revealed many scenes of‘8!
interest never before shown to the public. Canvassers
for this work will derive great benefit from gratuitous

editorial advertising, Send for descriptive
ih see our extra induremen's.

circular
’

A. 8. Hale & Co., Publishers, Hartford, Ot.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
- OBERLIN

COLLEGE.

The claim of this Institution to first rank as a piace
to obtain a thorough education in all departments of
Music is being sustained by a constantly

increasing

patronage from all parts of the country.
None but first-class Teachers are employed;

all of

brated Conservatory at Leipzig, Germany .

BRANCHES TAUGHT.
Piano Forte, Cultivation of the Voice, Organ, Har
mony and Composition.

SPRING

TERM

begins February 15, 1870.
For full particulars send for circular,
Address,

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
OBELLIN,

3m2

FOR

SAIL.

OHIO.

KE.

SECOND-HAND'

ONE

Grist Mill

Stones 30 inches in diameter, manufactured
by HoLMES & BLANCHARD.
Has been in
use about two months only. - Also,
) : [ il

SECOND-HAND

Boilers
15 inches

SECOND-HAND

0 A Esicam
81-2 x20

feet,

Boiler

with two

Flues

18 inches

in diameter. .
Ap

ply to
SWAMSCOT

MACHINE

CO.

SOUTH

NEWMARKETN.,
R
LA RE
Sy
:
ch28t
Ape

16tf

GENTS WANTED.
Now I have it again!
A new book! Just whatis wanted! Every lady
will want one! Every gentleman will buy one! Sales
must be immense. Sold only by subscription. One
thousand ladies wanted as agents at once. Send for
a circular and

week.

learn

how

W.J. HOLLAND,

an

agent

made

$135

last

Springfield, Mass., Chica-

go, Ill., Cleveland, Ohio.

2t2

Treatise.
The New

Treatise, just revised

by

order

2 cents each for two or more
ders are solicited.

copies.

Or-

to any address on the receipt of four
cents for each copy to pre-pay postage.

The Myrtle.
published

by

the

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for'the use of Sunday School scholars, was

enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. It is printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other pa-

per of its class. All communications in.
tended for publication shouldbe addressed
to ¢“ Ture MyrTLE,” Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L, R. BURLINGAME, Do-:
ver, N. H.

TerMs.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
but having sufficient merit and adaptaTen copies or more sent to one address, 20
tion to our wants will be bought at a ents each,—payable in all cases in and

fair price.

The

committee of award

are Rev.

G. T. Day, Rev. J. A. Lowers and IL.

R. BURLINGAME.
Dover

VEGETABLE

vance.
PostAGE.—The postage on a single cope
of the Myrtle,

cents

under

a year; and

the

new

no more

law,

on

or any number between one

L. R. BURLINGAME.
XN. H:, Dec. 15, 1869.

A PURELY

is 24

8 copies,

and 8, when

gentto one address, than on a single

one.

The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The volume begins with the
first number in April.
ed.

CATHARTIC.

Orders
:

are solicit- e,

No percentage is allowed on money sent

NISS SAWYER'S

to

the end of her life, and died in peace.
She was
the” Mother of eight children, three of whom
crossed the river before her, and five are left
with their father to mourn their loss. She leaves

A. willingness to obey

generally,

died at

with Jesus

Address, REv. L. L. HARMON,
pastor of Pearl
street church, Portsmouth, N. H., Residence, No. 14

School street.

This semi-monthly,

And

Winterset, [owa, Dec. 6th, aged 37 years and 3
months.
She experienced religion sixteen years
ago, and was baptized by Rev. O. W. Bridges at

Sungerville, Maine,

possession of a
improvements,

instead of a second-hand one, years behind the times,

each of

of Christ or other prominent Bible
characters.
Those of the former are

of John Coakley,

3d. After learn ng, the player is in
New Organ or Piano with the latest

The Reports of the Freewill Baptist
whose full pages shall contain 32 lines’ Benevolent Societies for the year 1869
of 85 letters each; or, pages like are now out of press.
those of the “Story of Jesus.”
Upon application, they will be sent
and not more than 120 pages,

preferred.

E., wife

is more sately handled.

The Reports.

3. It must present in a clear and
concise manner the Life and Teachings

@bituaries,

PHILENA

ADVANTAGES.

1. It must contain not less than 108

above.

Particular Notice!

this

1st. The use of money is saved.
2 . Having learr ed to play, the second instrument

tions, viz. :

the poet said, when he
elbow of his coat.

in

.

tematic manner of Christian Doctrine, of the General Conference, can now be had
Development and Duty.
on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
He also offers to pay the sum of Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or

children from 10 to 15 years of age,
and to follow in regular gradation the
‘book referred to in the first condition

a hole

upon

Above Boilers in excellent condition.

what shall I tell him if I don’t mate him P”
Why was Noah never hungry in the ark ?
Because he always had Ham with him.
¢¢ Genius will work its way through,” as
saw

it to

each 4 x 20 feet, with two Flues

The subscriber offers to pay the sum

for a Sabbath School

makes

use

to purchasers

Steam

by, was asked who was dead. ‘‘Ican’t adult classes in our Sabbath Schools
exactly say, sur,” said he, ‘‘but I presume
| and to follow in regular gradation the
it is the jintleman in the coffin.”
An Irishman, who was illustrating the book above referred to.
confinement,

where. He biads himself
plan by a written pledge.

T

scripg for a Sabbath School Question
Book that shall meet the following con-

have this afternoon been preaching to a
congregation of asses. ‘Then that is the
reason why you always called them beloved
brethren,” replied a strong-minded lady.
A tipsy Irishman leaning against a lamp-

horrors of solitary

quality, and

ducting from one to two dollars per year for nding
or he will pay the same amount in money for the rat
Instrument, and you can Fiichace the second elses

com-

world as

was

\

upon; then Mr. Harmon will take the same in exe
change for a higher priced Instrument, aliowing:for
it the epecified sum at which it was purchased, de-

XK. church,

where she remained a worthy member until released by death. Her companion for more than
forty years was a preacher in the M. E. church.
She was a helpmate to him in his ministerial
labors, and with Christian zeal and fortitude éndared the labor and responsibility so intimately
connected with the life of a minister's wife.
Her last sickness was protracted and very distressing, but she was patient and peaceful. She
leaves six children with a large circle of friends
to mourn the loss of one of the best of mothers
and a beloved friend. She rests from her labors.
E. WINSLOW.

1. It must contain matter

procession

hia

diameter.

¢¢ Ah,” said a conceited young parson, ‘‘ I

post, as a funeral

on or Organ of the best

religion

her

of $150. for the best original manu-

single square can well be afforded to any
obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
V

Grace Greenwood tells a story of a Connecticut Yankee who was never at rest except when * stirring about.” He was a
Revolutionary pensioner, named Lincoln,
a harmless, good-natured, story . telling
old fellow, whom every body was glad to
see:
Though usually idle and vagabondish in

he was

esti-

The

1]

You can purchswe of L. L. Harmon, by cash down,
renting or monthly payments, a new. po! able
lode

the present corps having been educated at the eele-

QUESTION

these remains

before

exaggerated.

Brevity is specially important.

An Eccentric Yankee.

of whom

whori

:

ws

~

PEAN TOR ECONOMIZING.

was

NEW

not extending beyond a thousand years before Christ.
This looks like a return to

monk, the blockhead, let go the tail of the
cow, and showed him with both hands:
one must

with

MONI

HARMON

Vt.,

brother

an, the Swedish scholar, Nillson, regards
these remains as of Phoenician origin, and

the uppermost

“See, they are as large as this?” Then they
all fell down to the earth. Therefore no

aged

born in Shapleigh,Me.,but moved to S. Wheelotk
in
1809, where he has since resided. He

amber, and

the products of the German forests. According to this authority they date back
merely to a period shortly before the Christian era. Another distinguished antiquari-

how large, then, are the

Then

in S. Wheelock,

This

MARY, widow of the late Rev. Howard, and
my own dear mother, died in New Vineyard,
Me., Oct, 29th, aged 82 years
and 6 months.

————

There, by night, the heavenly cow came to
graze therein; and when morning broke,
she flew away again into thesky. As the

par-

claiming :—
¢¢ Hullo, Billins! will you lend me your
scythe for a spell?
That are wife of yourn
won't let it go without you say so. Got her
pretty well under your thumb, hain’t ye JI

Brevities.

few years it was full of heavenly trees,
flowers, and fruit—a very heaven’s garden!

His

united in marriage in 1804, yet lives, having
shared with him the joys and
sorrows of life
for more than sixty-five years.
His end was
peace.
Services by the writer.
B. 8. Moopy.

—

In Sughoshgrama dwelt several mendicant monks.” One of them, Sarvapacu by
name, made’ himself a garden. After’ a

Hannah

chief, hanging from a stick over his shoulder, and whistling cheerily as he left the
dull old town behind him.
About ten daysor a fortnight later he appeared befere the astonished mechanic, ex-

Out of Season,
In
a review
of
‘Weber's
Indische
Streifen,” the Contemporary quotes the following.
It is rather a merry way of teaching a good lesson:

and

ents and friends deeply mourn his death.
Fu‘neral sermon by Rev.
William Taylor.
L. B. STARR.
ORLANDO, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Clogston,
died of scarlatina, at Corinth Mines, Vt., Nov. 7,
1869.
He was manly in his deportment, and was
“highly esteemed by a large circle of friends. A
number of weeping young men followed him to
the grave,
-He was moral and upright in his
character, was interested in Scriptural reading,
but made no public profession of religion.
His
parents leaned upon him as upon a strong support, and are deeply grieved at the loss which
they sustain.
S. W. COWELL.

ditions:
4

Henry

Green, died of consumption in
Middlesex, N. Y.,
‘Nov. 14th, aged 28 years and 8 months.
He embraced
religion
in his 21st year,
was baptized by Rev. D. Jackson, and joined the Potter church. He was remarkably patient and
faithful during his severe
sufferings of some
three years.
His wealth of Christian character
inclined all who knew him to love and respect
him as a true child of God.
He was punctual in

what on airthdu ye mean? I tell ye he’s
way deown in Pennsylvany.”
The old soldier laughed in his droll,
knowing way, then questioned her as to the
exaet locality of her husband’s bridge-building operations, and took his leave.
That very afternoon he departed on one
of his ¢ grand towers,” with only a change

is

opposite the city, without a shilling in his
pocket. He proposedto the ferry-man to
allow him a free passage, promising to pay
on his next visit. But the Yankee Charon
guests brought crosses, rosa- refused, with a churlish ‘No, mister ; I don’t
be blessed, and some ve ry | take you, nor no other old tramp for nothbore great parcels of articles in.” So down with your rhino, or clear
bountiful benediction, which out!”
:

was freely given.

|,

nothing for it, when the brain is on fire
with the whirlings of its wheels, but to
spring against the stone wall and silence

with the

asking any question that might have called
hand: - The

in

a fine piece of social general-

ladies with all the vivacity of a gallant
gentleman ; and although I did not hear
what he said, I could not but thinkas I
saw the smiles on many faces of the fair
devotees at his feet, that the Holy Father
was mixing some sweet sauce of compliment with the wholesome medicine of his
counsel.
He gave me my
portion without
out

heams

chine is'shivered as a case that is dashed
upon &
le floor? Under that
ding
which we pass every day, there are strong

ship, and he had a pleasant word to say to
every

brief

sos? That they take council of the grim
fiend who has but to utter his one peremp-

and

resplendent above hisshadow.
™
Buffon, great as he wasin fact, was great-

figures

one

holiday! Who can wonder that men swing

glorified by a light from on high that hung

then

as we understand their best dresses and
state service.
The person whose voice
absulutely refuses to putitself into compa-

cannot

they

them;

stop

will cannot

our

that if the strain were to rela% for a moment

the wild creature would burst loose in rage

river; and hereI am in spite

Funeral servicesby Wie writeh. :
A
Be EAST

| knew her.
your old

so much so that the adhesiveness of one
blonde devotee assumed an almost dramatic
intensity, and he released himseif not without some strength in the fatherly tenderness of his hand. He impressed me favora- sire to show himself independent of the
would have reduced the whole of that vocal bly as a man of force and intelligence,as well ferryman.
On another occasion, he applied for the
chaos to order and harmony, and made- as of kindness. His bright eye raised the
uestion as to his temper, and led me to loan of a scythe, at the house of a neighbor,
what is now painful and distasteful beautithink that there is more fire in his nature Lwho was a bridge-builder.
ful and seductive.— Saturday Review.
‘* I'm raly sorry, Mr. Lincoln,” said the
than is commonly supposed. I can .conceive of the old man having a tremendous wife of the mechanic, “that I can’t accomInstances of Conceit.
} will of his own, and being sometimes a modate ye; but my husband ain’t to hum,
yp
pretty hard piece of the old Adamto con- ye see, and he says to me, jest before he
Even the philosophers have not shown tend with. Yet he has great gentleness went away, ‘ Betsy,” says he, ¢ don’t yeou
themselves averse tobe sprinkled with the and affability, and in his little -sermon lend nothin’ of mine to nobody, not on no
account while I am gone.’ So, Mr. Linholy water of laudation.
Socrates soberly
there was pathos as well as solemnity.
coln, ye see I can’t let that scythe go, not
told his judges that they should award him
even to yeou.”
:
a pension instead of condémning him; and
Mechanism
of
Thought.
‘“ Why, whereabouts is your husband,
Epicurns assured his correspondent that if
a
ul- Lh.=.o
marm ?”
i
he desired glory it was secured to him by
Our brains are seventy-year clocks. The
“Oh, he's way down in Pennsylvany,
the fact that Epicurus had thought him
:
i
:
worthy of being written to! Alcibiades let angel of life winds them up once for all, buildin’ a bridge.”
¢ Waal, I guess, if I go deown to where
all the world know that the one purpose of then closes the case, and gives the key into
his life, whether he . headed a conspiracy, the hand of the angel of the resurrection. he’s to work, and get his consent, ye'll lend
or plundered a city, or cut his dog's tail Tictac! tic-tac! go the wheels of thought; me that are scythe.”
elping voices like dogs, purring voices
ike cats, croakings, and lispings, and
quackings,and chatterings; a very mehdigerie in fact, to be heard in a room ten feet
square, where a little rational cultivation

that it was the best he had written,
but
that it was also the best of its class, and not

is expressive,

same red-cheeked, roughly-clad old soldier, | and kind, she had won the esteem of all who

judgment. At the close he leaned upon | who triumphantly exclaimed :—
but ne never teach them to speak, en]
correcting a glaring piece of mispronuncia- | his two chamberlains, and left'the hall, not | ¢ Waal, I have been reound

Voices.

_-

Anti-Bilious

Pills

Strengthen the digestive organs, avoidmg
costiveness, prooucing » moist condition of the skin, and im
a word, enabling the different organs of the body te
perform. their functions in a natural and healthy
manner. They operate in harmony
with the laws of
the human system, and may, there:
, be safely em:

ployed

fn various

forms of diseases.

They

are

recommendable
for Liver Complaints, Jaundice, Dyaaigha
ghs, Ni
Qonsla, every, Piles, Headach
orms in Children, ‘Nervous disorders, Perce is
eases, &c., &c.

For ull

diseases

the

Blood these

Pills should bo usedl:-t; let the case
be what it may:

us for the Mrile.
,
Sample copies will be sent free on application

AGENTS!
E WILL

PAY

READ THIS!
AGENTS

A

SALARY

$30 per week and expenses, or allow
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a

commission, to sell eur new wonderful
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favoring strict
of the govern-

The Virginia bill was further debated,

. Trumbull making an earnest appeal for immediate and unconditional
admission of the
state. In the course of the debate there occurred
a sharp and somewhat bitter personal passage at

words between Senators Trumbull and Sumner.
A vote was had on Mr. Drake’s amendment, resulting in its defeat by a large majority, Iw the
House of Representatives, a bill was passed for-

bidding the making of presents by subordinates in

the departments to their superiors or acceptance |
Thereis a singular barometric spring on the
of the same.
Mr. Mungen of Ohio made a perfarm of J. H. Temple of Framingham, Mass.,
sonal explanation concerning his speech favoring repudiation. The Virginia bill was again which has the peculiarity of ‘overflowing with a
sudden rush just before a rainfall. It matters
the subject of debate.
:
not what the season of the year may be, summer
On Friday, in the Senate, the debate on the
and winter, in wet weather and at the time of
Virginia bill was continued through a day and
night Session.
The amendment offered by Mr.
Edmunds of Vermont, reqpiring a certain oath
to be taken by state officers was, after amendment, adopted.
It was agreed thatthe vote on
the bill should be taken Monday, to which day
the Senate adjourned.
The principal business in
. the House of Representatives was A suse

‘over the ré¥dmission of Virginia. ‘Mr.

Bingham,

Mr. Farnsworth and many other members spoke
on the bill. Mr. Bingham’s substitute submitting the state without conditions, was carried by
a vote of 98 to 95, and the bill was passed by a

vote of 143 to 49.

}

Congress was not in session Saturday.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Virginia has 121,620 negro voters.
California has had another earthquake.
The failures

of last year aggregate $75,000,000.

There were 850 fires in 1869; loss, $2,626,393.
Telegraphic operators on strike continue everywhere resolute except in Philadelphia.
A majority of the Ohio Legislature is in favor
of ratifying the Fifteenth Amendment.

comes

Dr.

Dingler

September,

in his Polytechnic

1869,

disapproves

substances - containing

Journal

for

of the use of any

lead, along

with

zinc-

white (oxide of zinc) for painting.
Instead of
the ordinary boiled linseed oil, he recommends
an oil prepared as follows: 200 lbs. of linseed oil,
are gently boiled first, for five or six hours,
alone; and next for 12 hours along with 24 1bs. of
coarsely broken-up peroxide of manganese; in
this manner a very quickly drying oil is obtained, which is eminently fit to be used with
zinc-white or any other zinc colors.
The oil so
prepared should be carefully excluded from the
air until it is required for use in order to prevent
its becoming too thick. The zinc-white should
be first mixed with from 3 to’ per cent. of oil,
after which the prepared oil may be added.
An economical substitute for steam as a motive power has been found in ammoniacal gas,

which is an Incidental

and abundant product of

certain manufactures.
It is the most soluble in
water of all known gases. Atlow temperatures
The Stanton fund has reached $20,000 in New
the solution is sensibly instantaneous.
Its exYork.
A son of President Lopez of Paraguay is in treme solubility is a property of which advantage may be taken for: creating a vacuum, just as
Washington.
a
;
the same object is accomplished by the condensaIt is reported that Mosby is enlisting voluntion of steam, while it requires a temperature
teers for the Cuban army.
considerably lower to produce a given pressure
The Yo Semite Valley was visited last year by than is required by steam, and the pressure
1222 persons.
which it is capable of exerting at given temperaIn a shooting affray at Atchison, Kansas, a tures is much higher than that which steam affords at the same
temperature.
In the amfarmer was wounded by a negro, who was subsemoniacal engine, the expulsion and re-solution of
quently hanged by a mob.
The Spanish Minister has taken means to pro- | the gas take the place of vaporization and concure the detention by the national authorities of densation of vapor in the steam engine.
the Cuban

vessel Annie, which

has appeared in

There are in

Oregon

twenty-one quartz mills

the harbor of Charleston.

supplied with one hundred and forty stamps and

Two colored men having been refused admission to the Academy of Music at Charleston, S.
C., the manager has been arrested for a violation
of the Civil Rights law.

a large number of arastras, the cost of the
whole having been about $160,000. The extent

The Georgia Legislature met Monday and came
near breaking up in a row of the most disgraceful character, brought on by a certain violent

convert to democracy named Bryant.
That British Columbia and the Red river coun~
try are both likely at no distant day to be persist-

ent applicants for the protection of the United
States, is more than probable.
It is reported

that Minister Low will leave for

China this week. He has received full instruections to carry out faithfully the provisions of the
Burlingame treaty, and especially to be prompt
and firm on the question of protecting American
citizens and property in the Celestial empire.

The Senate of Minnesota has ratified the fifteenth amendment.
;
:

of

water

ditching reaches

sixty-five miles; cost, $275,000. About one-half
of the quartz mills are driven by water, being a
larger proportion than in California, or any
other portion of the Pacific coast.

A large discovery

of flint weapons bas lately

been made in Egypt—a land which had hitherto
given no proof of having ever possessed a stone

age.
Paris has a street locomotive, with rubber
tires to its wheels, which drags an omnibus of
fifty passengers, easily, safely, and smoothly.
Leave has been granted it to ply on two long
routes of travel.
.
‘Some plesiosaurian and crocodilian bones have
lately been discovered in New Zealand, showing
that a fauna once existed there similar to what
has been found in the Northern Hemisphere.

It is announced that eleven of the Western Un-

Cast-iron and steel, in large masses, can be
ion Telegraph Company’s. operators at Washingbroken by an ingenious method practiced in
ton have surrendered on the terms proposed by
France. It consists in boring a cylindrical hole
the company.
} of two or three inches in diameter in the place
where the fracture is desired, filling it with
Rev. Dr. Sears has returned to his present home
water, inserting a steel plug fitting the hole acat Stanton, Va., from an official visit to Texas,
as the general agent of the Peabody fund. He
curately, and then allowing the hammer of a
found public affairs there in such confusion that pile-driver to fall upon it from a hight of ten to
he could not make any arrangements for aiding
fifteen feet. A single blow generally suffices to
any educational establishments there, in accordbreak apart a mass of metal from two to three
ance with the donation of Mr. Peabody.
feet thick.

Her Majesty’s ship, Monarch, bringing

the re-

mains of Geo, Peabody, is due at Portland, Me,
about the 18th of Jan.
b
—_—

A.

FOREIGN.

Fears of a coup d'etat are revived in Spain.
The Cortes is about to reassemble.
The French Cabinet have triumphed in demanding the retirement of Baron Haussman for

the Prefecture of the Seine.
The Dominican Generals, Luperon and Cabral,
protest against the acquisition of Samana Bay.
The Pope is represented as unwilling to risk
the defeat of the dogma of infallibility.
+ Admiral Poor sends a statement that the Spanish troops in Cuba number less than 14,000, A
Cuban vessel has been captured by a British gunboat from Nassau.
a

A riot has occurred in the Longford district of
Ireland, and the partisans of Mr, Martin, the
Irish Nationalist, have been fired upon by soldiers
The Cabinet of Austria is likely to be the vie. tim of dissensions, and to be dissolved.

In Paris, on the 10th, Prince Pierre Bonaparte
shot M. Victor Noir, killing him instantly.

In Spain, President Rivero has entered the
Cabinet with Senores Topete and Sagasta.

ip

A London fog was recently so dense that it
found its way into the theaters, and almost put a
Stop to the performances.
In the large house
the audience in the dress circle and boxes
furthest’ removed
from the orchestra, could
scarcely discern
movements of actors on the
stage ; while, cven in. the smaller theaters,a
dimness as ifa fine gauze curtain hung between

them, rendered the effort to follow the performance somewhat wearisome.

The

stone

arrow-heads,

lance-heads,

and

hatchets found in Europe, India, China, Japan
and America, resemble each other so closely that
it is often impossible to distinguish them by
their form. This fact does not necessarily answer the question whether they were all formed
by one aboriginal race, as it is possible that

similar wants would produce similar weapons
all
over the world.
It is remarkable that everywhere, except in America, these
weapons are
believed by the common people to be thunder-

bolts.
Pliny

They are called elf-holts in Scotland, and

speaks

of them

same origin is ascribed
Japan.
In Nature we

find

as

ceraunixz, while

the

to them in China and

along and very interesting

report of the results of the deep-sea dredging expedition in H. M. 8, “Porcupine.” Depths of
over two miles were reached, and in every case
there was found an.abundance of animal life.
The explorers b.lieve that even at that depth
there

is certainly

say whether

cent,

light, though

it is difficult to

it 1s from the sum or phosphores-

Mr. Jeffreys reports that shell fish proba-

bly grow as large as those at less depths, and
they are provided with large and perfect eyes.

The colors are often quite rich.

There

in Winter.

best man we ever had to dig ditches seldom

worked,

when

digging

by

who

the rod, more than

nine hours
wood by the
most, work
their brain

a day.
And
it is so in chopping
cord; the men who accomplish the
the fewest hours.
They bring all
and muscle into exercise, and make

every blow

tell.

A

slow, plodding

Fourteenth.

mostly

done

by

farmer

needs,

above

all else,
a clear head, with

all his faculties of mind

8 were supptoosed
be extinct as tertiary fossile,
The proof seems to be abundant ofa current
at these low depths from the north,
1

and muscle light and ac-

tive, and under complete control.
Much, of
course, depends on temperament, but, as a rule,
such men need sound sleep and plenty of it.
When a boy on the farm, we were told that Napoleon needed only four hours sleep, and the old
nonsense of “five hours for a man, six for a
woman, and seven for a fool,” was often quoted.
But the truth is, that Napoleon was enabled, in
a great measure, to accomplish what he did

from the faculty of sleeping

monia, which will cause weeks or months of suffering, if not actual death within four days.
Fifteenth. To ‘ remember the Sabbath day” by
working harder and later on Saturday than on any
other day in the week, with a view of sleeping
late next morning, and staying home all day to
rest, conscience being quieted by the plea of not
feeling very well.—Hali’s Journal of Health.

soundly—of sleep-

Sa

Hints

ud

Sg

got well

on Coal.

When

The

the fire

have

fused

and

adhered,

by throwing oyster or clam

they may

be

shells into the fire:

off without the use of much

be repeated if some.of the clinkers still remain.

—8cientific American.

Uses

mind.

© 23

Alcohol

of Alcohol.

dissolves many organic

i

substances,

such as the vegeto-alkalies, resins, essentinl oil,
and hence fs of use in chemical analysis and in

the arts,

SOLD

It Is used to make varnish and French
Wii

i

(3 &

clubs, and merchants, in every part of the country
from Maine to California, amounting in value to over

Prime

00

....

ONE MILLION DOLLARS,

24 00

«

Our facilities for SRsuing this immense business
are better than ever before.
We have agents in all
the principal cities to purchase goods from the Manufacturers, Importers, and others, for Cash, and often
at aa immense sacrifice from the original cost of prouction.
Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods .

18
@ 19

Hogs, dressed12}¢
PRODUCE
Apples, dried B.8X@ 12%
» sliced.
..13 @.. 16

Shawls,

Blankets,

Quilts,

Cottons,

{betes

pple 36 @.. 37
Af.PeaNuts..1
R88:

12 @ . 16

seve 12%

Lemons

#bx

@

40v @ 5 50

Oranges...... 0 00 g06 00

Poultry..eesess 17 @.. 25

Raisins—. _ .
BlueW cask. .. @ . ..
Bunch,
¥ box..

@

Eggs

. ..

pees

;

Southernyel 1 00 @
Western mx’d1 10 @
Yellow ...... 000g
Wheat, west’'rnl 35 @

1
1
0
1

¥ 100 Ibs ..i 40 @ 1 50
Straw,100bs..1 25 @ 1 35

HIDES AND
Calcutta Cow,

SKINS,

Slaughter..... 20 @ 20%
Green
Salt....19% @.. 20

B
Rio

Ayres, dry...29 @.. 81
Grande... ..28 @..
3v

Western, dry...20

@

ot

To,.Whag,

iuseed,

10
13
Ov
60

YO@rasnarersss 115@ 120
Barley........ 100 g110
Oats..........
60 g.. 70
Shorts ¥ ton.2950 g30 0v
Sino Feed... 30 00 a32 %
dlings ...
36
HAY,
2s
Bale hay, ¥ ton
Country Hay,

sessssesnse
i

@os 48
of40 e481

|

ONE

814

Cassia,¥ Bb gold43
Cloves. .
«25 @..
Ginger
ll @..

Mace. .

FOR

Pepper

3!
26
12

ARTICLE.

.
We

do not ask you to buy goods from us unless we can
sell them cheaper than you can obtain them in any

other way,—while the greater part of our goods are

95 @ 1 05

2b

DOLLAR

EACH

We donot offer a single article of merchan
that can be sold by regular dealers at our price.

125.@.1 80

Nutmegs......

at

These and everything else for

Am. 35 @ 2 40

seas ea 42952
SPICES.

authors

about one-half the regular prices:—such as BYRON,
MOORE, BURNS, MILTON, and TENNYSON'S WoO
od Gilt and Cloth Bindings,—~and hundreds
ers.

Clover,Northern,13@.. 14
West and South. @.. 00

Layer «..... 435000

Corn, ¥ 56 bs

the standard and latest works of populas

Jacksons...., 60 @.. 70
new ¥bH....200 @ 2 25
Onions.#bbl 5 00 @ 0 00

. 30

:

. GOLD AND PLATED JEWELRY,of the newest styles,
We have also made arrangements with some of the
leading Publishing Houses, that will enable us to sell

«+110 @160
Potatoes,¥ bu
-

40 @ 165

8, common.

Gin

hams, Dress Goods, Table Linen
Towe Sy
Hosiery, Gloves, Skirts, Corsets,
&c., &c.
SILVER PLATED
WARE, SPOONS PLATED ON NICK.
EL SILVER, DESSERT FORKS, FIVE-BOTTLE PLA’
CASTORS, BRITTANIA WARE, GLASS WARE, TAB:
AND POCKET CUTLERY, in great variety.
ELEGANT FRENCH AND GERMAN FANCY GOO
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, the newest an
Shoicest styles in Morocco and Velvet Bindings.
- MOROCCO TRAVELING BAGS, HANDKERCHIEF AND

sold at about

@ 26

Pimento... ... 18X@..
9
One-Half the Regular Rates.
STARCH.
We want good reliable agents in every part of the
Best, Y b.... i e. 10
Country. By employing
your spare time to form
0
svsseass
Qe.
;
GAR
mt clubs and sending us orders, you can obtain the moss
liberal commissions, either in” Cash or Merchandis
Havana.
all goods sent by us will be as represented,
Nos. 8 0 12.10% @ 11% and
Wwe
guarantee satisfaction to every one dealing with
Nos.18tol7..22% @ 14%
our
house.
Nos.18to 20.14% @.. 15
As
the
Holidays are coming, we are making special
‘|Cuba Muscovado—
arrangements to supply every one who reads our ade
Fair tog'd rel
@ 13%
NewOrleans......

. 22

@..

Powdered..0

00 @

Coffee crush 18%
TALLOW

vertisement, with the most handsome and usefui Hol-

«.

Portland ........ « Qe

do. wet....... 11 @.. 12

Kay presents that can be
and

thought of or wished for,

to enable them to procure them

cheaply

and

ex-

peditiously, we will give to any one who will become
our Agent, One Eundred Free Tickets, éenume
erating some of the many different articles from which
you can make your selection ot Holiday presents.

14X

@ 14%

For returning full

clubs

from

these

Free Tickets,

accompanied by the cash, we will give the same extra

premiums that we now give, just the some as ityou had

paid 10 centa for each one of your Tickets.
wish
you to understand that not any other firm in
fhe busi
ness can compete with us in any way whateyer,
As this free ticket is only el
for the Holidays you
Jas send in your orders
0 re.the 20th of January

Gunpowder,
Per

B....

1

Imperial .....1
Hyson......
+
62
Shtet
andgol d. Fipo.
8

. 00
104

"In every order amounting to over $50, accompanied

4 by the cash, the Agent may retain $2,

00, and ih every

order of over $100, $3,00 may be retained to

Ohio 0 & rook
Picklock.

8
Oak, ¥ ton .....
Hemlock bdsl4

do. Spruce 15

Shingles,pine .2 25
docedar........
TUCG....

AY THE

vi

EXPRESS

CHARGES.

This offer is more especially to assist Agents in the
Western and Southern States, but is open to all cus
tomers,
:
s

COM MISSIONS.

Coarse. .
Mich. N.Y,
Extra

Agents will be paid ten per
cent.in Cash or Mer.
chandise, when
they fill up theirentire club, for which
below we give a partiallist of Commissions:
For an order of $30, from a club of Thirty, we will
pay the Agent, as commission, 28 yards
Brown or
leached Sheeting, Good Dress Pattern, Wool Square
Shawl, French Cassimere Pants and Vest Pattern, fine
large White Couunterpane, ete., etc., or $3,00 in cash.
For an order of $50, from a club of Fifty, we will
pay the Agent, as commission, 45 yds. Sheeting, One
I
heavy Wool Blankets, Pop n Dress pattern,
andsome wool Square Shawl, Silver-case Watch
etc., ete., or $5,00 in cash,
For an order of $100, from a club of One Hundred
we will I= the Agent, as commission, 100 yds. good
Jad wide Sheeting, Coin-Silver Hunting Case watch,
ch Long Wool Shawl, Suit of all Wool Freach Cas-

simere, etc., ete., or $10 in cash.

NEW
For

YORK

the

WHOLESALE

week

We do not employ any Traveling Agents,and cus.
tomers should not pay money to persons purporting

PRICES.

ending, . Jan 12, 1869,

:

to be our agents, unless personally acquainted.

Co.#Bb

@ 2 50
9 4 00

ALWAYS

g17 00
g18 v0

36 @

primes

. 40

PARKER
1y39

Canada......1 80 e 185
Marrow......170 @ 1 76
PORK

Mess ¥ bbl..27 50 @30 ..
Prime...

... £6 00 @30

00

BY REGISTER-

A paper for the People and Christian Workers, It
is suitable for distribution in BIBLE CLASSES and in
the general work of home evangelization.

381

00

Hams smok’d18 00 @20 00
POTATOES.
Mercers....

200

@ 2 25

Peach Blows..2 00 @ 2 25
POULTRY.
Live Turkeyshi#008..
Live Chickens...14@.. 19
DregsedTurkeysis @ . 22
do Chickens.

14

RYE.

Waatern,

bits

TERMS:

1039

1 C4

York¥y B45

T Kegs...

ESSAYS

POLITICAL EGONOMY,
While serving to explain and defend the policy of Protection to Home Industry, as a system of National
co operation for the elevation of Labor.
BY HORACE GREELEY.

1 vol.

16mo.

$1.50.

For sale by all Booksellers, Sent postpaid
ceipt of price by the Publishers,
i

iT
|,

on re.

FIELDS, 08G0OD & CO.,

BOSTON.

BOOK

AGENTS

NEW

WANTED,

BRIGHTON

CAT TLE

IMMORTAL

ee

iH

Jd6 @

. 18

ng Agents, 10 State streel, Boston, and 37 Park:Row,

New York, are authorized
to contract for advertisin
the Star.

a8’ Venitian Liniment to the public.

‘ sue

Jai

Wilbo#’s Cod Liver Oil and Lime.
he
Ing it
acknowledging its wonderful efficacy,
given the
article a vast Dopiilar itn New En, land, The. ‘od Liver
Oll 18 in
combi
n robbed of its unpleasant tas
bly
effective i heing soup)
with t|
Sipledupp
ng nature
the agent and assistance
red to
redise,
Court
ston,1s oie
VILAGE,N Qruggiats.
L]

I had no money

to advertise it, so I left it for sale with a few druggists

and storekeepers through a small section of the coun-

try, many taking it with sreat reluctance; but I told
them to et any one have it, and if it did not do all I
stated on my pamphlet, io one need pay for it, In

s0me stoees JWo or Hire bottles were wiienon trial,
sons present. 1 was,
by many,
thought
crazy,
ef ped
be the last they would see of me. Bat
1 knew my medicine was no humbug. In about two
manths I began to receive orders for more Diniment,
some calling it my valuable Liniment, who had refused to sign a receipt when T left it at their store.—
Now my sales are millions of bottles yearly, and all
for cash, I warrantit superior to any other medicine
for the cure. of Croup,
Diarrhaa, Dysentery, Colid
Vomiting, Spasms and
Sea sicknsss, as an internal
remedy. It is perfectly innocent to take mternally—

fee oath accompanying each bottle~and externall

The friends of

Hh

OW OFTEN WE HEAR THIS EXPRESSION
from persons reading advertisements of Patent

Medicines, and in nine cases out of ten iy A may be
right. It is over
22 years since I introdbeed
Dr, Tobi-

AND BTOOKS.

fads rendered doubly cove’

SOCIETY.

A HUMBUG.

for Chronic Rheumati¢m, Headache, Mumps, Fro
ed Feet, Bruises, Sprains, Old Sores, Swellings, Sore

Jnn, 12,1869.

LIFE.”

TRACT

164 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON,

AL

,

8. M. PETTENGILL & 00., Newspaper Adverts.

AMERICAN

MARKET,

12%
seeessasennasncenies 122

The most fascinating religious work ever published,
01d
Agents, Ladies,and Clergymen wanted. Address
J. PATTEN FITCH,
Hartford, Conn.
p15)

in this coun-

A@ Specimen copies o f the above apers sect fre
P
Published Monthly far
4

dresse: beef.
WORKING OXEN—$100 to $245 per pair, or accord:
ing to their value as Beef, Handy Steers, #80 to $100.
1.CH COWS—~$30 to $60; extra good, $95 to $83,
with or without calves, as may be agreed; farrow
and ord:
, $30 to $50,
STorRES— Yearling $15 to $25; two year old, $23 to
$45; three years old, $00 to $00,
FAT-HOGS~10% to 11%0, SHOTES—Wholesale, 104 to 130; retail 11 to 14o.
HipEs—Brighton 0 to 9)¢c; Country lots, 8
to0 00.
TALLOW=—T to 75 Country lots 6 to 6c.
PrrLT8—with wool $1,25 to § 1,40 each; country lots,
7510 $1.20.
CALF-SKINS—17 to 18¢,
GOLD

$3,560;

ies, 30 cents each.

Sheep Pelts..1 50 @ . 25

bannseanei

'

copies,

try. 1tis given by many 8. 8. saperintendengs and
teachers for rewards,
TERMS: Ten copies, $4; Twenty-five or more cop.

JANUARY, 12, 1869,
BEEF—Extra $12,75 to $13,00: first quality $12,00 to
$12.50; 2d quality $10,00 to $i1,75; 34 quality $9,00 to
$10,00, Jo cwt. » On total weight of hide, farrow, and

“OUR DEPARTED FRIENDS,
OF THE

@ 18)%

BOOK.

OR,

Twenty

TERMS: Eight copies, $1; 100 copies, $12.
Colored Edition,
THE CHILD AT HOME, in colors, is ve
attractive,

: 17 @ 18%

Tierces.......28%

“DESIGNED TO ELUCIDATE THE SCIENCE OF

$1;

nstruction.

AT,
White,¥ bush 2 25 @ 2 86

;

BOOK.

copies,

CHILD AT HOME!
A! Reduced Rates.
Each number contains four NEW and ORIGINAL enravings, and is full of attractive reading and sound

@.16

SEEDS.

Five

Forty copies, $6.

and is the only paper of the kind printed

BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

NEW

«

Christian Banner!

the nerves its messengers; the

HORACE GREELEY'S

CO.,

100 Summer St., Boston, Maas.

@ 17%
@ 164
¢ 16

of the Body is the brain; the stom-

;

&

S. S. PAPERS.
98 &

@ . 40 Hams,salted 17 00 @18 00

@.

WOOL.

GLORY

—

MASS,

GLOVE BOXES, &c.

duty, there is nothing like the regulating, purifying,
invigorating, cooling operation of TARRANT’S EFFERVESCENT SELTZER APERIENT. It renovaces the system and restores to health both the body and the

force the next morn-

ing. From two quarts to one-half peck will be
sufficient for most stoves, and tlie operation can

BOSTON,

JeoETY THOUSAND CASES OF. GOODS were
shipped from our house in One Year, to familiés

digestion creates a violent revolt among these attaches of the regal organ, and to bring them back to their

cleaned

box when the fire is very hot, and allowing the
fire to go out. The clinkers will generally cleave

King

ach its main support;

bricks

become burdened with the clinkers whieh

2t3

bowels, the kidneys and the pores its safeguards. In-

deferred until it

have

AM ERICAN UNITARIAN ASSOCIATION,

«sed

| WhiteWest'rn1 12 @ 1 14
Yellow.
116 @1
GS

—

fire raking

evesnee

West ordinary Al
CHEESE,
Factory,ex.¥# hb 6
Farmers’..... 14
Western 3
12

Po" preserve a fire under

ignited.

West’rn sup..
com.extras..
medium do..
choice do....
Illinois and O
choice extra,
Mich. and Indi

StateFirk

such circumstances, a little coal should be placed
on the fire,and when it has caught, more may

has

extra bran
choice extra

Orange

the grate,
The practice of putting ashes on the top of
fire to keep it, is productive of clinkers. Damp
coal screenings are better.
If a coal fire gets
low, the quickest way to extinguish it is to rake

be added, and the

FLO
AN.
St.Louis, sup..

Marrow......2 25
Ex Medium..8 50
BEEF.
ExMess #bbll 00
Country do..18 00
BUTTER.

inconvenience from its sifting too freely through

bottom.

Alewives.....
Salmon. toe..
Herr
ick.

Descriptive catalogue of all the Association’s pub
lications, sent free on application.

For further particulars send for Catalogues.

A common fault i8to use too coarse wood for
kindling, ‘and too much of it. This, while it
generally succeeds in lighting the coal, leaves a
bed of ashes below the coal which interferes
with the draught unless raked out; an operation
which always retards the combustion of ignited coal. The wood should be of some rapidly
burning variety, which gives a quick and high
heat, and should be split fine. It shouldbe so
placed that the coal will remain on the top of it,
and not fall through to the grate, leaving the
kindling on the top of any part of the coal. The
amount of kindling
wood
required depends
much upon the size of the coal. A good rule,
where stoves or furnaces have a good draught,
is to use coal as small as can be used without’

it at the

this translation, at once so slogan}, 80 carefully truth-

ful,and retaining 80 much of the style and language of
the common version, will be an imporiant aid in the
study of the Word of God.”— Providence Journal.

SEND MONEY
ED LETTERS.

allthe sleep they can take.—Am. Ag.

~ Timely

cal students, and as a valuable contribution to the

work of revising our English Scriptures. . . . He
has done his work in the spirit of a scholar, and not
of a sectary
”’— Baptist Quarteny.
"To those who are not familiar with the original text

Extra super.... @1 27%
Superfin@....... 81 12%
. FISH

To believe that warm air is nec-

ing when. he slept and working when he worked.
We have sat in one of his favorite travelingcarriages, and it was so arranged
that he could
lie down at full length, and
when dashing
through the country as fast as eight horses, fre
quently changed, could carry him, he slept
soundly, and when he arrived at his destination
was as fresh as if he had risen from a bed of |
down.
Let farmers, and
especially farmers
boys, have plenty to eat, nothing to “drink,” and

were

British seas. Of these 06 are new to science, and

and the

[]

Lowell sup.3-ply @ 1 65

Codfish, large 6

\

perhaps the most so ever made.”— Chicago
ne.
‘‘He has selected simple and good old Englith words
and idioms. He has obviously aimed to be candid and
unsegarian in his version.”— Bibliotheca Sacra. .
‘On the whole,we cannot veview this 1ast work of the
departed scholar, without avowing a p: ofound Yespeck
for his learning and candor
.”— Methodist Quarterly.
‘We can heartily recommend this translation of the
New Testament by Dr: Noyes, as a useful help to criti

eee8 @ B34
16 @ 27% SpanBrownAm.1%@..2
20@ . 85
enRed¥cwt.2 CO g 2 50
21 Q.4
Vermillion ..... 22
+156@ . 80
ting—
ing!
14 @ . 17
Mous.de Laines.. @ . 20
Cay etings—
Varnishes ....1

—

essarily impure, or that pure, cold &ir is necessarily more healthy than the confined air of a
crowded vehicle ; the latter at most can only
cause fainting and nausea, while. entering a conveyance after walking briskly, lowering a window, thus still exposed to a draught, will give a
cold infallibly, or an attack of pleurisy or pneu-

turn a grindstone or a fanning-mill better
than an energetic Yankee, but this kind of work

is now

live thus are well-in spite of dirt and filth.

esse

Prints.c.ceeeees12 @ 14

Thirteenth. To presume to repeat later in life,
without injury, the indiscretions, exposure, and
intemperance which in the flush of youth were
practiced with impunity.

Dutchman

horse-power,

Print Cloths.. 7% @ 8
Cotton Flanve » 156 @ 30
Cotton Jeans.}2% @ 18

for the health, the more violent and exhausting it

is the more good is done.
Dairy maids should remember that milk , in orFourth.
To imagine that every hour taken
der to throw up cream, must have a certain temfrom sleep is an hour gained.
perature. Where a themometer is the index:
Fifth.
To act on the presumption that the
about seventy degrees will be found the most
smallest room in the house is large enough to
desirable temperature for cream to risein cold
sleep in.
weather. It will not do to put milk into the cellar
Sixth. -Toargue whatever remedy causes one
at this season of the year, because it is most like~
to feel immediately better is ‘ good for” the sysly filled with vegetables and fruit. No good buttem without regard to more ulterior effects. The
ter can be made when milk is exposed to the
“soothing syrup,” for example, does not stop the
effluvia arising from
vegetables.
When new
milk has been strained, place the pans, or, if you: cough of children, does arrest diarrhea, only to
cause, a little later, alarming convulsions, or the
please, the tin pail, on the stove and warm the
more fatal inflammations on the brain, or water
milk. Then place it on the shelves in the buttery. The cream will soon rise, and will keep ~on the brain; or,at least, \iways protract the disease.
:
sweet.
Seventh.
To commit an act which is felt in it
In order to sour cream sufficiently for churnself to be prejudicial, hoping that somehow or
ing, it often becomes necessary to add a little
other it may be done in your case with impunity.
butter-milk from the churning.
Remember that
Eighth.
To advise another to take a remedy
the temperature of cream at the time of churnwhich you have tried yourself, without making
ing should be about sixty-two degrees. Therspecial inquiry whether all the conditions are
mometers are so cheap now-a-days, that every
alike.
:
.
dairy maid should have one.
A dairy thermomNinth.
To eat without an appetite, or to coneter, sufficiently accurate for the purpose, may
tinue to eat after it has been satisfied, merely to
be obtained for about seventy-five cents.
:
gratify the taste.
If your churning will “not come” readily,
Tenth.
To eat a hearty supper for the pleasit often helps the cream to add a little common
-| ure experienced during the brief time it is passsalt—about one-half the quantity required for
ing down the throat, at the expense of a whole
the amount of butter
produced from in the
night of disturbed sleep, and a weary waking in
churn.—Rural World.
:
the morning.
Eleventh.
To remove a portion of the clothing
Take
Enough Sleep.
immediately after exercise, when the most stupid
~
PRISE
drayman in New York knows that if he does not
Said one of the oldest and most successful
put a cover on his horse the moment he ceases
farmers in this state: “I do not eare to have my
work in the winter, he will lose him in a few days
men get up before five or half-past five in the
by pneumonia.
d
morning, and if they go to bed early and can
Twelfth.
To contend that because the dirtiest
sleep soundly, they will do more work than if children in the street or highway are hearty and
they got up at four or half-pastfour.”
We do
healthy, therefore it is healthy to be dirty; fornot believe in the eight-hour law, but, neverthegetting that continuous daily exposure to the pure
less, are inclined to think that, as a general rule,
out-door air, in joyous, unrestrained activities,
we work too many hours on the farm. The is such a powerful agency for health that those

found 117 species never before discovered in the

~

Butter

and | may

one hundred

a

+ ——

severest drought—all ‘at once the water

pouring from this spring, often flooding the interval through which itis discharged ; and within 36 hours thereafter a rainfall comes.

Milk For

Medium 4-4...13 @ 14
Drills,brown....16 @ 17

ld Republican.

‘One of the most satisfactory corrected tranclations,

leseesesl 25

B2SE8ZEHW

Maine ‘introduced resolutions
economy in the administration

Sheetings and Shirtings—
Heavy
4-4...16 @ 16

Eade

Mr. Morrill of

Spri

NO.

Neatsfoot¥’gall 10
PAINTS,
Lead,Red Am.. 00
Am.dry,pure.11 @
Groun whurelig J

:

in the Senate,

ment will be drawn towards this new version of it.”—

i SL —R-

Thursday,

“The word is the product of profound and Christian
scholarship.”— Christian Intelligencer, New York.
“We feel sure that genuine lovers of the New Testa

2S:

On

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

Do Domingo veesd8 iv 3 @ee an

@

wr Wednesday, the Va. matter was debated

in both Houses, but did not come to a vote in either. Mr. Sumner introduced his bill for refunding the debt and returning to specie payment, and made a speech in explanation of its
x
.
provisions.

Though a 12 mo. 6f578 pages, it is sold to secure its
wide cireulation,for $1.50 with a discount ot 25 p- r cent
to clergymen. Sent postage paid onFeceipt of price.

RiOseseeesnese «19 @.. 22
Ay

2

long speech, reviewing Commissioner Wells’s rert.

St. t.

25288: 222K

made’ a

NEW TESTAMENT

50
50
75

JAVA esegrenes

2: £28

of Pennsylvania,

do Muscovado4s @..
Cientuegos.....46 @
PortRicO..4+++60 @..

S888

Kelley,

. NOYES’S TRANSLATION OF THE

00
00

8

Mr.

for,

Fourth Thousand Now Ready of

Cuba, tarteivese.. @:
do sweet....00 @.

g88::

a day.

postponed

@ 16%

8

of Virginia, with condi-

Moulds.......12%

©

bill for the admission

tions, consideration of which was

John Bright's constituents in Birmingham
anatomist employs it to inject his subjects and
Our Four Swine.
have.held a great meeting to express approval of
preserve his specimens.
The practical chemist
his course in the Cubinet and of the policy of | I have been looking at our four swine,—~not of uses it as fuel in his lamps, as it gives heat withMr. Gladstone’s administration.
The réception
the last lot,but those in process of fattening. They
out smoke; and he employs it as a solvent,a
given to the great leader was very enthusiastic,
lie among the clean straw in the sty, nestling precipitant, and for other purposes.
It is, with"
and he made a powerful and significant speech.
close together; for they seem to be beasts senout question, of considerable
service in these
sitiveto the cold.
This is a clear, bright, crysand many other ways; and if men would learn.
It is reported that jhe more ‘intelligent of the
So
to use alcohol instead of learning to drink it, it
people of San Domingo favor annexation, that. tal morning, with a cool northwest wind.
there lie these four black swine, as deep among would really be entitled to be called one of the
the minor office-holders oppose it, and that .the
the straw as they can burrow, the very symbols
good creatures of God.
country people. are indifferent.
It is often said that the
of slothful ease and sensuous comfort.
They
abuse of anything is no argument against its use.
. The French ministry is pressing the measure
seem to be actually oppressed and: overburdenWe fully recognize the. soundness of this prineifor the arraignment of Rochefort..
Threats of
ed with comfort. . They are quick to notice any ple, and look upon the alcohol in our laboratory
personal violence and of political commotion, in
one’s approach, and uttera low grunt thereupwith as much satisfaction as we ‘do upon our
case it is acromplished, are not wanting.
Ollivier stigmatizes the agitators as ‘‘upstarts,” and on, not drawing a breath for that particular sulphuric acid, nitric acid, arsenic, or other
purpose, but grunting with their ordinary breath,
things used in our operations.
Butwe do not
boldly proposes to meet the question of revoluat the same time turning an observant, though
introduce any of these things into the stomach,
tion which they have proposed.
dull and sluggish eye, upon the visitor.
They
That is 4 laboratory of a different kind, formed
seem to be involved and hurried in their own
for a different purpose.
We
believe that the
corporeal substance ,and to look dimly forth at
chemistry of life can be properly performed withParagraphs.
i
the outer world.
They breathe not easily, and
out the aid of alcohol, and hence we. confine its
Oxygen may be economically made
yet rot with difficulty nor discomfort; for the employment to what may be called its useful and
y heating manganate of lime.
very unreadiness and
oppression with which
legitimate applications in science and art. One
their breath comes, appears to make them sensimple way 6f ascertaining which is the right way
Sixteen kinds of fossil horses have beén found
sible of the deep, sensual satisfaction which they
of employing anything is by the effects producin North America, yet there were no }forses here
feel. Swill, the remnant of their last meal, re
when this country was discovered.
ed. We have seen the results produced by the
mains in the trough, denoting that their food is
use of alcohol in the manufactory and the labora. The ribbed hull of a ship is usually made unmore abundant than even a hog can demand.
tory.
We have also seen the effects produced
yielding, for the sake of strength. But a ship
Anon, they fall asleep, drawing short and heavy
by taking alcohol into the human body, and these
will sail faster if it hag elasticity. So well has breaths, which heave their huge sides up and
effects have convinced us that the tendency of
this been understood by some, that cases have
down; but at the slightest noise they sluggishly
alcoholic
imbibation is to produce physical and
been known where vessels have escaped capture
unclose their eyes, and give another gentle grunt.
moral evil, and that the use of alcoholic liquors
in war, distancing their pursuers as soon as evThey also grunt among themselves, without any
is the chief cause of idleness, poverty, disease,
ery other rib of the frame was sawn through,
external cause, but
merely to express
their
and crime.— Weekly Record.
whereby elasticity was imparted to the hull.
swinish sympathy.
I suppose it is the knowl‘Work on the Hoosac tunnel is progressing sat- edge that these four grunters are doomed to die
Fifteen Follies.
isfactorily.
The
Messrs. Shanley, who began
within two or three weeks that gives them a
m———t—
their work nine months ago, have advanced the
sort of awfulness in my conception.
It makes
bore 1,199 feet at the east end, and 415 at the
First.
To think the more a man eats, the fatme contrast their present gross substance of
west, and there is now said to be a fair prospect
ter and stronger he will become.
fleshy life, with the nothingness
speedily to
that the enterprise
will be successfully comSecond.
To believe the more hours the chilcome.—Hawthorne’s Note Rook.
pleted at leasta year hefore March,1874, the time
dren study at school, the faster they learn.
specified in the contract.
Third. To conclude that if exercise is good
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vote, and in the Heuse, by parliamentary strate. gy and the peculiar ruling of the speaker, it was
put over a week.
On Tuesday, in the Senate,
an important
measure was reperted from the finance committee, It provides for redeeming the three per
cent. certificates, substituting national bank currency to be issued by banks established on a spe‘cle-paying basis.
The Virginia admission bill
was debated without being voted upon.
In the
House, the reconstruction committee reported a
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On Monday, the 10th, the daily sessions of Congress, interrupted by the holidays, were resumed. The committees of the House were overwhelmed with new bills and resolutions, and
there was a good batch of them introduced in the
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